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MODULE 1:
DESIGN EFFECTIVE E-LEARNING COURSE
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Introduction of the online course:
The concept of education has changed drastically in the last several years, especially under the light of
still ongoing health crisis, which forced millions of people to stay at home and adjust their normal routine
to the new virtual world. Apart from the concept of ‘home office’, which represents the new norm for
employees accomplishing their daily working tasks from their homes, online education or e-Learning has
become an integral part of school and university education process.
Despite at the beginning many were skeptical about this new virtual reality and were seeking to keep
unchanged traditional means of education, it became absolutely transparent that the process of studying
has to adapt to the modern world. Now students can get access to high-class education from any part of
the world if they have access to the Internet. Education institutions are entering a new era – the era of eLearning, and despite it is a new standard for many of them, there is still a problem of lack of experience
or understanding from instructors’ part. As majority of teachers have been trained to provide knowledge
in-person, they may be confused about how to adjust to the online environment. And that is why it is
crucial to provide educational institutions with information on the instruments and approaches available
to construct a successful online course and to organize an effective educational process, which satisfies
all actors involved.
There is a wide variety of tools that can be applied to create an innovative and interactive e-course,
making it more affordable, accessible, cost-effective and customized. In this material many of those
instruments will be explained in detail with clear examples and references, which is key for better
understanding of the unique nature of e-Learning. Major benefits and new opportunities as well as
possible challenges that occur during creating a new course or a platform will be presented and analyzed
in-depth. Feasible ways to face and overcome arising challenges will be also offered, together with simple
recipes of improving the quality of the final product. Therefore, this material contains a well-prepared
self-sufficient package of tools which allows any interested actor, specializing in education, to build an
efficient e-course, which will be adapted to the needs of a learner and at the same time will be convenient
for an instructor.
This by no means signifies that traditional face-to-face education with students being physically present
in a conventional classroom should or will disappear. For many learners it is still the most preferable
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method of studying due to their personal preferences, their learning style, their living conditions or any
other motivation. Nevertheless, online elements can be successfully integrated into traditional education
process, significantly enhancing it and bringing it to another level of efficiency and learner’s satisfaction.
And although online studies are not for everyone, they still should be an accessible option for those who
find it more attractive and convenient. This study method presents practically endless options for various
groups of learners, especially for people with limited mobility, limited in funds as well as international
students.
MODULE 1:
DESIGN EFFECTIVE E-LEARNING COURSE
The first module is dedicated to the definition of e-Learning and its major features. On the one hand, it
explicitly covers possible challenges that arise from the nature of online education, and on the other hand,
it analyses possible opportunities that emerge during online training process. This part is looking into
potential logistics and technological problems as well as personal and psychological ones, at the same
time exploring most positive aspects that are perceived by learners as benefits.
Most importantly this part explains thoroughly how to construct a successful, efficient and effective online
course. As learner’s satisfaction is named among the most important criterion of a high-quality online
training, it will be addressed most carefully. Several factors have been identified as crucial dimensions to
guarantee the proper level of learner’s contentment, e.g. student, teacher, course, technology, system
design, and environmental dimension. For better understanding multiple examples of innovative
educational approach being applied are provided.
Finally, this module enlists key instruments, used in the EU to transfer, recognize and accumulate
qualifications, and moreover, to assess it properly. It presents European credit system for vocational
education and training, the European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training and the
European Qualifications Framework, which facilitates better cooperation and integration in the
educational sphere between European countries.
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MODULE 2:
INTRODUCE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY INNOVATIONS
In module 2 the technical part of an e-learning platform will be explained: the two most used architectures
will be presented, the Learning Management System (LMS) and the Learning Experience Platform (LXP).
Its components, its characteristics and the differences between the two will be described and explained
in depth.
Likewise, module 2 will describe blended learning, a learning methodology that combines face-to-face
classes and e-learning. This approach offers a wide variety of possibilities combining the best of both
options.
Finally, the module introduces gamification, a set of techniques that incorporate video games into the
learning process. These techniques significantly increase student engagement because they are no longer
passive actors in the learning process and become active participants.
Gamification can be used, both during the learning process and in the evaluation. Also, it helps with
interactions between teachers and students or between students. In addition, when users are playing,
they unconsciously provide very valuable information that allows education to be adapted to the specific
profile of the students.
MODULE 3:
DEFINE AND APPLY EFFECTIVE STANDARDS FOR LEARNING MATERIAL PRODUCTION
In Module 3 various examples of existing materials that are used in online teaching will be presented. In
order to improve interaction between a teacher and a learner, as well as to facilitate the efficient and
effective usage of online learning mode it is crucial to pay close attention to the way visual materials are
designed.
The Module will provide concise and in-depth understanding of research-based basic design principles.
Among them user-oriented language, feedback and error-free approach will be covered, as well as options
to support the user at any point of their learning progress.
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In addition, various navigation structure will be demonstrated in details and with examples in order to
secure high-level organization and navigation, which will assure learners’ efficacy and satisfaction with
the process.
Finally, in this Module multimedia content types are covered as they are considered among key elements
of any e-Learning course. There is brief explanation on how texts, pictures, sounds, videos and animations
can be applied and also how they can be developed through interactive material development tools.
MODULE 4:
INTEGRATE E-LEARNING WITHIN CLASS PHYSICAL LESSONS, MOBILITY AND PERSONAL STUDY
A good concept of learning must be accompanied by the parallel development of the individual learning
skills so that the learner can draw a strategic path to achieve the learning objectives. Therefore, the
participants must first get acquainted with the processes of self-organization in e-learning. This includes
preparing for the learning process, generating goals, motivating participants and presenting different
learning skills. Feedback is a necessary condition for the effectiveness of the learning process.
The virtual approach to different types of personalities plays a key role in mastering the audience. The
online mentor must solve typical problem situations in the most skillful way possible. It is very important
when building a virtual collaboration to plan and create rules for communication, to form a team to be
led so as to get the most out of virtual communication using the right and effective techniques. If
necessary, for optimal results, at the beginning and end of the training it is good to organize offline
meetings.
Stress is one of the most common negative phenomena in both face-to-face and online learning, which is
underestimated by many. Unfortunately, it can even become a health problem if neglected for too long.
It is important to make a proper assessment of what are the sources of stress in everyday life and how
they can be overcome. Learners need to learn to manage time properly and learn various stress
management techniques to be useful to themselves and others.
The pandemic, in addition to stress, offered us alternative ways of learning, one of which is synchronous
online learning. It has shown its shortcomings over time. That is why the so-called blended learning has
emerged, which draws on the positive aspects of traditional learning and new learning methods.
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Naturally, each method of training requires assessment of the acquired knowledge, skills and
competencies of the learners. Therefore, the new times have created new ways of evaluation. The project
method, the portfolio, the alternative assessment aroused interest among the trainers. The goal is only
one - to achieve the most accurate and effective assessment of students.
After defining the meaning and the main characteristics of an e-learning course, this module will go over
the challenges and opportunities of e-learning, it will introduce the reader to few but effective steps to
design an effective online training course and it will present the European Credit system for Vocational
Education and Training (ECVET) and the European Qualification Framework (EQF).
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HOW TO DESIGN AN EFFECTIVE E-LEARNING COURSE
 E- learning definition and dimensions
What is an e-learning?
E-Learning is the use of telecommunication technology to deliver information for education and training.

With the progress of information and communication technology development, e-Learning is emerging
as the paradigm of modern education. The great advantages of e-Learning include liberating interactions
between learners and instructors, or learners and learners, from limitations of time and space through
the asynchronous and synchronous learning network model (Katz, 2000; Katz, 2002; Trentin, 1997).

How do we increase the learner’s satisfaction?
Information system research clearly shows that user satisfaction is one of the most important factors in
assessing the success of system implementation. This first paragraph will address the issue of how to
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increase the learner’s satisfaction while attending online courses through the results of one of the first
studies on the topic of E-learning, published in the international Journal “Computer and Education” in
2006.1 According to the Paper’s authors, in an e-Learning environment, several factors account for users’
satisfaction. Those factors can be categorized into six dimensions: student, teacher, course, technology,
system design, and environmental dimension. As showed in Figure 1 each dimension can be further
unpacked into more specific sub-categories.
Learner dimension
The definition of learner attitude is learners’ impression of participating in e-Learning activities through
computer usage. E-Learning depends mainly on the use of computers as assisting tools. Instructors publish
their materials on the platform and learners participate through computer networks. A more positive
attitude toward IT, for example, will result in more satisfied and effective learners in an e-Learning
environment.
Nowadays, computer illiteracy is very hard to find. The digital revolution has taken place and computer
and technological skills are now commonly widespread, especially amongst youngsters. Because the
mentality of treating computers as a necessary tool has matured, users’ attitude, efficacy or skills should
no longer be considered an issue in the e-learning environment.
Nevertheless, anxiety might still exist with certain users, in particular with the elder ones and those who
do not have a higher education. In these cases, learner anxiety toward computers is one of the vital factors
in perceived e-Learner satisfaction. The higher the anxiety arises, the more task performance decreases.
On the other hand, if fears of computers do not emerge, that barrier to e-Learning is reduced and the
abilities to use e-Learning effectively improve. Therefore, to increase user satisfaction and further
improve the effectiveness of e-Learning, it is important to strengthen education and training to give
participants better understanding of computers and related technology.

1

Pei-Chen Sun, Ray J. Tsai, Glenn Finger, Yueh-Yang Chen, Dowming Yeh, What drives a successful e-Learning? An empirical
investigation of the critical factors influencing learner satisfaction in Computers & Education, 50 (2008) 1183–1202.
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Instructor dimension
Instructors’ attitudes toward e-Learning have a significant effect on e-Learners’ satisfaction. Instructors
play key roles in students’ learning processes in either traditional face-to-face teaching environments or
in remote learning environments. The effects of learning activities and students’ satisfaction are
influenced by instructors’ attitudes in handling learning activities. For example, a less enthusiastic
instructor or one with a negative view of e-Learning education should not expect to have students with
high satisfaction or motivation.
Teaching online differs from face-to-face education. Professional expertise should not be the sole criterion
in selecting online instructors. Attitude toward using computer and network technology in delivering
education and training will impact students’ satisfaction and affect their performance. In this matter,
response timeliness from instructor is significant as well: no-response or unreasonable delays in
responding to students’ requests will definitely not contribute to student success.
Course dimension
Due to e-Learning courses’ flexibility in time, location, and methods, participation and satisfaction of
learners are facilitated. The elimination of physical barriers enables more dynamic interaction that fosters
establishment of constructive learning and opportunities for cooperative learning. With no restrictions on
time and space in e-Learning, students can communicate instantaneously, anytime, anywhere. Moreover,
virtuality eliminates awkwardness associated with face-to-face communication in traditional classrooms.
Learners can express their thoughts without reticence and ask questions through discussion group or
online forums and chats. Currently, most e-Learning courses are in complimentary learning and continued
education programs, and learners are mostly people on the job. E-Learning course flexibility can be
defined as the learners’ perception of the efficiency and effects of adopting e-Learning in their working,
learning, and commuting hours.
Course flexibility and quality both play an important role in perceived e-Learners’ satisfaction. In contrast
to traditional classroom learning, e-Learning is not constrained by space, time and location; therefore,
students have a high degree of flexibility and many self-paced learning opportunities. These alternatives
allow the training courses’ participants to balance their jobs, family, and work-related activities with e11

Learning, an aspect that influences the student’s choice when selecting an education path. Institutions
with online learning should explore the advantage of the virtual environment and design courses with
maximum flexibility to accommodate students’ needs.
Of all independent variables, course quality has the strongest association with satisfaction. It includes
overall course design, teaching materials, interactive discussion arrangements, etc. For higher
satisfaction, the course scheduling, discussion arrangement and types, and course materials must be
properly prepared, and the e-Learning instructional expertise and technical assistance must be also in
place. Most e-Learning systems have built-in help pages or FAQ (frequently asked questions) about system
usage for novice e-Learners should problems ever occur during their learning process. A well- designed
delivery process, with appropriate assistance to students for solving their curriculum and technical
difficulties, can decrease e-Learners’ uncertainty and frustration with e-Learning, further leading to better
learning experiences. Hence, e-Learning course quality influences perceived e-Learner satisfaction very
significantly.
Technology dimension
Several researchers indicate that technology quality and Internet quality significantly affect satisfaction in
e-Learning. A software tool with user-friendly characteristics, such as learning and memorizing few simple
ideas and meaningful keywords, demands little effort from its users. Users will be willing to adopt such a
tool more easily barriers and learners’ satisfaction will be improved. Therefore, the higher the quality and
reliability of Internet Technology, the higher the learning effects will be.
E-Learning may also involve learning and discussion using other equipment such as video conferencing.
Therefore, both technology quality and Internet quality are important factors in e-Learning. Quality and
reliability of technology, as well as network transmission speed, are therefore significant elements that
have an impact on learning outputs. With technology and internet quality we refer to the learners’
perceived quality of IT applied in e-Learning such as microphones, earphones, electronic blackboards, but
also internet speed.
Nevertheless, it is also true that in the great majority of cases the technologies in use today in e-Learning
environments are fairly mature. Most e-Learning systems are constructed in a high-speed network
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environment where software and hardware are superior to those of non-e-Learning environment for
parallel processing of multimedia streaming data.
Improper technology or no technology definitely matters. In e-Learning environments, poor technology
with slow response time or frequent technical difficulties definitely discourage learners from taking online
courses.
Design dimension
The technology acceptance model (TAM) identifies perceived usefulness as the degrees of work
improvement after adoption of a system. Perceived ease of use influence users’ attitudes towards a
software tool and further affect individuals’ beliefs and behaviours when adopting the tool. Applying this
model to e-Learning, the presumption is that the more learners’ perceive usefulness and ease of use in
courses delivering media, such as course websites and file transmitting software, the more positive their
attitudes are toward e-Learning. This consequently improves their learning experiences and satisfaction
and increases their chances for using e-Learning in the future. Learner perceived usefulness in an eLearning system is defined as the perception of degrees of improvement in learning effects because of
adoption of such a system.
An e-Learning system provides useful content and helps prepare students for future career advancement.
Hence, the higher the perceived usefulness of an e-Learning system, the more satisfaction learners have.
An e-Learning system’s ease of use makes it possible for individuals to devote their attention to learning
the course materials instead of spending additional effort learning the instrument. Consequently, a higher
learning satisfaction should exist.
Environmental dimension
Proper feedback mechanisms are important to e-Learners. Environmental variables such as diversity in
assessment and perceived interaction with others influence e-Learning satisfaction considerably. The use
of different evaluation methods in an e-Learning system causes users to think that a connection is
established between them and the instructors, and their learning efforts are properly assessed. Therefore,
this study assumes that if an e-Learning system provides more or diversified assessment tools and
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methods, users’ satisfaction will increase because of feedback from the assessment. Diversity in
assessment is defined as different assessment methods as perceived by learners.
When diversified evaluation methods exist to assess effectiveness of e-Learning, students’ activities and
processes might be corrected or improved through multiple feedbacks to achieve better performance. A
variety of assessment methods enable instructors to canvass learning effects from different aspects so
that instruction may be more effective. As for students, diversified assessment methods motivate them
to exhibit their best efforts in different evaluation schemes so as to proceed with e-Learning activities
seriously and effectively.
 Frameworks and Examples: 5 innovative online training examples
1. Storytelling
If you need to provide online training around a moral or emotive subject matter, using stories could be
just the thing.
People connect with and remember stories, which is why they’re a tried and tested learning approach.
They can be used to tackle seemingly dry subjects, like compliance or soft skills, making them far more
real and engaging for your audience.
Remember that stories can be told through many different mediums. High-impact video drama can
certainly pack a punch, but, as this online example shows, compelling words, visuals and a sprinkling of
sound effects can be equally as engaging.
2. Branching scenario
When it comes to online learning experiences, branching can be a great way to put learners in the driving
seat, and increase engagement. So, let’s dive into the power of scenario-based elearning examples.
‘Choose your own adventure’ style scenarios, immerse users in a story and allow them to actively
participate in decisions that control the outcome. Users learn through experiencing consequences rather
than being informed of them, helping them learn through trial and error in a safe environment.
This online example shows powerful video scenarios interspersed with decision points, with the ability to
see the impact of your choices. Audio or text-based scenarios would work just as well, and are far more
budget friendly.
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3. Reflective learning
Learning through reflection helps your audience mentally prepare for ‘real world’ interactions, and helps
challenge their existing perceptions.
Often, the learning experiences that resonate the most are the ones that make us stop and think, and
allow us to reach our own conclusions. This approach can create real impact – asking learners to challenge
preconceived ideas is a subtle way of encouraging behavior change. This is particularly effective for
compliance subjects that learners may think they know well enough already, such as IT security or health
and safety.
This data protection example uses reflective questions, scenarios and social polls to engage the audience
and help them see the need for change.
4. Step-by-step process breakdown
Compliance processes are some of the most business critical pieces of training you’ll create. It’s crucial
that you strike a balance between sharing the necessary level of detail while making sure it’s as simple to
digest as possible. Using a visual menu is great for this – you can present each stage of your process as a
separate topic, helping learners to see the bigger picture of the process before getting into the detail.
In this risk assessment example, each topic uses a single interaction to provide a quick overview of the
step – making it easy to double up the course as a refresher module too. You can also expand this
approach for more complex processes by adding multiple pages to each topic.
Adding a final case study puts the steps into context, demonstrating how the process can be used in real
life.
5. Scrolling ‘what, why, how’ page
When you’re training on a simple and practical process, a scrolling page that focuses on what learners
need to do, why they need to do it and how to go about it cuts straight to the core information. The
scrolling design is perfect for explaining a linear process for the first time as it shows the whole process
on one page. An added bonus is that it makes it easy for learners to skim when they need a quick refresher
later. This example on how to wash your hands offers a one-stop-shop resource to upskill learners.
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CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF E-LEARNING
Once the dimensions needed to create an effective e-learning environment are defined, it is useful to
identify the challenges and opportunities of online learning in our times.2
The main challenges that online trainers and trainee may face are the following:


Lack of human contact
The “e” stands for electronic. As you know e-learning is delivered through computers, and lately also
via mobile devices. Especially if you are not using video-conferencing apps, the learner might find
this kind of training alienating. The human being is by nature a social being so taking away all forms
of interactions with other people might be a demotivating factor for some users.
The interaction is a critical component of every successful teaching and learning. Traditional
classroom training will not be replaced because certain content is not suitable for on-line delivery.
Nature, relative value, or importance of some education content imply classical training (e.g. soft
skills training). On the other hand, some kinds of training (e.g. acquisition of IT skills) are well suited
for on-line training.



Boredom
If you have been in this industry for just some time, you will notice that a lot of articles and discussions
are focused on how to engage and motivate students. In fact one of the main problems related to elearning is the high “mortality” of learners as they often seem to lose motivation because online
classes are boring.



Lack of focus
When studying in class there’s not much distraction (well… other than each other!). On the other
hand, when studying at home it’s so much easier to lose focus as no one is actually watching you and
you have all your personal items within your reach.



Technical issues
Many students are not provided with the high bandwidth or the strong internet connection that online
courses require, and thus fail to catch up with their virtual classmates: Their weak monitors make it
hard to follow the Course Management System and their learning experience becomes problematic.

2

http://facta.junis.ni.ac.rs/eao/eao201002/eao201002-04.pdf
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Moreover, most of them live off campus and find it difficult to keep in tune with the technical
requirements of the chosen course. Some of them don’t even own computers and seek help in
Learning Resource Centers for technical assistance. The only solution to this problem is knowing
exactly what kind of technological support they will need for a certain course before enrolling in it, as
well as properly equipping themselves for the course’s successful completion.


Unsuitability of e-learning
Certain groups of learners want live experience and total interactivity with a human trainer and others
are uncomfortable with computers. Many individuals have auditory or kinetic learning style instead of
visual style. Electronic training is not the most efficient method for these individuals. The classroom
has guidance and structure that are important for individuals who lack the motivation for self-study
and learning in virtual environment. For these learners, better solution is traditional education, but
the education can be supplemented by e-learning projects.



Decreased Knowledge Retention
Most eLearning courses are designed in a condensed way: big chunks of information are separated
into digestible portions that can be learned within short periods of time. Educators may find out that
their efforts don’t bring the desired results if they fail to incorporate microlearning into their online
courses. Microlearning is very effective because it enables students to memorize bite-sized chunks of
information, making their studies focused and efficient.

On the other hand, Learning Management Systems and e-learning can offer a lot of interesting
opportunities. Here’s a few:


Adaptiveness
One of the greatest things about e-learning is that the software and technology can easily evolve
according to new pedagogical theories. Everyone is talking about Gamification and learners are asking
for it? - no problem. You just need to develop a new module in your training platform and instantly
get all the benefits to all your learners.



Flexibility
As I mentioned before, nowadays e-learning can be delivered also via mobile devices. This means that
people can start learning pretty much everywhere, any time they want. Learners can take courses
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during their morning commute to their workplace by simply bringing their smartphones along with
them


Reporting
In order to gather useful information, and data you can actually use, you have to be extremely precise
while reporting by using standards and a unified approach. Thanks to modern technologies it’s
extremely easy to automatically create reports that fit your needs, no matter how many learners
you’re trying to evaluate



Management
Obviously it’s important to get reports right away, but it’s also very important to keep your data and
reports in a place where you will be able to retrieve them at any time for future analysis and history
tracking. Say no to huge paper folders that can easily get lost or ruined. It’s now time to leverage
databases and online storage to keep your learner’s records in a permanent and easy to browse
organizational system.



Improved collaboration and interactivity
Electronic learning offers more collaboration and interaction with experts and peers than traditional
learning. Teaching methods and information communication technologies which create an interactive
on-line environment are: case studies, demonstrations, simulations, streamed videos, on-line
references, coaching and mentoring, discussion groups, project teams, chat rooms, e-mail, bulletin
boards, tutorials, FAQs, and wizards. Distance education encourages more critical reasoning than
traditional learning because interaction takes place better in small group of students. Students in online courses better understand topic of lecture than in a traditional course because of the discussions
about the topic. A study shows that on-line learners had more peer contact with others in the class,
enjoyed it more, spent more time on class work, understood the material better, and performed
better than students in the traditional classroom.

 Personalized learning
Personalized learning impact on higher retention of learning content. There are individual differences
in learning styles and e-learning supports all the styles. E-learning also provides a high level of
simulation suitable to the learner's level of proficiency. People can learn at their own pace and review
course material as often as needed. They can customize the learning material to their own needs,
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control their learning process and better understand the material. The delivery of learning content in
smaller units contributes further to a more lasting learning effect. The more intensive e-learning course
enhances the retention rate by 25-60% when it compares to traditional learning
 Access to timely information
Web-based training services allow instructors to easily and instantly update lessons and learning
materials. This keeps educational content fresh and consistent. Learners have immediate access to the
most current information that can be retrieved just before it is required. Electronic training has proven
to have a 50–60% better consistency of information than traditional learning.
 Substantial cost savings
Huge reduction of cost is due to the elimination of travel expenses. When conducted electronically,
training is less expensive per user due to efficient distribution and the elimination of high salaries for
trainers and consultants. The biggest benefit of e-learning is elimination of the expense and
inconvenience of getting the instructor and students in the same place. Organizations could save
between 50–70% when replacing classical training with electronic training and learning. In e-training,
courses can be organized into shorter sessions and in several days or weeks so that the organizations
do not lose an employee for entire days. On the other hand, employees do not need to travel and they
improve productivity and use their time efficiently.
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THE MAIN RULES FOR CREATING AN EFFECTIVE E-LEARNING COURSE
Some preliminary considerations
E-learning offers the benefits of training right-skilled professionals for organizational growth sustainment
in the long run. However, the design analysis of content in a specific training program can sometimes be
easily unrecognized or left incomplete. Creating a clear business-focused plan can help designers or
product managers see what lies beyond the design. Learning objectives, success criteria, as well as
context, are essential factors to consider before curating any content. There are 5 considerations that
should be studied before Instructional Designers and/or product managers dig deeper into the design of
a learning product:
 The organization's mission and context of learning
The mission, vision, and values of any organization are the first stop for any designer when designing
online courses. Time and effort will be wasted if the intended learning initiative isn't included, or the
online course does not reflect the mission of the organization.
The context of learning is influenced by 3 factors: learning practices, work practices, and technologies. In
most organizations, learning practices are usually presented informally, for example as daily tasks or
learning by trial and error. These can be performed by preparing a set of tutorials or job aids in the form
of "best practices." Work practices can be emailed or recorded as webinar communications. Professional
development training can also be presented as a prototype module for course design. Technologies can
be utilized with the use of a customized Learning Management System (LMS) that focuses on learnercentric models in different forms: fully online, blended, or face-to-face. The fully online solutions can
either be asynchronous or synchronous learning centers for staff. The face-to-face solutions are infosessions for audiences and stakeholders. In addition to the above, learners need effective communication
through emails and social media. This communication can happen by sharing success stories in online
discussion forums and workshop events.
 Theories of learning
Start considering and looking at the different epistemologies in your workplace. These can be varied
according to the instructional goals and criteria of each project. It can be a mix of cognitive, behavioural
and constructive learning approaches. In most workplaces and/or educational institutions, constructivism
20

can prevail and lead when the audience is adult learners. Constructivism is built around people who
construct knowledge and its application through sharing experiences in online discussion forums.
Scaffolding, as a learning strategy, is best built with microlearning (bite-size learning). This will be very
useful when addressing 21st-century adult learners. Another topic that would also help adult learners is
co-creating success criteria on ideas like engagement, UDL (Universal Design for Learning), and writing
descriptive feedback with online audiences.
 Learners' Audience Analysis
The learners' characteristics play a vital role in determining the format of the design of the eLearning
course before the process starts. These are many, but some can be listed below:
-

Adult learners tend to complete concise modules and/or design course pages that sometimes don't
follow the organization’s expectations and/or don't meet the needs of 21st-century audiences.

-

Adult learners are reminded to design/improve course pages by following existing success criteria.

-

Adult learners prefer to learn with flexibility in mind.

-

Adult learners prefer to have a mix of interactive digital media, infographics, job aids, and
microlearning activities with fewer texts/readings.

-

Some adult learners follow instructions and show examples of the design of their current online
courses while others don't participate.

-

Adult learners tend to fast-pace the completion of specific tasks when it's busy.

-

Adult learners believe that live or recorded webinars are good motivators.

-

Adult learners believe that updated tutorials can be a great addition.

-

Adult learners have varied perceptions of the effectiveness of training and the organization.

-

Group adult learners are very heterogeneous in achievement and motivation.

-

Adult learners need motivational and ongoing training to learn new skills at different stages each year.

-

Adult learners are flexible in working on their own at their own pace.
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-

Adult learners can work individually or in groups during professional development workshops.

 Situational factors
Cost, access, and quality are factors that are always intertwined and affect the design of the learning
product. In the workplace, it is very rare to see all 3 factors meet. We can only see a maximum of two out
of three meeting, leaving the third out. When the project has a tight budget, it is important to have a
clear, upfront business plan that puts costs and completion dates for each phase of the project into
consideration. Every adult learner should have access to a strong reliable internet connection to access
all the features of the LMS. At the evaluation process of the learning product/prototype, the quality can
be updated or altered in order to reflect and meet the expectations and success criteria after the adult
learners' feedback.
 The designer's approach to e-learning
This can always be unrecognized or missed. The Instructional Designer or the product manager are,
themselves, adult learners as well. By definition, designers are adult learners, too. Therefore, any learning
approach used should be brought to the eLearning course design phase.
To sum up, when it is not always possible to meet online adult learners in person, more emphasis should
be put forth toward the cognitive approach that builds their knowledge without the interference of the
moderator—something that can be highlighted in any designed online training program. Not to forget
that, as designers, we need to be aware of the context of any learning product. The contextual learning
factor can be social, influenced by the subject matter, the past experiences of adult learners, their attitude
toward the subject matter, and their own professional background that impacts learning new material.
Why good eLearning design is a must
If it is true that a lot of people judge books by their covers, the same applies to online courses and
corporate eLearning modules. Crummy graphics, confusing navigation, and discordant colours equal a
terrible digital course.
Often it doesn’t matter how good the content is because very few people can put up with terrible visuals
to get a scoop of your excellent content. That’s how easily a good course is put to death by poor eLearning
design.
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It is, therefore, a common-sense approach to put more effort into eLearning design. If a course is visually
appealing, it will attract participants and keep them engaged better than a poorly planned design. Though
it takes a lot of details and a ton of effort to create the perfect eLearning design that brings out the best
from your learners, it is worth it.
Instructional Design experts say that to design an effective e-Course, it would be very useful to pay
attention to five main components: audience, course structure, page design, content engagement, and
usability.
1. Audience
The course should be designed by keeping in mind the audience; the main key to success is to deliver what
the learners need. Before starting to design a course an audience analysis should be performed on the
basis of the following questions:


What are the Learners’ desired outcomes?

Understanding the needs of the learners means knowing the reasons why they are taking the course, their
perception on the amount of work it would create for them and their learning expectations. To get this
information it could be useful to perform a survey or ask the learners what their expectations are after
finishing this course. This information will help to create the course objectives and to make sure that the
course contents are aligned with those objectives. All this information must be known before designing
the course.


What are the course prerequisites?

Is the course a part of a learning path or is it an individual course? What is the required knowledge that
the users must have before they attend this course? Is this course for beginners or experts? Who will
attend the course? Are they managers or technical people? What is their educational background? What
is the age of the learners? I know some people may consider this an improper question, but you need to
know this information because designing a course for adults is different than designing a course for
teenagers or even young kids.
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What is the learning environment?

You have to understand how the learners are going to take their training. Are they going to take it online
or onsite? Are they going to take it through their laptop or will they use their mobile phones to access the
training material? What is the software and hardware that the learners have? Understanding this
information will help choose the right format for the course.
Knowing the answers to the above questions, will allow course designers to have a good overview of their
target group.
2. Course Structure
The concept of course structure includes the topics and their sequences through the course. It’s very
important to organize the learning material in a good sequence to deliver the course objective. One of
the tools that Instructional Designers use is storyboarding. It’s a very powerful tool, as it helps them have
a clear vision about the sequence of the course and whether the size of each lesson is big or small. In
order to be actually effective, an online training course should follow some simple but essential tips.


Avoid Creating Long Modules

If you are making PowerPoints don’t exceed 10 slides per module and if you are creating videos make it
from 3 to 20 minutes maximum. Human brains usually don’t remain focused for longer than 20 minutes,
so you need to keep your material short to allow a good retention for the information. Breaking-up
content into smaller chunks will allow a better learning retention.
You can read more about the micro learning and neuroscience in the following box:
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Microlearning and Neuroscience
Microlearning is a method for training for people with a very tight schedule and for people
who like learning on the go. It is a type o learning that relatively includes short engagements
in learning-related activities—typically ranging from a few seconds up to 20 minutes—that
may provide any combination of content presentation, review, practice, reflection,
behavioural prompting, performance support, goal reminding, persuasive messaging, task
assignments, social interaction, diagnosis, coaching, management interaction, or other
learning-related methodologies.
Neuroscientists have discovered how our mind works and learns. It's very important for us
to understand our mind functionality so that we can introduce a good learning material. They
said that according to research and studies, the human being cannot concentrate more than
20 min on a certain topic. The mind loses its focus and stops learning. As the learning process
changes a lot our brain and its functionality, it's very important for us to let these changes
happen and give our brain time to relax and learn.
According to research, we have two different modes of thinking and dealing with
problems or even learning: the focused mode and the diffused mode. Our brain will be in
the focused mode when it tries to concentrate on something. For example, when it tries to
solve a certain math equation or to get in-depth on a certain topic or even take a critical
decision in your job. But the diffused mode is a more relaxing one, it's the one to release
your creativity and help you find an innovating solution to a certain problem or even learn
a new concept that is completely new for you.
As adviced by Dr.Barbara Oakley, we need both modes to achieve our learning goals. That's
why it's very important to adopt microlearning in our learning methods so as to give our
brain the time needed to move from the focused mode to the diffused mode, and vice-versa.



Use Graphics

You can always include graphics or infographics that explain an idea/concept or statement. Every graph
or picture should have a purpose. Use tables, charts, and graphs to simplify information and make it
memorable: it’s better to have more simple slides than a few cramped ones.


Proper use of an interactive concept

A course structure should have a proper amount of interactivity. It is possible to add an exercise or any
source of activities within a course although being aware that too many activities might confuse the
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learner. It is therefore important to include a proper number of activities (i.e. one major activity per
module as a rule).


Page Design

The pages should be clear, well-organized, and simple. A too complicated design should and could be
avoided by following some important tips:


Use templates

Templates will help you have a consistent course design and facilitate the work for you and your
colleagues. Start your project by designing a good template where you set the fonts, the headers, and the
colours that you will use for the rest of the project.


Keep the balance between graphs and text

Remember to keep a good balance between graphs and texts. Although we know that graphs are a good
tool to facilitate concepts and ideas, yet too many graphs will confuse your learners.


Make navigation simple

Make your course easy to navigate and with a good logical sequence. Do not load your page with a lot of
information. A crowded page is only going to distract and frustrate your learner and probably take his
attention away from important information.


Pay attention to course flow

Your courses should follow a logical progression and navigational pattern so as to avoid confusion.


Include instructions

Navigating an e-learning course shouldn’t be a mystery, always include instructions so users don’t get
stuck.


Ensure colour harmony

Use colours appropriately to help your learners flow with your content. Choose a colour scheme that is
balanced and creates emphasis using bright colours and repeat the same scheme throughout all lessons
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and learning contents. Here, a focus on how to use specific colours to motivate learners throughout the
eLearning program.
Colours’ relevance for e-Learning
It does matter the colour used for the background, elements, and other images in an
eLearning module. There are colours that are scientifically proven to motivate the
learner in very specific ways. When used rightly, colours combinations can help the learner
stay focused during an eLearning program and ultimately to achieve the learning
objectives. Poor colours for eLearning art, on the other hand, can be distracting, annoying,
and depressing and can ruin the experience for the learner. Here are some interesting
points to keep in mind when choosing colours for your eLearning course.
Use Green for Concentration: green—the colour of life—is often associated with balance
and calmness. Scientifically, it has a low wavelength which promotes focus and efficiency.
In eLearning design, green can be used to boost the concentration levels of learners
especially in modules that emphasize clarity and where learners need to avoid errors.
Green is also proven to have restorative properties, so it is a good practice to include green
in the eLearning art for modules that you sense would be exhausting.
Build Enthusiasm with Orange: orange—the colour of the sunset—is associated with
pleasure and enthusiasm. This is the perfect colour to brighten the mood of your learners.
When used for eLearning courses, orange-coloured arts can be used to ease learners into
new modules or new learning activities.
Foster Productivity with Blue: blue is often used in corporate settings and academic circles
because of its ties to productivity. The eLearning designer can also apply blue to help
learners achieve more. Blue-coloured eLearning art is also important because the colour
triggers motivation for knowledge and communication.
While these specific colour tips are very useful, it is important to control the general
combination of colours used throughout the eLearning. Monochromic colours though
effective for singular ideas can get boring while warm enthusiastic colours can
overstimulate the learner and hinder focus.



Apply visual hierarchy

How would you enjoy a magazine if all font styles, font sizes, and image sizes were just alike? That’s going
to be a difficult read for sure. Same for your eLearning course.
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Distinguish your texts starting from headlines, to subheadings, to the body, and the rest. The idea is to
guide your learner from the most important content to the next important, and so
the learner picks the crucial information at first glance and flows through the

forth. That way,

entire content.

You can create this emphasis by altering font style and size, image size, positions, placeholders, and similar
elements. It is equally important to have a focal point that stands out on the screen where users’ eyes can
fall back to. This anchor could be the navigation bar or a well-placed image.


Exhibit consistent style

Ensure your graphics and design elements follow a consistent style throughout each module. The last
thing you want to do is to confuse or distract your learner but that’s exactly what disjointed style does. In
practice, use similar fonts, shapes and colour combinations. Ensure the brightness and contrast of images
or colour deviations aren’t noticeably different. You want the learner to flow with the content and pause
only around signposts you have added intentionally. It is standard practice to use a uniform theme
throughout an eLearning module.


Use plenty whitespace

Plenty of white spaces help declutter your design and helps users focus on the main content of the course.
White spaces—which are not necessarily white—refer to the spaces on the page which are left blank. In
design, they are used to make texts and other elements stand out.


Use legible typefaces

This is almost a no-brainer but it is worth a mention. While trying to make your text beautiful and
attractive, make sure they are equally clear, professional and easy-to-read. Experts advise you use sans
serif fonts of at least 16 pixels for online content. Also, it is best to use only 2 or 3 typefaces on a page.


Make navigation easy and intuitive

Make it easy for learners to go back and forth within your eLearning course. It is best to go with a more
conventional navigational structure; one that is intuitive. To do this, ensure you have hard-to-miss
navigational pointers and a clickable bar that allows users to easily switch to important sections like
quizzes, resources, forums, etc.
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3. Content Engagement
Content engagement is more important in eLearning than in onsite training. This is because most
eLearning courses are designed to be self-paced. So you have to focus on how to engage your learners in
your content to compensate for the lack of instructional interaction. Here are some steps to facilitate your
job.


Set SMART Objectives

The objectives of your e-learning should be specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and time-bound.


Add Some Interactive Graphics

The more the learner interacts, the more he/she will learn. If graphs facilitate delivering the concept, then
interactive graphs will facilitate the retention of the information and will encourage your learners to
continue learning.


Use hyperlinks

As you design eLearning content, make sure to include some hyperlinks to show the learners new
concepts and to give them extra information about a new topic that they may find interesting.


Add quizzes and assessment

Quizzes will help the learners to test their knowledge and make sure that they have learned the main
concepts. Make sure to ask questions that test the understanding of the main objectives of the course
and always provide feedback to each question so as to assist in the comprehension of your learners.


Include exercises

Engage your learners by including exercises to split-up the content.


Gamify your content

Gamification in learning means applying the rules of the game into the learning material. Encourage your
learners to continue learning by providing them with rewarding badges, stickers, and points when they
progress in the course. The easiest way to apply gamification is by using structural gamification. This
concept rewards the progress of the learners through the course. For example, for every video they watch,
they gain 100 points, and for every 3 videos, they may gain a badge, so on and so forth. There are many
examples on the internet that show you how you can gamify your course. Structural gamification can be
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achieved with the help of a Learning Management System, or it could be designed with the help of your
course's authoring tools.
4. The Usability
Although you have done a great job in your design, some courses don’t function properly. So if you want
to avoid this mess, make sure you test your project. Here are some steps that will help you test your
eLearning course effectively.


Check technical issues

Make sure that the course works properly from a technical point of view. Make sure that all links work
and the course navigation is easy. The design should be faultless too. Make sure that the graphs appear
perfectly under each resolution. And don't forget to test the course using a different device (tablet, PC,
mobile phone) with a different operating system (Windows, Linux, Android, IOS).


Check syntax and grammar

Make someone check the scenario and the syntax of the content. Make sure there is no redundancy in
the data. Test the sequence. Make sure it’s running smoothly and that the objective of the course is
delivered. Proper testing for your course will increase the percentage of its success, so it’s important not
to ignore this step.
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ECVET, THE ROLE OF CEDEFOP AND EQF
The European Union has several common instruments helping individuals in transfer, recognition and
accumulation of their assessed learning outcomes, to achieve a qualification or to take part in lifelong
learning. ECVET is one of these instruments.
What is ECVET?
The European credit system for vocational education and training allows learners to accumulate, transfer
and use their learning in units as these units are achieved. This enables building a qualification at learners’
own pace from learning outcomes acquired in formal, non-formal and informal contexts, in their own
country and abroad.
It offers a framework for making learners more mobile and qualifications more portable, laying down
principles and technical specifications and making use of existing national legislation and regulations. It
applies to VET (vocational education and training) qualifications at all levels of the European qualifications
framework.
ECVET complements and builds on concepts and principles shared with the European qualifications
framework (EQF), Europass and the European quality assurance reference framework for VET (EQARF).
The European Parliament and the Council of the EU adopted the ECVET recommendation in 2009 and
invited Member States to create the necessary conditions and adopt measures to apply the system to all
VET qualifications. By doing so they created the conditions to create a greater transparency of European
qualifications. The ECVET system is based on units of learning outcomes as part of qualifications that can
be assessed and validated.
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Learning outcomes – a definition
The 2008 EQF recommendation defines learning outcomes as “statements of what an individual
should know, understand and/or be able to do at the end of a learning process”. The learning
outcomes perspective is used for a number of different purposes, the most important being:
 Qualifications’ frameworks and their level descriptors


Qualifications’ standards



Curriculum development



Assessment and validation



Quality assurance



Teaching and training

For all these purposes the learning outcomes approach strengthens the focus on the individual
learner and the level of knowledge, skills and competence s/he is expected to achieve. This
balances a traditional focus on education and training input, notably on duration and location of
learning.

Learning outcomes are generally developed as part of the qualification design and construction process
and can be achieved through a variety of learning pathways, modalities and contexts (formal, non-formal
and informal). They are declined in terms of knowledge, skills and competences and once achieved lead
to the attribution of a credit that, following a validation process, contributes to the achievement of a
qualification or an award (school credit). The acquisition of the tools and procedures to define a
framework of competences to be certified through ECVET is of fundamental importance for transnational
mobility.
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What is Cedefop? 3
The European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training is the European Agency that, in
cooperation with the European Commission, monitors and provides technical and analytical support for
application of the ECVET recommendation at EU, national and sectoral levels.
Since its foundation in 1975, Cedefop’s expertise has deepened and widened as cooperation on VET
policy, skills and qualifications between the European Commission, Member States and social partners
has become stronger.
The launch of systematic European VET cooperation in 2002 (the so-called Copenhagen process) has led
to agreement on common policy objectives supported by indicators and regular monitoring. A set of
European tools supporting mobility of learners, quality of VET programmes and the understanding of
qualifications have been implemented. Countries have worked on common priorities to make VET more
relevant and attractive to people and employers. Overall, European cooperation has raised VET’s profile,
enabling it to support the transformations in the economy and society, including the digital and green
transitions. Cedefop’s contribution to these developments has been substantial. It has proposed and
directly supported development and implementation of key European tools. Its expertise helped shape
the European qualifications framework (EQF) and supported the national frameworks (NQFs) linked to it,
making it easier to compare qualifications from different countries. Supporting the move to basing
curricula and qualifications on learning outcomes, Cedefop has helped open new ways of validating nonformal and informal learning and new pathways to qualifications.
Cedefop’s analyses and research have improved understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of VET
systems and provided insights into VET’s social, economic and personal benefits thus helping shape policy
direction. With its evidence base and analyses, Cedefop has supported countries’ and social partners’
efforts to expand work-based learning, including quality and effective apprenticeships.
Aiming to help inform VET policy and provision and, more broadly, people’s education and career choices,
Cedefop has developed EU-wide approaches to understanding current and anticipating future skills
demand and supply. This work on labour market and skills intelligence and relationships between jobs,

3

https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/about-cedefop/who-we-are
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skills and qualifications, allows improving VET governance and modernising VET proactively, in the pursuit
of building and maintaining employability for learners and workers, and competitiveness for businesses.
Cedefop also organises and participates in events related to ECVET, including ECVET users’ group
meetings, ECVET annual forum, and peer learning activities. 4
What is EQF and why is it important? 5
The European Qualifications Framework (EQF) is a common European reference framework whose
purpose is to make qualifications more readable and understandable across different countries and
systems. Covering qualifications at all levels and in all sub-systems of education and training, the EQF
provides a comprehensive overview over qualifications in the 38 European countries currently involved in
its implementation. In close cooperation with the European Commission, Cedefop provides analytical and
coordination support for the implementation of the EQF and carries out a number of comparative studies
and analysis on issues related to the implementation of the framework at EU, national and sectoral level.
The European Qualifications Framework can therefore be described as the bridge between national
qualifications systems.
The core of the EQF is its eight reference levels6: the level increases according to the level of proficiency,
level 1 is the lowest and 8 the highest level. Each level is defined on the basis of the three already
mentioned dimensions:
-

Knowledge: in the context of EQF, it is described as theoretical and/or factual.

-

Skills: In the context of EQF, they are described as cognitive (involving the use of logical, intuitive
and creative thinking) and practical (involving manual dexterity and the use of methods, materials,
tools and instruments).

-

Responsibility and autonomy: In the context of the EQF they are described as the ability of the
learner to apply knowledge and skills autonomously and with responsibility.

4

https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/projects/european-credit-system-vocational-education-and-training-ecvet
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/projects/european-qualifications-framework-eqf#group-downloads
6
https://europa.eu/europass/en/description-eight-eqf-levels
5
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Level

Knowledge

Skills

Responsibility

and

Autonomy
EQF Level 1

Basic general knowledge

Basic skills required to carry out Work or study under direct
simple tasks

supervision in a structured
context

EQF Level 2

Basic factual knowledge Basic cognitive and practical Work

or

study

under

with

some

of a field of work or study skills required to use relevant supervision
information in order to carry autonomy
out tasks and to solve routine
problems using simple rules
and tools
EQF Level 3

Knowledge

of

facts, A range of cognitive and Take

responsibility

for

principles, processes and practical skills required to completion of tasks in
general concepts, in a accomplish tasks and solve work or study; adapt own
field of work or study

problems by selecting and behaviour

to

applying basic methods, tools, circumstances in solving
materials and information

EQF Level 4

problems

Factual and theoretical A range of cognitive and Exercise self-management
knowledge

in

broad practical skills required to within the guidelines of

contexts within a field of generate solutions to specific work or study contexts
work or study

problems in a field of work or that
study

are

predictable,
subject

usually
but

to

are

change;

supervise the routine work
of others, taking some
responsibility
evaluation

for

the
and
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improvement of work or
study activities
EQF Level 5

Comprehensive,

A comprehensive range of Exercise management and

specialised, factual and cognitive and practical skills supervision in contexts of
theoretical

knowledge required to develop creative work or study activities

within a field of work or solutions to abstract problems

where

there

study and an awareness

unpredictable

change;

of the boundaries of that

review

develop

knowledge

performance of self and

and

is

others
EQF Level 6

Advanced knowledge of a Advanced skills, demonstrating Manage complex technical
field of work or study, mastery
involving

a

and

innovation, or professional activities or

critical required to solve complex and projects,

understanding

taking

of unpredictable problems in a responsibility for decision-

theories and principles

specialised field of work or making in unpredictable
study

work or study contexts;
take

responsibility

managing

for

professional

development

of

individuals and groups
EQF Level 7

Highly

specialised Specialised

knowledge,

some

problem-solving Manage and

of skills required

transform

in research work or study contexts

which is at the forefront and/or innovation in order to that

are

complex,

of knowledge in a field of develop new knowledge and unpredictable and require
work or study, as the procedures and to integrate new strategic approaches;
basis for original thinking knowledge from different fields take
and/or research

responsibility

for

contributing

to

professional

knowledge

and practice and/or for
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Critical

awareness

of

reviewing

knowledge issues in a

the

strategic

performance of teams

field and at the interface
between different fields
EQF Level 8

Knowledge at the most The

most

advanced

advanced frontier of a specialised

skills

and Demonstrate

substantial

and authority,

innovation,

field of work or study and techniques, including synthesis autonomy, scholarly and
at the interface between and evaluation, required to professional integrity and
fields

solve

critical

research

problems

and/or

in sustained commitment to

innovation the development of new

and to extend and redefine ideas or processes at the
existing

knowledge

professional practice

or forefront of work or study
contexts

including

research

In order to implement the EQF participating countries have developed national qualifications
frameworks (NQFs).
The main purpose of the EQF is to make qualifications more readable and understandable across countries
and systems. This is important in supporting cross-border mobility of learners and workers, and lifelong
learning across Europe. Cedefop’s national qualifications framework (NQF) online tool7 makes it possible
to compare information on NQFs and, for those countries that have finalised their referencing process to
the EQF, compare their qualification types. The Europass platform allows searching for qualifications that
are part of national qualifications frameworks databases.
As far as the legal basis of the EQF is concerned, the implementation of the EQF was based on the
Recommendation on the European qualifications’ framework for lifelong learning, adopted by the

7

https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/tools/nqfs-online-tool
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European Parliament and the Council on 23 April 2008. Reflecting the success in implementing the 2008
recommendation, a revised and strengthened Recommendation on the EQF was adopted on 22 May
2017. The purpose of this revised recommendation was to ensure the continuity and further development
of the EQF.
Reflecting the success in implementing the 2008 recommendation, a revised and strengthened
Recommendation on the EQF was adopted on 22nd May 2017 by the Education, Youth, Culture and Sport
Council with the aim to ensure the continuity as well as a further deepening of the EQF.
In relation to its implementation, the EQF has been the catalyst for development of
comprehensive national qualification frameworks based on learning outcomes. All countries committed
to the EQF consider such national frameworks necessary to make their qualifications comparable across
sectors and countries.
By September 2021, 35 countries had formally linked their national qualifications frameworks to the EQF:
Austria, Belgium (Flanders and Wallonia), Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland,
Italy, Kosovo, Latvia, Lichtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Montenegro, the Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey.
The EQF has been a source of inspiration for the development of national and regional qualifications
frameworks throughout the world. An increasing number of countries and regions are seeking closer links
between their qualifications’ framework and the EQF.
Pilots comparing third country qualifications frameworks with the EQF have been carried out with
the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF), the New Zealand Qualifications Framework (NZQF) and
the Hong Kong Qualifications Framework (HKQF).
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MODULE 2:
Introduction to Digital Technology Innovations
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LEARNING EPXERIENCE PLATFORMS
Distance learning is not a new thing, it has been used for hundreds of years. In the beginning, distance
education was done through the mail but, after the outbreak of the Internet, distance learning has
become, almost exclusively, online learning or electronic learning (e-learning).
But what is e-learning? We can say that e-learning is a structured learning process delivered electronically
via the Internet. There are two different modalities depending on if the process is executed in a
synchronous or asynchronous way
-

Asynchronous: In this way the student can access the learning content at any time and everywhere.
Obviously, there isn’t any direct interaction with the teachers, but the communication can be
established using forums, emails or messages. The students are given the tools to conclude the
learning process and, usually, there are established period times to finish the different tasks, modules,
lessons, etc.

-

Synchronous: This type of e-learning process requires that teachers and students are connected at the
same time because it happens in real time. It uses webinar or videoconference tools and online chats
where participants are able to share opinions or comments about the lesson that is in progress.

-

In both modalities, a key aspect to be faced is the engagement of the student. To get this there are
some tips that content creation can put into practice:

-

Variety of the content: this is a crucial aspect. A wide diversity of activities and resources increases
the engagement of the students. Repetitive tasks and structures end up boring and demotivating the
e-learning users. Of course, this doesn’t mean just to mix different techniques, the mixture has to be
coherent to the objective of the learning process.

-

Solid platform: Nothing demotivates more than a platform that crashes continuously or stops working
due to technical problems. So investing in a good IT structure is another key aspect to consider.

-

Interactivity: even in the asynchronous modality the possibility of interacting with the material helps
to engage the students. The pupils want to be part of the process, and this can be done through direct
interaction or through the incorporation of interactive activities in the tasks or lessons. Nowadays
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there are very good tools that allow you to add interactions to documents, texts, videos, and
presentations.
The concept of “e-learning” was first used in the ninety’s and, since then, it has become progressively
more popular.
Why in the nineties? In this decade the first digital natives were born so the Internet became an everyday
tool, so its utilization in the learning process was inevitable, also, it offered a great number of new
initiatives to be explored. Universities and schools began to use e-learning but just as a complementary
instrument not as an alternative.
In the 2000s firms and enterprises started to find e-learning an effective way of training new employees
or helping older ones refresh and improve their skills. Therefore, they invested money to develop and
adapt the existing platforms to their needs.
The MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) methodology was very successful because it proposed to deliver
online learning content to anyone who wanted to take a course, with no attendance limit and, in many
cases, free of charge.
This popularization led to the appearance of many platforms, such as, UDEMY or Moodle, two of the most
used platforms.
In recent years, e-learning has incorporated the social learning model, in which, not only hard skills can
be acquired, but also learning modules for soft skills are developed. Social networks like Facebook or
Twitter or LinkedIn have incorporated them into their resources to attract people to improve their social
skills or their employability.
The last but not the least step of e-learning has arrived in this Covid period. The lockdown due to the
COVID-19 forced the schools all over the world to close down so distance learning was the most used
alternative for the continuity of education in a great number of countries. This period has accelerated in
a non-known way the digitalization of the learning process.
Some of the outbreaking technologies that have been incorporated into the e-learning process are
Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, Interactive technologies, or Gamification. All of them try to get a richer
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learning experience and raise the learner's participation, so they become the center of the learning
process.
It is also remarkable the irruption of AI (Artificial Intelligence) in e-learning. This new technology opens
new uncharted frontiers that need to be deeply studied because of ethical issues. IA is a powerful
technology that allows personalization of the learning process, adapting the educational path to the users
based on their background and to the results obtained during the course.
In this part of the course we are going to develop the second of these three points, the need to set up a
trustworthy e-learning platform.
The aforementioned development of e-learning has been demanding more and more resources, both
personnel and technicians. Therefore, the existence of an architecture that facilitates the management of
the different components of an e-learning system became a necessity.
One of these architectures is the Learning Management System – LMS.
What is an LMS and what are the key LMS tools
A Learning Management System is a software-base platform that holds the whole infrastructure needed
to create and distribute learning material through online courses.
Typically, an LMS consists of two elements: a server that performs the base functionality and a user
interface that is operated by instructors, students and administrators.
Let’s explain the three words of its name:
L – Learning: with a LMS you can develop content with the aim of provoking a learning process, teaching,
training a user in a discipline or in a certain skill. This learning process can be offered by a training center
or an enterprise.
M – Management: LMS allows you to manage, both the courses and the learners. This means that an LMS
isn’t just a content repository of didactical material, it also manages the different types of users: learners,
teachers, technicians, administrators, etc., organizes the courses or assigns resources.
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S – System: the word system here means a complete software that includes different tools for different
goals, such as training, grading, monitoring the student progress, interacting, etc. So it can generate
different statistics, analysis or reports that can be used to make decisions regarding several topics.
So, an LMS offers many instruments to generate a satisfactory learning process, both for students and for
instructors.
Let introduce some of most interesting and used of these instruments offered by an LMS:
-

Knowledge repository to collect, organize, share, and analyze learning resources, documents, and
people skills. It is a database that allows users to incorporate new content, access previous ones,
manage them and label them to facilitate the search.

-

User Manager to enable the administrators to define user accounts and relevant profiles that can give
access to different courses and diverse facilities. Some of the tasks of a User Manager are:
-

Add/remove users

-

Assign users to a group

-

Give users access to a course

-

Assign profiles to users

-

Update user/groups

-

Etc.

Content creator to elaborate different type of learning materials such as documents, videos, audios,
presentations, quizzes, tests, etc. In the recent LMS version, very innovative options are included that
permit adding interactions to content to increase the engagement of the students.
Communications tools are used to facilitate the communication between the different types of users of
an LMS: teacher-teacher, teacher-student, or student-student. Some of these tools are videoconference,
chat, forums, email or blogs. They allow students to collaborate, bounce ideas off one another, ask each
other questions, work through problems together, and generally just have instant access to someone who
can help them.
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Assessment tools to evaluate the acquisition of the programmed knowledge. There are different kinds of
modalities that depend on the objective to evaluate. An LMS has to offer different types of evaluation
tools, such as tests, quizzes, exercises, homework, projects, one-to-one sessions, reports, etc. Peer review
function is another type of assessment that involves students taking responsibility for assessing the work
of their peers against set assessment criteria. This modality makes students more involved in the process.
Other features that ensure the success of an LMS are:
-

Responsive design – What the users see on the screen should be coherent with the device they choose
whether it's a desktop, laptop, tablet or smartphone. The LMS should automatically display the version
best suited for the user's chosen device.

-

Easy to use for non-digital users and user-centered design - The LMS should enable that user can easily
navigate to access to the content and to use the available. If the interface is unintuitive or confusing
or distracting it will make the platform useless.

-

Scalability, Portability and Sustainability on time - An e-learning platform must not become obsolete
or unused, therefore, it must be easily scalable, with the possibility of transferring the electronic
platform to another environment and durable over time, hence a reliable maintenance service with
continuously updated packages is a matter of serious consideration.

-

Gamification – the inclusion of gamification techniques in the LMS is becoming more popular in recent
years. These techniques arise the engagement of users and can help students who need additional
motivation to achieve the goals of the course. Some of these techniques are leaderboards, points and
badges.

-

Certification and compliance support - This feature is essential to systems used for online compliance
training and certifications. Instructors and admins should be able to assess an individual's skill set and
identify any gaps in their performance. This feature will also make it possible to use LMS records during
an audit.
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-

Automation of repetitive tasks- Administering an LMS is associated with repeated and monotonous
tasks. It is appreciated that the administration module of the LMS have the possibility of automatizing
this kind of task: performance statistics, reporting, emailing, group enrollments, etc.

-

Multilanguage – If the learning process is going to be followed by students of different countries with
different languages, it is important that the platform includes multilingual support tools so the
learning and training content can be easily translated depending on the user selection.

-

Artificial intelligence (AI) – If the LMS includes artificial intelligence it can help to create personalized
learning experiences for users by providing specific content or different alternatives suited to their
needs. Additionally, it also can help the engagement by suggesting new courses and topics to the user
based on the courses they have already completed.

Now, we are going to introduce different types of learning management systems basing our classification
in its allocation of the LMS
-

Cloud-based

-

Self-hosted

-

Desktop application

-

Mobile application

Cloud-based LMSes are becoming more and more popular because of the type of content that now are
being created: videos, high quality presentations or video games. These LMSes are hosted on the cloud
so a paid service is used because they follow a software as a service (SaaS) business model. Cloud-based
LMS providers usually take care of maintaining the system and performing the required updates or
upgrades. Online users can access the system from anywhere, at any time, using a username and
password.
Self-hosted LMSes. This kind of LMS is hosted in the training company. It provides greater creative control,
administration, and customization, but it requires maintenance by the company and a powerful server,
according to the learning material.
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Desktop application LMSes are installed on the user's computer. Some of the services are executed locally,
nevertheless, the learning content may still be accessible on multiple devices.
Mobile App LMS. The popularization of mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) has allowed the
development of this type of LMS that can be accessed through these devices. This type of platform
implementation allows users to enroll and track their online learning actions on the go.
Examples of the best known LMSs
Taking part of a training course could be a time-consuming mission, therefore the results for the student
have to be reliable. As mentioned before, selecting the proper LMS is a crucial decision to meet the
challenge of creating an engaging platform and courses.
Nowadays there are so many different options when choosing. Here, the 10 most reputed Learning
Management Systems are listed:


iSpring

This platform highlights for its friendly interface that allows user to navigate easily through the multiple
options it offers. In addition, course creators are able to personalize everything that is sent out to learners.
It can handle presentations, SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference Model) courses, video tutorials,
flash clips, audio files and many different formats of documents.
It also offers the capacity of offering webinars, both types, online and offline modality.
The support service is a very remarkable according to the enterprises that have decided to implement this
platform
iSpring is a payment platform whose prices depend on the number of active users.


Eduflow

This platform is aimed at business training and High Education institutions. One of the most remarkable
features is the possibility to create social and collaborative learning experiences.
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It has a vast activity library that allows to course creators to develop a great variety of educational
practices such as video content, forums, quizzes, peer reviews, polls, SCORM, Zoom calls, among many
others.
It has a free version for beginners, but many different prices plans are available depending on user needs.


Thinkific

This platform allows you to create, market, and sell your own designed training modules.
It offers many different options to develop courses, video, documents, polls, forums, drag-and-drop
content, etc.
It is easily configurable even for a non tech savvy.
One of its strong points is the option to build and design a website to host and sell the course packages.


Google Classroom

Google Classroom is the LMS of the tech giant Google. This platform is not as concerned with the
appearance as with the content and the possibility of using well-known tools such as its tools: Google
docs, Gmail, Google Calendar or Youtube.
This is an interesting option because it use is very simple and it is free. It is appropriate to primary schools
because children can manage it without any problems, and parents can help their children easily.
Conversely, it is not the most appropriate platform for an enterprise or a professional course.


Chamilo LMS

Chamilo LMS is an open-source learning management system, this means that it can be customized by
users in every way.
It is free for students and teachers, but it also offers different courses with different prices.
As a teacher you can create courses from scratch and offer them for sale in its site marketplace. There is
a big community of user that can help to develop impressive courses with very advanced tools.
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Moodle

Moodle is other open-source platform, it is free and can be customized or modified through modular,
interoperable plug-ins, and commercial and non-commercial projects can be shared without any licensing
fees.
It is one of the most popular platforms used by many enterprises or universities. It offers solutions to k12 schools, higher education, vocational training and workplace. It usually requires an external host to
allocate the courses because it offers a limited-scale hosted version. It can also be required an ICT expert
to configurate and manage it.


D2L Brightspace

D2L is one of the very first learning management systems. It highlights over its competitors because it has
always invested in predictive modeling, automation, and analytics, making it one of the most
comprehensive LMS platforms available.
You can start using Brightspace Core subscription package and then add additional modules, as long as
needed, for performance (predictive analytics, adaptive learning), engagement (game-based learning,
awards leaderboard), and an assortment of value-added services (support services, data solutions
consulting, partner integrations).
D2L offers a free trial of 30 days, and after that, there are different modalities of payment.
Other remarkable LMS are:
-

Mindflash

-

Canvas

-

Matrix LMS

-

Schoology
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Using an LMS is not the unique way to develop an e-learning platform. There are other types of software
that you can use, it depends on the focus of the learning process.
A Learning Experience Platform (LXP) is a software that focuses on offering a good learning practice, the
learner is on the center. It usually includes Artificial Intelligence tools for better and more personalized
experience. It can be said that an LXP is like Netflix, Spotify, or Amazon, but for learning, it can be
customized depending on your previous selection and taste. Content and learning pathways can be
tailored specifically to get the users the knowledge they need as efficiently as possible.
What are the key attributes of an LXP? Mainly:


its holistic vision of the learning process,

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-CuwQophSlM/WoIznz2WR7I/AAAAAAAAEes/oX2gliivvDESLrklwiUri2wedGVZIyUwwCLcBGAs/s1600/9041966.jpg
Understanding holistic vision as an approach that seeks to fully activate all aspects of the learner’s
personality (intellect, emotions, imagination, body) for more effective and comprehensive learning.

Therefore, soft skills are included in the learning process offered by the LXP platform: Communication,
Teamwork, Adaptability, Problem-solving, Leadership, among other.


the promotion of the autonomous learning

https://www.colegiosyliceos.uy/im/media/YTo0OntzOjI6ImlkIjtpOjEzODI7czoxOiJ3IjtpOjMwMDtzOjE6Im
giO2k6MzAwO3M6MToidCI7czoxOToibWFwLWNhcm91c2VsLXNsaWRlciI7fQ==
The autonomous learning is the approach that provokes the learners have the power to regulate their
learning process — they have the autonomy to control their learning activities, they are totally
responsible for all the decisions concerned with his/her learning and the implementation of those
decisions.


and its adaptative capacity.

https://www.learninglight.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/adaptive-learning.jpg
The concept of adaptive learning means the delivery of education or training that utilizes technology
and data to provide an individually customized content to students, intelligently adapted to their
learning needs. Therefore, personalized lessons, readings, practices, and assessment are offered to
students based on their current skills and performance.
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How can an LXP achieve these three difficult challenges? LXP puts students at the center of the learning
process and offers them what really interests them, using different technological features to achieve
this adaptability:
https://static.wikia.nocookie.net/ensenamos-para-queaprendan/images/0/01/Student.jpg/revision/latest/scale-to-widthdown/828?cb=20170310145246&path-prefix=es
-

Highly intuitive interfaces

-

Easy tools for content creation, even for the learner

-

Behavior-based data

-

Multi-device support, pc, laptops, smartphones, tablets…

-

Discussion spaces for collaborative learning and coaching/mentoring

-

Immersive technologies

-

User engagement techniques

-

Extends the reach of learning beyond just the content repository

-

Usually have an open-architecture

LXPs are mainly used by companies that want to motivate their employees to continue learning. They
can help employees enhance their productivity and they can also tap into social learning to ensure
learning continues even after work.
https://thinqi-blog-strapi-storage.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/5_In_Summary_dde614c8d2.jpg
Thus, the employees become digital learners and their capacity of collaboration and communication
between them is increase in a natural way improving team dynamics and performance.

Consequently, an LXP should be the place where everyone in a business goes to learn, where learners
can encounter personalized content. LXPs are a place learners go to search out specific learning, that’s
why Learning Experience Platforms must have powerful search functions: to provide solutions as near to
real-time as possible.
https://s.yimg.com/uu/api/res/1.2/LTJ9XgiLzXsk.v3N3WyRpA-~B/aD04MTc7dz04MTY7YXBwaWQ9eXRhY2h5b24/https://o.aolcdn.com/hss/storage/midas/e1546132992c379617566ecbf95a1a33/204031640/Save+Tim
e.jpg
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What is an LXP and its features?
As it has already been explained, a Learning Experience Platform is a software designed to create a more
personalized learning process. It makes accessible to the learner both, internal content, and external
content. Therefore, LXP is a great source of training material. But this can also be a handicap, for that
reason, one key tool of an LXP is the use of Artificial Intelligence to customize the training offer
depending on previous selections.
The usual structure of an LXP is
-

The database of the learning material, it can be internal or external

-

The device to access to the platform: browser or mobile app.

-

An API (Application Programming Interfaces) that connects the user to the functionalities
depending on his or her profile:
o Learning analytics -> it processes the learner’s behavior, performance and other key
elements of the learner
o AI engine -> it generates content recommendations, learning paths, smart searches, etc.
o Content delivery platform -> it is a repository and a single point of delivery of e-learning
content
o Learning Record Store -> it is a repository of quantitative and qualitative data about
users’ any learning experience

All these elements make the LXP has the following features:
-

Aggregation of content from different sources: youtube, TED talks, LinkedIn Learning, external

MOOCs, etc.
-

Multiple types of content: videos, articles, podcasts, manuals, presentations, and traditional
eLearning courses

-

Content tagging, to organize content with keywords and tags

-

Support of different standards: SCORM, AICC, and xAPI

-

Personalized learning paths, a set of linked courses for the learner to complete in order to
achieve a learning goal.

-

Virtual assistants to guide the learner or to solve basic problems
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-

Content recommendations according to user history and taste

-

Smart search engines to show more appropriate results

-

Profile management to facilitate the administration of the different types of users

-

Learning communities to promote social learning

-

Discussion tools to give user instruments to solve their doubts

-

Gamification to increase engagement

-

Learning analytics to generate reports on the learning process

-

Historic of learning content to know which type of content has better results

-

Reporting on user regulatory compliance to determine the accomplishment of the rules.

To make the learning experience more global, the LXP can be integrated with other platforms, not
necessarily with learning material, for instance:
-

LXP + HR software -> this combination will provide personalized training to employees based on
analytics of HR data

-

LXP + social media -> to encourage social learning and learner collaboration based on the shared
learning experience

-

LXP + chatbots -> to make data-driven training recommendations, remind learners about
learning milestones

-

LXP + external collaboration tools -> to hold webinars, online meetings, send messages, share
files, and have group discussions.

-

LXP + LMS -> to enable administration of personalized eLearning offered by LXP.

All these features cause the success of the learning process.

Some of the most popular LXP are:
Paradiso LXP
https://www.paradisosolutions.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Paradiso-SVG-logo.svg
-

Degreed

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8d/Degreed_logo_rectangle.png
-

Valamis

https://www.valamis.com/documents/10197/196224/valamis-open-graph-logo.jpg
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-

CornerStone

https://i0.wp.com/joshbersin.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/csod1200628.jpg
-

360Learning

https://images.g2crowd.com/uploads/product/image/large_detail/large_detail_257e19a48d2b2372323
6c8c9612ccd73/360learning.png

Difference between LMS and LXP
A doubt that can come immediately is, what are the differences between LMS and LXP?
As an introduction we can say that an LMS focuses on the management of learning and users. It is a
software application that provides the framework that handles all aspects of the learning process – it’s
where you house, deliver, and track your training content. And the LXP usually focus more on social,
informal and collaborative learning. This might include allowing learners to create their own content
that can be shared across the platform.
Therefore, the initial difference is the main focus of the platform.
On one hand an LMS delivers the training curses is the best way to the learner, but on the other hand,
LXP engages the learners using collaborating tools and allowing to personalize their own learning
material.
https://webcourseworks.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Learning-ExperiencePlatform_Comparison-Supplementary.jpg
The web Filtered Learning provides a great comparison to explain this difference “an LMS is a system
through which admins can assign and track highly structured training content. Conversely, an LXP is a

consumer-focussed platform in which the user chooses their own learning from a diverse array of
personalised content. If an LMS is going to a cinema, an LXP is going on YouTube.”
In addition, here are the main differences:
-

Who is in control?

https://www.shortform.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/take-control.jpg
In LMS, the e-learning company has the control of the educational process. The user has different tools
to personalize how to follow the course but always depending on what the platform offers.
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In LXP the users are in charge on what they want to consume. The content used to be accessible via
browsing or search. LXPs have very powerful search engine to allow the users to find what they really
need.
-

What do users learn?

https://ewma.org/fileadmin/user_upload/EWMA.org/Photos_misc/focus.jpg

It is said that the Learning Management System is more prescriptive, it means that the user logs on to
the platform, chooses a course in the catalogue and completes the course. Normally there is an
assessment process at the end to evaluate if he/she has obtained the knowledge or skills.
LXPs is built for individual growth. They have a huge variety of available content to be selected by the
users, to be better at their jobs or to acquire or increase the knowledge of one topic. LXPs have to have
powerful search functions, personalised recommendations, an array of content types, and an easily
navigable interface.
In an LXP the content is often less immediately quantifiable and there’s rarely a ‘finish’ point. There is

always something more to learn.
What type of content?
https://www.bluetext.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/content-marketing.jpg
In an LMS the content used to be rigid. It usually hosts longer form content in a predetermined format.
This is because the use of the protocol SCORM (Shareable Content Object Reference Model). According
to the SCORM web page: SCORM, which stands for Sharable Content Object Reference Model, is a set of
technical standards for eLearning software products. SCORM tells programmers how to write their code
so that it can “play well” with other eLearning software. It is the de facto industry standard for eLearning

interoperability. Specifically, SCORM governs how online learning content and Learning Management
Systems (LMSs) communicate with each other. SCORM does not speak to instructional design or any
other pedagogical concern — it is purely a technical standard.
LXPs have more freedom, they can host basically any type of content users throw at them with easily.
Users learn from contents in different platforms, the formats are very varied, and the sources can be
any place on the Internet. By offering users a digital space to exchange information and collaborate on
training programmes, LXPs encourage employees to work and learn together in a motivating and
stimulating environment. Thus, employees can comment on content, therefore, it is a win-win situation.
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Which platform best suits my goals?
https://www.totaralearning.com/sites/default/files/202104/The%20power%20of%20LMS%20and%20LXPTeaser%20Banner.jpg
As mentioned before, the main difference between LMS and LXP comes down to administration and
control.
An LMS focus on the administration of learning than the experience, while an LXP focuses on the
personalization of the learning process.
Therefore, deciding which type of platform best suits your company depends on your learning
requirements and on your institution culture.
For instance, if you need to follow learning for compliance reasons, then you might prefer an LMS over
an LXP because of its record-keeping capabilities. But if you want that the learners decide what they
need to learn and how, then you probably need an LXP.
Other example, when the goal is for pupils to learn simple skills or a theoretical concept that they may
or may not be able to apply in s jobs, an LMS will work just fine. But if you want students to apply the
knowledge they gain to their own experience, you're better off using a learning platform with interactive
features like chat, coaching, social and collaborative training, it means, an LXP.
LMS + LXP
https://www.totaralearning.com/sites/default/files/202104/The%20power%20of%20LMS%20and%20LXP_v2_Blog%20image.jpg
There is the possibility of combining both platforms, getting the best of both. Combining an LMS and LXP
not only allows students to become competent in specific subjects rooted in formalised or competencydriven training, but also student deep subject matter expertise and high levels of proficiency in critical
skills.
An integrated LXP/LMS solution will offer all learners the ability to add, suggest and select content,
learning experience platforms update and strengthen formal learning management system training
programs based on strict requirements (especially those focused on technical or theoretical training).
The main problem of this combination is that it requires more resources: time, staff and technical.
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WHAT IS BLENDED LEARNING?
In the context of knowledge societies, the professor has a great challenge to face: the innovation of its
educational practice. To make it more relevant with the great transformations that have caused
globalization and the accelerated advance in information and communication technologies, in student
learning.
Blended Learning is a model that can be implemented to exercise an innovative educational practice in
higher education. This model combines the best of face-to-face learning with e-learning functionalities,
to enhance the strengths and reduce the weaknesses of both modalities.
Blended learning is an eclectic model that combines the best of face-to-face learning, with functionalities
of electronic learning or e-learning to enhance the strengths and reduce the weaknesses of both
modalities.
Applying a suitable “mixture” of elements, in accordance with the specific learning needs of the context,
it is possible to practice innovative educational programs, which corresponds to the demands of current
societies of knowledge.
The incorporation of ICTs in the classroom has meant a change in traditional teaching at a methodological
and attitudinal level both for teaching professionals and for the students themselves. (Romero, 2006).
When traditional classroom instruction is combined with Web technology, it is known as “technology
insertion” or Web Enhancement. Today, it is one of the most popular and fastest growing segments in
higher education. (Belanger and Jordan, 2000). The enhancements that the Web provides can be used to
prepare students before class, for retention in learning, and to provide a useful repository of course
materials. Recently, this innovation has given rise to a new model called B-learning (Blended Learning),
where it is not only about adding technology to the classroom, but about replacing some learning activities
with others supported by technology. (Rosas, 2005).
For Bartolomé (2004) the key idea is the selection of the appropriate media for each educational need. In
other words, it is an eclectic model composed of face-to-face instruction and electronic learning or elearning functionalities, in order to enhance the strengths and reduce the limitations of both modalities.
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This model allows students to spend less time in the classroom, promotes a potential saving of physical
spaces and increases the participation of students as responsible for their own learning, among other
benefits. The term "blended learning",also known as Mixed Learning, follows a trend with a marked root
coming from the field of school psychology in which the term "learning" stands out as opposed to that of
"teaching." (Bartolomé, 2004).
Blended learning is not a new concept. For years we have been combining lectures with exercises, case
studies, role-playing games, and video and audio recordings, not to mention counseling and mentoring
"(Brodsky , 2003). Perhaps the term is the most innovative, other names have been given to modalities of
the same type in different contexts. For example, at the University of the Balearic Islands, it describes as
Flexible Education the system where virtual systems such as videoconferencing or the web are used, with
face-to-face sessions.
Blended learning does not arise from e-learning but from traditional teaching in the face of the problem
of high costs. However, in this proposal the implementation of this model is justified for reasons of
relevance and quality in education. In B-learning, the trainer assumes his traditional role again, but uses
for his own benefit the didactic material that computers and the Internet provide him, to carry out his
work on two fronts: as an online tutor (distance tutoring) and as a traditional educator (face-to-face
courses). How you combine both strategies depends on the specific needs of that course, thus giving the
online training great flexibility.
For Valiathan (2002), blended learning implies a combination of the following:
- Variety of Delivery Means (without technology - face-to-face and technology-based - online).
- Variety of Learning Events (Self-paced, individual and collaborative, group-based.)
- Electronic Performance Support (instruction) and Knowledge Management (information).
In a study by Rick J. Valdez (2001) he makes an analogy of mixed learning with chemistry and states that
in both practices it is about combining elements to obtain a desired reaction.
However, it is not simply the inclusion of elements but the way in which these elements are combined.
Running a formula, combining the right elements at the right time, creates the desired reaction. This
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means that the sequence of the mixed elements is as important as the elements themselves, to achieve
the expected learning objectives. There is no single formula to achieve an appropriate blended learning
solution, many factors must be considered such as learning objectives, audience, technical requirements,
etc. before selecting the items to use. In the article published by NIIT Designing a Blended Learning
Solution, Purnima Valiathan (2002) attempts to classify the variety of Blended Learning approaches into
three main categories.
- Focus on Skills
- Focus on Attitudes
- Focus on Competencies.
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LEARNING APPROACHES
The Skills Focus Model
This B-Learning model can be defined as a learning approach that combines self-paced learning (WBT /
CBT, documents, books) with support to the learner through interactions with the facilitator through
email, discussion forums, face-to-face sessions guided by the instructor among other techniques. To
develop specific skills and knowledge. The purpose of self-paced learning combined with facilitator
support is to ensure compliance with the learning modules designed for the student to study at his / her
own pace. In addition, the support of the facilitator helps the learner not feel alone and lose motivation
in the process.
In every standard lesson, all four macro skills will be used in various ways. Every lesson will involve
instruction and demonstration from the teacher that the students must pay attention to. Every lesson will
require students to speak in order to give answers or to speak in paired and grouped activities with their
classmates. Every lesson will have activities where students need to write answers or make notes and
every lesson will provide text of some sort that students need to read, whether it’s reading materials from
a textbook or a worksheet or just the teacher’s notes on the whiteboard.
These are incidental uses of language for the learning process. They are modes of communication used
by the teacher and students to deliver new learning materials and to conduct activities and exercises.
However, each lesson should also focus on one or more skills not only as a mode of learning, but as a skill
to be specifically developed by the lesson. The skill or skills you choose specifically to develop are your
focus skills.
The focus skill will be a part of your learning objective and your lesson plan will be designed in such a way
as to ensure that it is developed. Every activity should therefore aim to develop the focus skill or skills.
This means that by the end of the lesson, you should be able to say, for example, “today, my students
have improved their speaking skill.
The Model with a Focus on Attitudes
The B-learning model with a focus on attitudes is defined as a learning approach in which learning events
are mixed or combined, through face-to-face sessions with an instructor in the classroom and learning
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laboratories guided by the instructor, with interactions and discussions facilitated with technology, such
as discussion forums and virtual classrooms, to develop specific attitudes and behaviors among learners.
When attitudes and behaviors are expected to develop, the inclusion of collaborative learning facilitated
through face-to-face sessions or technology-based collaborative activities is necessary. For example, the
content referring to the interaction and negotiation with the client, it is better to present it in role-play
dynamics where the participants can interact with each other. However, the development of other
behaviors and attitudes such as critical reflection can be better presented through groups or teamwork
supported by technology-based collaborative tools such as the opinion forum and virtual classroom.
The Competency-Focused Model
The competency-focused model refers to the learning approach that combines a variety of learning events
with tutoring support to facilitate the transmission of tacit knowledge. In today's age of knowledge at
work, success depends on how quickly and appropriately employees make decisions in the workplace.
Much of the decision-making process is guided by facts and principles, where the tacit knowledge that
experts have while making decisions is applied. This knowledge is crucial to the successful performance
of any task. Apprentices simply absorb that tacit knowledge by observing the way experts work and
interacting with them. The competency-focused model focuses on capturing and transmitting that tacit
knowledge through face-to-face, technology-based tutoring to develop job competencies. Obviously, ICT
information and communication technologies are a very important element in the B-learning model that
you want to apply. ICTs applied to learning can be classified into: Computer Based Training (CBT), Web
Based Training (WBT) or learning management platforms (LMS) and Videoconferencing.
The application of the competency approach has been generalized to all areas of knowledge and to all
socio-professional sectors. The determination and specification of competencies are absolutely
generalized. Suffice it to show some applications in various fields. For example, Ota-Tsuki et al. (2020), in
their study can be seen the main contribution of preparing students in the areas of life sciences to work
on projects in a way that expands the area of action of professionals, in addition, this way of working is a
trend increasingly evident in companies today, it also highlights the importance of training teachers in the
emotional field and in the acquisition and development of emotional intelligence skills. Scholars classify
managerial competencies into three types: strategic competencies, intrastrategic competencies, and
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personal effectiveness competencies. The authors examine the impact of managerial skills in a given
business context, the dimensions that explain transnational (intercultural) competence in greater depth,
which according to their research would be composed of the following dimensions: analytical
competence, emotional competence, imaginative/creative competence, communicative competence,
and functional competence (tasks/projects). Competency development has become the most popular
approach, and it is easy to find studies and research in any area you want to look at.
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BENEFITS OF BLENDED LEARNING
What are the benefits of blended learning?
First one, the time: the blended learning environment with its online component, saves a lot of time, no
more time spend copying or stapling documents, just uploaded it and it will be available for all your
students, also with the flipped classroom component, instead of spending class time lecturing, you can
have students watch that lesson at home and then discuss it in class, you not only save time but you gain
time, and with this time, you can finally meet the requirements of the 21th century educational system.
With the online component you can not only upload your presentations so the students can look at it
whenever they want, you can add multimedia assets to your presentations, like images or videos, they
can now pause or go back in the presentation to fully understand the subject, not only that, you also free
yourself so you can help your students which may require your attention
You can finally meet the requirements for an efficient instruction and satisfy as well the new learning
styles of this time, so not only you have more time for classroom discussions, you can also change the
nature of them. In the past, classroom discussions sometimes led to some students monopolizing the
discussion while the rest of the class sit back. With this combination students who are shy might feel more
comfortable participating in online forms and discussions as you increase your one to one interaction with
the students
We can say that blended learning promote individual approach while favoring group work as the same
time that we promote collaborative learning and synchronous working from anywhere and anytime.
Let’s try and make a list of some benefits:
1. Increase participation
Online learning gives students another chance to interact with the material. To use this blended learning
tactic effectively, have students complete assignments, presentations, or tests before moving on to the
rest of the course.
For example, create “checkpoints” – multiple-choice or long-answer questions – in a video to ensure that
the student is continually observing and engaging with your course content.
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2. Allows successful evaluations
It can take a long time to assess each student in a face-to-face classroom; print the tests, score them
individually by hand, and the process continues. Instead, create online assessments to simplify the
deployment, scoring, and follow-up process. Many LMS systems, for example, will automatically grade
tests based on the answers you enter and record the grades in the student's gradebook.
3. Improve communication
Adding an online component to your teaching improves communication with your students. Not only can
you communicate face-to-face, but you can also have (automatic) email notifications and newsletters built
in for the student to see when they log into the system they use. Also, some programs allow discussion
committees or comments on the course, where students can interact and communicate with each other.
4. Build flexibility
Being online allows you to be available and make materials accessible anywhere, anytime. Instead of
having a fixed class schedule or office hours, you and your students can access course content whenever
you need it. This allows you to grade whenever you have a free minute and gives students the opportunity
to engage with the content when they leave the classroom.
5. Encourage collaboration
Online assignments, course comments, and discussion forums naturally encourage student collaboration.
In a blended learning classroom, you have the best of both worlds, with both online and offline teamwork
opportunities.
6. Learning is personalized
Each person has their own unique way of learning. By using online resources, you can better meet the
individual needs of each student. For example, give students different current events articles to read and
report, based on their own reading and comprehension level.
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7. Promote efficiency
Many instructors find that their overall efficiency improves in a blended learning classroom. By setting up
your lessons correctly, you can have students watch the lecture and read the necessary assignments at
their leisure, leaving room for discussions or questions and answers during class time. This gives you the
optimal time to reinforce the material.
8. Allows you to track reports
One of the biggest benefits of online learning, especially through an LMS, is data tracking and reporting.
LMSs have the ability to track every step the learner takes throughout the course, including logins, time
tracking, and grading. This brings online learning full circle, allowing you to better engage with your
students and provide personalized materials based on what the data is saying.
9. Save money
What will all these features cost you? While the LMS can be expensive up-front, it will save money
normally spent on resources and supplies.
10. Save time
You will not only save money, but also save time. Using online learning materials allows you to spend less
time lecturing in class, monitoring assessments, and grading. You'll be happy you did.
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WHAT IS GAMIFICATION?
Over time, all fields of knowledge evolve systematically. Medicine, science, security or education have
changed, taking advantage of the enormous technological possibilities that have appeared in recent years.
One of the fields that has grown the most has been video games.
Video games are interactive digital experiences that expose the user to a series of problems that he must
solve in order to advance in his narrative or interaction. One of the main features they present are their
reward or award mechanisms, enormously efficient to encourage user motivation.
This type of mechanisms, models and dynamics have been exported to other areas of knowledge, seeking
to encourage the motivation of users, students or patients, for example. The application of these tools to
different fields is called Gamification.
Over the years, various definitions of Gamification have been created, one that is quite specific in our
educational context, is the one proposed by Imma Marín and Esther Hierro in their book: “Gamification.
The power of the game in business management and connection with customers.” (Gamificación. El poder
del juego en la gestión empresarial y la conexión con los clientes.). They define it as follows:
“Gamification is a technique, a method and a strategy at the same time. It starts from the knowledge of
the elements that make games attractive and identifies, within a specific activity, task or message, in a
non-game environment, those aspects that can be converted into a game or playful dynamics. All this to
achieve a special link with users, encourage a change in behavior or transmit a message or content. That
is, create a meaningful and motivating experience”.
Gamification presents various techniques that can be applied in different areas, some of them are:
● Missions that indicate specific tasks that must be solved, objectives that must be reached to be
considered complete.
● The accumulation of points for achieving specific objectives.
● Obtaining gifts or benefits upon reaching certain achievements (for example, a discount voucher
on a website for having made a specific number of reviews of its products).
● The subdivision of tasks into various levels that are unlocked as the previous ones are overcome.
● Social exposure through rankings or classifications where you can go up or down depending on
the objectives achieved.
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● Obtaining achievements or prizes when enough points are achieved or certain objectives are
achieved.
● The challenges or challenges between users, competitions in which the achievement of the
objectives defines one or several winners who can obtain a profit or higher score.
The application of these mechanics has benefits in the motivation of users of different types, for example:

• Rewards such as prizes or discounts.
•

Social evaluation, allowing the objectives to be demonstrated to the people in a network.

•

Personal achievement generally displayed graphically and permanently.

•

Motivation for competition with other users.

All these techniques and benefits must be oriented to the objective pursued with the gamification of an
activity, being more or less necessary depending on the objective.
When these techniques begin to be integrated into a new field, two main problems always arise:
The first is its addictive components, inherited from the world of video games. It is true that, sometimes,
the adherence that these techniques present can pose a risk when applied carelessly. It is necessary to
consider the social and positive aspects of them, but prevent unnecessary isolation.
The second is to generate a toxic competitiveness that negatively affects the desired objective. When
social components such as rankings or classifications are included, users may appear to be excessively
focused on them. While fostering some rivalry can benefit the user, it needs to be partially supervised to
check that it is not becoming a source of problems in the environment where it is applied.
It is important to understand the difference between Game Based Learning and Gamification.
Game-Based Learning consists of the creation of video games, or the integration of new information in
them, so that while playing the video game, certain information or technique is acquired that can help in
another field. However, the objective remains exclusively playful, with a certain learning as a secondary
benefit.
In Gamification, on the contrary, the main mechanics, as well as the objectives, focus on the knowledge
to acquire or the techniques to practice. The playful part exists, but it is not a priority.
Sometimes the line that separates these two terms is very thin, leaving the playful objectives very close
to the training ones, this would actually be the idyllic scenario, however, it is often necessary to correctly
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define the priorities before starting to use the tools. .
Below we will see some examples of the application of these techniques in different fields such as industry
or mental health; of course we will delve into how it has been used in training, the field where it has been
most relevant; finally we will talk about the future of gamification and how it is expected to be integrated
into new industries and forms of social interaction.
GAMIFICATION APPLIED TO VARIOUS FIELDS
The field where most gamification experiences have been identified has been education or training,
however there are many other fields where there are registered success stories that validate the
effectiveness of these tools and the benefits they provide to achieve objectives.
In mental health, for example, there is a huge problem with dropout rates. Patients often do not complete
the treatments, which is a huge problem for their well-being. The inclusion of technologies in treatments,
for example through web or mobile platforms, tries to combat these dropout rates, however, although
they are very powerful tools to improve accessibility, they do not improve, by themselves, these dropout

rates. abandonment.
By including gamification mechanisms in these technologies, it has been shown that dropout rates are
reduced, especially in younger age profiles. Sometimes, the simple visualization in a graph of the
subjective scores assigned to the mood state is enough reward for the patient; but including achievements
or different levels of psychoeducation that they are allowed to access as they complete certain tasks,
generates a certain adherence to "exceeding the levels", which is transformed into reaching more
advanced phases of the treatment, perceiving a certain improvement in their state and avoiding the
abandonment
In addition, in the process of overcoming the challenges that these techniques propose, the patient
naturally acquires knowledge and tools that will help him face his problems.
It is important to emphasize at this point, as it will be in the following, that the gamification process,
definition of achievements, objective levels, or any of the techniques to be applied must be carefully
supervised and adapted by the clinical professional. Especially in the case of mental health, the objectives,
scores, etc., must be adapted to the patient's profile.
For example, let us imagine a behavioral activity proposal that the psychologist proposes to a patient with
depression that consists of taking a walk in the park. The patient could visualize a progress bar that
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increases with the meters traveled until reaching a recommended distance. These values must be
adjusted to the patient's profile. The same meters will not be attached to a 25-year-old person as to a 70year-old person, for example. This occurs at many more levels, so it is relevant that in the process of
gamification of the activity, the professional is the one who clearly defines these objectives and who has
the ability to adjust them.
Another field where gamification has had an impact on its practice has been sports. The inclusion of
sensors such as activity clocks and their connection with social networks has encouraged this practice to
leave the private sphere or that of small clubs or groups and extend to something that is shared visually
at a global level. Applications such as Garmin Connect, Strava or Zwift, as well as sports center
management tools such as Wodbuster, are completely inundated with gamification techniques: Graphs,
points, achievements, rankings, competitions, social aspects, level unlocking or medals... these are just a
few of the mechanics that they have completely integrated and that have generated a huge mass of users
that allows them to take advantage, even more, of this type of characteristics.
Once again, these aspects result in greater physical activity and greater adherence to the different training
plans, but all of this must be supervised by physical education and sports professionals to guarantee that
these objectives do not interfere with the correct practice of sport.
In the same way, in work environments, it has been sought to awaken values such as competitiveness,
excellence or recognition. However, the experience in some large companies has been above even these
results, also promoting social skills, worker autonomy, initiative when seeking solutions to problems or a
special motivation for internal training. All this ends up translating into a positive and cooperative work
environment that fosters team cohesion in the face of objectives.
Some relevant recommendations to apply in work environments are the following:
•

Define the purpose or objective of gamifying some activities.

•

Promote an environment conducive to carrying out activities, thus allowing it not to be perceived
as an obligation or an extra task to the usual tasks.

•

Define the scoring system in detail so that workers are clear at all times about how it works.

•

Define specific actions, such as missions or challenges that generate a constant defy.

•

Establish and define the prizes or awards that can be obtained.
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•

Generate a system of levels, goals or medals that serve as an indicator of the proper functioning
of the activities.

•

Keep the system balanced so that it is challenging and requires some motivation.

•

Create rankings or classifications.

•

Encourage collaboration in the definition of mechanics.

Below are some known success stories of applying gamification in large entities:
CORREOS: To renew the website, an award system was created based on the review of the current website
and the generation of proposals, granting workers prizes such as Tablets.
BBVA: In this case, oriented towards customers, a system of achievement points was generated based on
those functionalities that they offered that were not being used, through this system direct prizes or
raffles could be accessed.
SAMSUNG: The point system had the main objective of promoting interaction with the brand on networks,
participating in forums, making reviews or watching corporate videos, with these points they could obtain

prizes from their own brand, obtaining a customer loyalty program. more successful.
M&Ms: This system, designed to generate visibility on networks, consisted of locating a character of your
brand in an image, generating a great impact on the response of users.
NIKE FUEL: In this case, some techniques mentioned above were used in the field of sports, promoting
physical activity among users of its brand.
These have been some examples of how gamification can be very useful in many different fields, there
are many more examples and specific cases that demonstrate its effectiveness.
Next we are going to focus on the techniques related to training, the field where gamification has been

studied the most.
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GAMIFICATION TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO EDUCATION
The techniques that have been presented so far are the same ones that are applied intensively in
education. Without a doubt, this is the field where gamification has had the most impact. At all
educational levels, from early childhood education to professional training or even university courses,
these techniques have been successfully applied.
The objectives are repeated in this field as in the previous ones: motivation, reward, optimization and
promotion of adherence. One of the particular characteristics is the internalization provided by the playful
nature of these tools.
Different perspectives appear among the possibilities of gamifying teaching concepts.
A single specific activity can be gamified, for example a simple questionnaire that is answered
synchronously by all the students and a final score is displayed on the screen. Or maybe an entire unit,
offering various activities that allow you to accumulate points and with them unlock answers in a possible
final exam.
It is also possible to gamify an entire subject or course, expanding the entire system of scores,
achievements and rewards, and combining it so that the efforts of the students are rewarded.
As in the previous cases, when applying one of these techniques in the classroom, several aspects must
be considered:
● Student profile: Their age, context, level of knowledge, etc. they must be included in the planning
to guarantee that the activity or activities are not unbalanced for a part of the students.
● Teaching criteria: Once again, the professional who must supervise this content gamification
process must be the teacher, knowledgeable about the students and the content, who can best
assess what type of activities and challenges will be convenient to encourage motivation and
retention of information and which it is preferable to keep in traditional systems.
● Training context: In the same way, it is necessary to assess whether the results that can be
obtained through gamification are adjustable to these systems, which often have needs or study
plans with very specific requirements that could conflict with some of these techniques.
● Available infrastructures: These techniques are often thought of as fully digitized, computerized
systems that store and display student information. But this, although it can be a good tool, is not
always necessary. Techniques such as a simple reading meter, a piece of paper where children
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write down their names and mark the books they have read, already have many of the
characteristics of gamification. It is important, when these techniques are applied, to be clear
about the mechanisms and support available. Are there projectors? tablets? Computer
equipment? Based on this information, one or the other techniques can be better applied.
Some of the tools available on the Internet that greatly facilitate gamification in the classroom are listed

below:
SOCRATIVE:
With differentiated access for students and teachers, it allows the creation of questionnaires that students
answer in real time from their devices. Then, it shows rankings of results that can be used as a form of
evaluation. It is free as long as the maximum number of students is 50, and it offers premium plans that
provide more extensive content.
SUPER TEACHERS TOOLS:
It proposes multiple activities to do in the classroom with original formats of TV programs such as 'Who

wants to be a millionaire?'. It also includes other tools such as a countdown clock that can be useful when
showing the time in an exam or some dice to play different games.
ELEVER:
Gamification, methodology and intelligent evaluation is what this mobile application offers. Its objective
is to convert its use into a daily habit so that student learning is achieved with brief but continuous
exercises. The app has several versions for the different roles in the classroom, so students have one with
which they advance with exercises and games, and teachers have another with which they monitor their
students' work on natural and social science topics. , technology or health.

BRAINSCAPE:
Find, create and share your own flashcard games: Brainscape is one of the platforms with the largest
number and variety of digital flashcards for teaching that exist, and on it we find all kinds of materials on
the most varied topics. As simple as downloading the app (available on iOS and Android) and browsing
through the available topics. The website also has a section for teachers to get the most out of it.
KAHOOT!:
It is a tool that allows you to create question and answer games in a very intuitive way. You can create
your own quizzes or join one of the many already created, and available for multiple ages and levels. Pure
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gamification: rankings, learning and a lot of fun for a tremendously easy-to-use game.
EDMODO GAMIFICATION:
Edmodo is the closest thing to a social network for educational purposes, and thanks to the possibilities
of assigning badges to students, we will be able to apply this much-desired gamification in the classroom.
Create challenges and exercises and assign pins to multiple students, not just the best: to the most
creative or ingenious solution, to the one who has worked the most, to the best collaborative project, to...
whatever you want..
These are just some of the popular tools that integrate gamification techniques, but the web is full of
resources that can be useful, either by applying them directly or adapting their functions to the needs of
the classroom.
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FUTURE OF GAMIFICATION
With the information presented so far, it seems reasonable to predict that the future will present new
forms and implementations of gamification. The indicators in different fields speak of percentages of
growth and, although they are data based on different surveys and predictors, in general they situate it
as something that will connect with many more fields and in various ways.
One of the more recent issues is its involvement with the Metaverse, or the virtual version of the web
that we seem to be destined for. If the forecasts, and the recent movements of some large companies,
come true, the virtual world will soon be something we are used to. We will maintain social relationships,
we will interact with companies, we will train and we will spend time enjoying some hobbies.
All these activities, digitized, are presented as a field of work where all the techniques that are capable of
promoting adherence will have a great impact. Many industries are investing large amounts of money in
this field and everything seems to indicate that these numbers will continue to grow in the coming years.
For example, in the field of retail, new interactive experiences are being generated that seek to improve
brand presence, increase sales and offer new forms of interaction for both technicians and customers.
Some ideas we will have in the future are:
● Sales simulators to train in safe environments.
● Digital microformations of specific concepts.
● Motivation and improvement of knowledge retention.
● Reduce entry barriers for employees through more agile integration systems.
● Creation of digital content to adhere customers to catalogs and news.

Another field where an intense future is foreseen is that of telecommunications. Currently one of the
great challenges of all the great platforms is to increase the number of users who visit them regularly. The
use of adherence techniques such as point systems or common social aspects in gamification are key in
this type of entity. Also providing customer support with more attractive help tools.
All the experiences that have been described in health, continue to expand, psychoeducational
applications, momentary ecological evaluations, psychological interventions in the right place and
context, recording of emotions, all complemented with techniques capable of learning from the behavior
of patients, with aspects social programs that encourage motivation, with records that make visible the
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evolution of people's status. New forms of interactive visualization will appear, integrated with the growth
of virtual and augmented reality, adapting gamification techniques to promote a healthy physical and
emotional state.
In sport, management applications are beginning to be combined with sensorized devices that eliminate
all existing techniques and are complemented by monitoring. Punching bags capable of detecting power,
frequency and rhythm allow, for example, a group challenge to be generated; treadmills integrated into
virtual environments that include artificial intelligence to generate content adapted to athletes or depth
cameras capable of monitoring whether a fitness exercise is being carried out with the recommended
posture and frequency are some of the innovations with which we will live in the next years.
Business models such as Mobility as a Service are also fed by these techniques for the distribution of
vehicles. Owning a car will be something that will be reduced, giving rise to formats such as renting
(already underway) or services similar to Uber or Cabify where you pay for the transportation service,
leaving aside expenses and procedures such as taxes, insurance, maintenance or gasoline and adhering
users to platforms that value loyalty and offer rewards, points and achievements to users of their services.
The same applies to food services, real estate, etc.
The cities and administrations themselves are beginning to digitize through sensors, which brings us to
the field of Smart Cities, all this information and personalization is also aligned with a future where point
and recognition systems will be increasingly integrated. There are already prototypes of gamified systems
that reward recycling or leaving butts in specific places. Objects, such as benches or stoplights, that
communicate with the user and encourage their interaction with the city. Citizen participation
technologies that allow users to identify problems, accidents or wear and tear on urban furniture and
notify the authorities, allowing them to interact with the urban environment.
All these are just some of the closest evolutions that are already in sight, but in the same way that
happened with the web, the social network or is happening now with industry 4.0, big data or virtual
reality, the future is difficult to predict. New forms of gamification will appear, new fields where its use
will be exploited and various ways of applying it will be validated over the years by users.
What seems certain is that gamification is not something that will be forgotten in the industry and
education in the coming years. It is here to stay and offers a new toolbox so that those who are capable
of adapting it to their needs can obtain great benefits, whether in the form of academic results or
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competitive advantages.
For all these reasons, having a fluid knowledge of the techniques that are being used, of the industries or
fields where it is being applied, seems like a smart way to find possibilities for our own initiatives,
educational or business, offering us new ways to innovate, grow and get good results.

THREE TYPES OF EVALUATION
So how can we measure the progress of the students? We have 3 types of evaluation
1. Quantitative Evaluation
It is the evaluation carried out through tests or methods that offer a numerical or "objective" qualification
and that allow the student to be ordered according to their level of knowledge. It is characterized by: o It
tends to the maximum data objectivity for which it uses a numerical design; This allows a limited margin
of flexibility that makes it difficult to achieve intermediate objectives. o The evaluator is located at a
greater distance from the students in this evaluation, since it seems to be a guarantee of objectivity in the
data that is collected. However, this hinders the evaluation of unforeseen events that may arise during
the processes. o The tools used are those of the question/answer type, such as short questions, since they
are easier to quantify. o Do not allow collecting other information about the student, of great relevance
such as, for example, the effort made, the motivation, the interest shown in the subjects, etc.
2. Qualitative Evaluation.
It is characterized by: o The extraction of information using communication techniques or observation of
students in chats, forums... or in the activity statistics provided by the training platform. o This type of
evaluation presents a greater risk of subjectivity in the evaluations of the evaluators. So that this does not
happen, they have different resources: collection of information through different sources, promoting the
combination of different opinions; confirmation of the How to implement an e-learning solution 138
conclusions reached through the opinions of those involved in the program,... o The evaluator must
assume the role of one more protagonist of the group and to this he must add his special dedication to
the description of what happens within said group and how much it affects the course being evaluated.
3. Mixed Evaluation
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It is characterized by integrating the contributions of the quantitative and qualitative evaluation.
Educational practice shows that, along with the quantification of possible results of a course, there are
implications and effects that can only be conveniently perceived through a qualitative approach.
Depending on the extent of learning, we can distinguish: • Global Evaluation: It covers all the knowledge
imparted during the course and aims to evaluate based on the general objectives that were established
at the beginning of it. • Partial Evaluation: It focuses on a part of the learning that students are expected
to achieve. You can take tests, quizzes or even games for a certain part of the course in order to check the
student's progress. Knowledge Society and Continuous Training
The notion of the information society is based on technological progress. In contrast, the concept of
knowledge societies encompasses much broader social, ethical, and political dimensions.
The fact that we refer to societies, in the plural, is not due to chance, but to the intention of rejecting the
uniqueness of a “ready-to-use” model that does not take sufficiently into account cultural and linguistic
diversity, the only element that It allows us all to recognize ourselves in the changes that are currently
taking place. In knowledge societies we will all have to learn to cope with ease in the midst of the
overwhelming avalanche of information, and also to develop the critical spirit and sufficient cognitive
abilities to differentiate "useful" information from what is not.
In this context, learning acquires a very important value since it is destined to be generalized in our
societies at all levels, and it is also called upon to structure the organization of time, work and the life of
institutions. This evolution illustrates a paradigm shift: on the one hand, education or learning is no longer
limited to a specific and definitive space-time, but must continue throughout life; and on the other hand,
the human being once again occupies an essential place in the permanent acquisition and communication
of knowledge.
In accordance with this, it is considered that the university teacher has a strong responsibility, he must
prepare to transform his educational practice, taking into account this new scenario. As stated by UNESCO
(2005) in the document Towards knowledge societies:
In knowledge societies, the values and practices of creativity and innovation will play an important role –
if only for their ability to challenge existing models – to better respond to the new needs of society.
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Creativity and innovation also lead to promoting new types of collaboration processes that have already
given particularly fruitful results.
Technology, no matter how sophisticated it may be, will not generate knowledge in students by itself, it
must be part of a strategy planned by the teacher based on specific learning needs, selecting the correct
combination of elements and the appropriate sequence to apply and achieve desired learning objectives.
In order for the teacher to successfully apply the B-Learning model in their educational practice, its
implementation must be accompanied by an initial and continuous training program, which includes all
aspects related to the use of the technological platform and innovative teaching methodologies using
technologies. That they train him for innovation and renewal that social, technical and scientific changes
are required from the role of the teacher. (Briet, 2006). This supposes an even greater challenge and more
transcendent than the incorporation of the technological infrastructure.
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MODULE 3:
DEFINE AND APPLY EFFECTIVE STANDARDS
FOR LEARNING MATERIAL PRODUCTION
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HOW TO CREATE LEARNING MATERIAL: GUIDELINES
The reasons for the need to use technology and materials in education can be grouped under 3 headings:
-

To provide education services to wider audiences,

-

Individualizing teaching and learning activities,

-

To make the teaching-learning processes in educational institutions efficient

Instructional material design principles can be grouped under two main headings.
1. Principles of Use of Structural / Formal Elements
2. Usage Principles of Layout Elements
1. Principles of Use of Structural / Formal Elements
The Principles of Use of Structural / Formal Elements can be listed as the following main headings.
-

Area

-

Line

-

Shape / Form

-

Texture

-

Colour
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Area

When we look at the teaching material in general, it is seen/felt fullness or emptiness. It is divided into (1)
used space and (2) free space.
One of the effective ways to draw attention to certain elements in the placement of visual elements is the
"third rule technique".
In the third rule technique, a picture area is divided into three horizontally and vertically with equally
spaced lines. The four points that appear with the intersection points of the lines are used to place the
items forming the center of interest.
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Line
Line is a one-dimensional structure that attracts attention by moving the eye in or around a certain area.
The line can be active and open, or it can be passive and unambiguous.
The use of lines horizontally, vertically or obliquely has a different effect on perception.

Shape/Form
Shape is a two-dimensional form created on a surface. Form is the relative arrangement of the formats
used (in their current state). Bringing the visuals in the material into a meaning integrity is called shapeform. Looking at the images, it is necessary to make the user feel a harmony between the images.
Texture
Texture plays a very important role in material design. The texture of the material should impress the
audience.
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A 3rd dimension (depth) is added to two-dimensional images with texture. The material that gains depth
adds tactile sensation and attention to detail.

Most images are two-dimensional. Reality and comfortable perception can be achieved by using texture
in figures.
Arrow, line, shape, different size, different color and different texture can be used to draw attention to
certain elements.
Color
Although color is an important element in visual materials, its effectiveness depends on its conscious use.
Natural colors increase the realism of the image. It allows to reveal the similarities and differences. It
draws attention to important points and information. It provides the perception of emotions such as
enthusiasm, stillness, uniformity and vitality. It has an effect on psychology. Information can be grouped
with colors.
Each piece of information can be represented by a color. It should be used in accordance with the
developmental characteristics of the students. For the little ones, bright colors are eye-catching. We can
use the color wheel to better perceive the relationship between colors and the properties of colors. The
eye perceives red the most and purple the least. (The shortest wavelength is purple, the longest
wavelength is red). The brightest color is yellow and the darkest is purple. Adjacent colors are harmonious
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colors, these colors reduce the effect of each other. Opposite colors are complementary colors, these
colors increase the effect of each other.

Color Selection Principles in the Design of Instructional Materials
-

Bright colors should be used on objects that are important to draw attention to them.

-

A contrasting color to the background color should be used in texts and images.

-

Multiple visual objects should use a consistent background color (they must all be the same color).

-

The amount of color in a visual object should be limited.

-

In printed materials, more than three colors on the same page make color selection difficult for the
eye.

2. Usage of Principles of Layout Elements
The principles of use of layout elements in material design can be listed as follows:
-

Ratio/Scale

-

Balance

-

Integrity

-

Rhythm

-

Emphasis

-

Harmony
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Let's take a closer look at these principles.
Ratio/Scale
It is a principle about the size and smallness of objects. Depending on the relationship of an object with
other objects and the whole, it can create feelings such as whether the object is large, medium, small,
heavy or light. Whichever feature of the objects is being compared; this feature must be scaled with
another object in order to be perceived correctly.
Color and degree of grey also affect the perception of size.

Ratio/Scale
Balance is about the weight perceived by the eye of the elements contained in the material. Balance on
teaching materials is created by equally distributing objects on both sides of the horizontal and vertical
axis. There are two kinds of balance. Formal (symmetrical) balance is static, evokes a sense of equality.
Informal (asymmetrical) balance is a more dynamic, attention-grabbing arrangement. But it can cause
complexity.
A balance or unbalance effect can be created by placing the objects on the whole for the desired purpose.
In an unbalanced image, elements appear stacked on top of each other and to one side.
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Balance
The relationship between visual elements and their functions creates unity. Each visual element should
be placed taking into account its function in conveying a message. One of the mistakes made in terms of
ensuring integrity is the use of many elements in the material that cannot be properly expressed in
relation to each other. In order to minimize such errors, the message intended to be conveyed should be
clearly expressed by the designer. All the ideas that come to the mind of the designer should not be
reflected in the material.
Integrity
The relationship between visual elements and their functions creates integrity. Each visual element should
be placed considering its function in conveying a message. One of the mistakes made in terms of ensuring
integrity is the use of many elements in the material that cannot be properly expressed in relation to each
other.
In order to minimize such errors, the message intended to be conveyed should be clearly expressed by
the designer. All ideas that come to the mind of the designer should not be reflected in the material.
To ensure integrity:
-

Related objects should be used close to each other.

-

Duplicate objects, properties should be used (color, font style, size, etc.).

-

Even if there is no relationship between objects, there should be an order in their placement and no
clutter.

-

A general template should be created.

-

A common color, font and size should be used.

-

It should repeat (should be the same) throughout the design features identified in the material.

Rhythm


The relationship between visual elements and their functions creates integrity.



Each visual element should be placed considering its function in conveying a message.
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One of the mistakes made in terms of ensuring integrity is the use of many elements in the material
that cannot be properly expressed in relation to each other.



In order to minimize such errors, the message intended to be conveyed should be clearly
expressed by the designer. All the ideas that come to the mind of the designer should not be
reflected in the material.

It is the ability of the eye to slide easily from one object to another in composition. It can be achieved by
the use of line, shape, form, structure, and color.
Emphasis
-

It is the heart of the teaching material.

-

It can be defined as “the point you want to draw attention to”.

-

The emphasis must be on the whole.

-

It can be designed as the most interesting point and placed the most important elements.

In order to fulfil the Emphasis principle in material design, the steps to be taken can be listed as follows:
-

Highlighting using a different shape from other shapes

-

Emphasizing the main element by making it bigger than the others

-

Highlighting an important item by placing a symbol next to it.

-

Highlighting using arrows and similar directional tools.

-

Highlighting the important element by using a brighter or darker color than the others.

-

Placing the item to be highlighted at a point where other items overlap

-

Highlighting words not exceeding 6 letters by capitalizing them.

-

To create contrast between the ground and the figure to draw attention to the element to be
emphasized.
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Harmony
Harmony emerges depending on the relationship of the parts that make up the whole. It is the sense of
unity that emerges when the pieces come together. It is related to the whole composition. Harmony is
the sense of cohesiveness between the elements in a composition. The elements shouldn’t be exactly the
same or completely different but related in some way. Color palettes or similar textures can create a sense
of unity between different components. Using similarly shaped items will create harmony because they
will seem related. Not enough or too much harmony can make a design dull; there needs to be some kind
of variety for it to be visually interesting.
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SOME EXAMPLES OF EXISTING EFFECTIVE MATERIALS USED IN OUNLINE TRAINING COURSES
Being a student in an online learning environment is a very different experience than face-to-face
education. Trying to interact with unhelpful interface designs can have negative effects on students and
teachers. For this reason, the principles that facilitate the interaction of students with the content are
very important.
While designing materials in an Internet-based learning environment, it is useful to consider the following
topics:
-

Basic design principles

-

Navigation structure

-

Navigation tools

-

Interface design

-

Variety of multimedia content

BASIC DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Designing human-computer interactions is a multidisciplinary field that covers many areas from learning
psychology to ergonomics. Jakob Nielsen (1993) developed 10 interface design rules to make interaction
with the computer a good experience for the user. These rules can be summarized as follows:
1. Simple and natural dialogue: When designing the interface, unnecessary and distracting
information should be avoided. Any unnecessary information placed on the page competes with
the useful information on the page for the attention of the user and may lose its importance.
Moreover, it imposes an extra cognitive load on the user.
2. Using the same language as the user: All information used in the interface, function keys, result
information or error messages must be in the language that the user understands.
3. Minimum memory load on the user: Special commands or meanings that users need to remember
while interacting with the computer should be minimized.
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4. Consistency: The words or function buttons used in the interface should always have the same
meaning and perform the same function throughout the learning material.
5. Feedback: The user should be informed about what is going on in the system after every move he
makes. When the user presses a button on the interface or makes an entry from the keyboard, the
system should notify the user that it has processed the command it received and what is
happening at that moment.
6. Undo: In some cases, users may accidentally touch the wrong places. Users should be given the
opportunity to easily undo this action.
7. Shortcuts: Shortcuts that are not visible in the interface but will be in the background should
always be at the user's disposal. These shortcuts allow the user to take faster action.
8. Descriptive error messages: If the system encounters an error message, it should notify the user
in a timely and understandable language.
9. Error-free design: A good interface design does not make the user make any mistakes during use
and prevents them without any mistakes.
10. Help: The best systems are learning environments that the user uses without any help. However,
whenever the user needs help, he should access the right information in the easiest and fastest
time possible.
NAVIGATION STRUCTURE
One of the most important problems in designing an instructional website or learning material is how to
organize the information on the site. The navigation structure shows the structure of the website, the way
the information is organized, and the relationships between this information, in other words, the links.
Thus, it gives the user clues on how to organize this information in his mental structure and how to
navigate this learning environment.
The navigational structure of a learning environment can be:


Linear,
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Hierarchical,



Nonlinear or hybrid.

It's possible. Although each of these navigation structures has advantages and disadvantages, one of them
can be chosen according to need and purpose.

Linear Navigation Structure
In the linear navigation structure, the content is arranged sequentially. This navigation structure can often
be used to display chronological and alphabetical information, or logically ordered content such as
directories, encyclopedias, and dictionaries. However, this structure provides the student with limited
navigation flexibility, that is, the ability to navigate only forward and backward.
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In the web environment in the example, the student can navigate while the content is running, by clicking
the forward and backward buttons.

Hierarchical Navigation Structure
Hierarchical navigation structures are structures in which content is organized by dividing into topics and
subtopics.
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In the hierarchical navigation structure presented in the example below, the student can reach the page
that can be accessed from the main page of the course, where the lecture notes are listed by week. You
can also access the relevant content by clicking the button you want from the lecture notes page.
Non-Linear Navigation Structure
Non-linear navigation structures are structures in which all the pages in the content are linked to each
other and users can access information according to their wishes, interests and needs. Although these
structures provide flexibility to the user in navigation, they are quite complex. Therefore, these structures
are useful for students who are experienced in navigation and have a high level of prior knowledge about
the subject.

Novices or students with low prior knowledge can often get lost in the learning environment and thus
leave the environment. An example of this navigation structure is the Internet. You can go to the desired
page from the results obtained with a keyword entered into the search engine Google. At the same time,
other relevant pages can be accessed from this page.
Mixed navigation structure is designed by using linear, hierarchical and non-linear navigation structures
together. When designing learning environments, a mixed navigation structure can be preferred within a
course's web page. For example, the student can study the subject and sub-topics hierarchically by clicking
the options on the left menu on the main page, respectively. By clicking the options in the menu in
different order, he can view the pages in a non-linear way in his own way. Content can also be studied
linearly by using the forward and backward buttons on the content pages.
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NAVIGATION TOOLS
Various navigation tools should be used in the learning environment so that students can access
information easily and navigate effectively and efficiently. These navigation tools are:



-

Links,

-

BreadCrumbs list,

-

Back and forward buttons,

-

Help,

-

Menus,

-

Dictionary,

-

Home page,

-

Directory,

-

Sitemaps,

-

Links page,

-

Search functions,

-

Frequently asked questions page

Home page

The home page is the first page that the student encounters when entering the environment and uses
it to start navigating. During this navigation, a link to the main page should be provided on each page so
that the student can reach the home page at any time. The most preferred way for this is to place the
house picture, which is also used in browsers, in a place where the student can easily see it and to create
a link to the home page.
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Forward and Back Buttons

Forward, backward and home page buttons must be used in appropriate places in the content of the
learning environment. These buttons help to navigate between pages with ease.


Links

Links can be a word, phrase, picture or part of an image, button, video, or any element in the media.
Color change in links, description etc. Students can be helped to navigate by giving hints and techniques.


Menus

The menus show the general arrangement of the learning environment, the navigation structure and
their contents. Menus can be presented in the form of drop-down menus and frame menus. Drop-down
menus, located at the top or left of the page, open when hovered over them, listing topics. Frame menus
are the menus displayed on all pages. Menus can be located at the top, left or bottom of the page. This
process is decided by the designer according to the nature of the environment.


Sitemaps

Sitemaps are very important when preparing material, as they clearly show the relationships between
all parts of the learning environment in a hierarchical manner.


Index

It is useful for students to create indexes similar to those in the book in the learning environment.



BreadCrumbs List

The breadcrumbs list shows the current page and hierarchically the place in the learning environment.
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Search

With the search, the student can easily and quickly find the specific information they want.


Links or Resources Page

In a learning environment, the links or resources page of the course lists other web site addresses and
related resources related to the content.


Frequently Asked Questions Page

The frequently asked questions page contains the most frequently asked questions by users about
navigating the environment or the content, and the answers to these questions.

INTERFACE DESIGN
The interface of the learning environment is the place where the user interacts with the web page, he
sees on his computer screen and the elements in it. Elements in the interface can be:
-

Titles on the page,

-

Graphics,

-

Texts,

-

Diagrams,

-

Navigation tools,

-

Audio files,

-

Hypertexts,

-

Video,

-

Pictures,

-

Animation and simulations etc.

These elements need to be prepared according to various principles to create a user-friendly and welldesigned learning environment. These specified elements are generally referred to as multimedia
contents. Now, let's examine the points that we should pay attention to when using these contents in the
environment.
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MULTIMEDIA CONTENT TYPES
Each object used in a learning environment can be called a multimedia object. It is useful to consider
certain rules or principles while developing these objects. Text, hypertext, graphics, diagrams, audio,
video and animation can be listed as elements that can be used when designing an online learning
environment.


Text

In online learning environments, the basic components of the content are shown in the texts. Hypertext
is the name given to the type of text that contains links to other texts, thus enabling reading in a nonlinear structure. Text size is not a variable that the designer can play around with because the space
allocated for the placement of texts is limited. Students' attention can be drawn by using effects such as
italics, underlines, bold, and different fonts in the text.
The computer has a very rich and varied font. However, very flashy fonts are difficult to read. The designer
should not use very fancy fonts to attract attention. Flashy fonts may not be used in text, but may be used
in headings.
Many images contain text. When evaluating a visual or designing your own visual material, you should
give importance to the text as much as the attention given to the pictures and graphics. You should check
whether the image is suitable for the message you want to give with the text and whether it has readable
size and spacing.
The style of the text in the visual material should be in harmony with the other elements in the visual. In
order for the information to be given to be understandable, flashy text styles should not be used. Do not
use more than 2 text styles in a series of images. Prefer Arial and Times New Roman font formats.
When preparing images in a computer environment, the text spacing is automatically adjusted for the
best readability. If desired, the spaces between letters can be widened or narrowed. If the lines are close
to each other, it will be shaded and difficult to read. If there are too many spaces between the lines, there
will be a break between the words.
-

Prefer lowercase letters to make the text easy to read.
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-

Use capital letters where necessary.

-

Short titles can be all capital letters, but if the title exceeds 3 words, follow the lower-case rule.

-

The example on the left in the figure is an example of the correct use of emphasis, and the example
on the right is an example of the wrong use of emphasis.
Emphasis should not be overused in the text. ATTENTION ATTRACTING IN THE TEXT
Excessive use of emphasis leads to loss of SHOULD NOT BE OVERUSED. OVERUSE OF
purpose.

HIGHLIGHT CAUSES TO LOSE PURPOSE.

Writer, MS Word, Word Perfect etc. to prepare texts in internet-based educational environments. You
can use word processing programs such as Publisher, desktop publishing programs such as InDesign or
web editors such as Dreamweaver and Frontpage.
With the Dreamweaver program:
-

Site can be defined,

-

Pages and page contents can be

-

prepared,
-

using the timeline,
-

support,

etc. inside the pages. multimedia

-

Links

between

pages

can

be

established,

Php, Aspx, Java etc. Dynamic web
pages can be created using language

Text, image, sound, animation, video

components can be added,

Simple animations can be created

Transfer of files to the server
computer (FTP) can be performed for
the site to be published on the
internet.

-

All features of the page such as font,
background color, link properties,
page title can be determined,

-

Style Templates (CSS) can be created
to create styles and layouts for pages,
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Pictures

Many images in educational material are used only to enrich and color the image, which can do more
harm than good to teaching. For this reason, pictures for instructional purposes should be chosen in
accordance with the purposes and should give as much detail as necessary.
It is necessary to use both verbal and visual information in multimedia learning. The use of pictures along
with spoken or written text is more beneficial.
Materials that are not suitable for the subject intended to be taught are of no benefit to learning. Using
interesting but irrelevant words and pictures makes learning difficult.
Situations where verbal and visual information are presented in close proximity to each other increase
the learning level more than if they are presented separately. The simultaneous presentation of verbal
and visual information is related to the "Temporal Proximity Principle". The fact that written text and
pictures are on the same page or screen is related to the "Principle of Spatial Proximity".
The picture describing the change in image caused by air change is seen in the image.

It can be used in any subject and at any educational level. These; It can also be used in storytelling, writing
or poetry. Pictures can be used for measurement and evaluation. Pictures should be used to achieve goals
that require the introduction of people, places and objects.
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Graphical Materials (Graphs, Drawings and Diagrams)

Associated images show quantitative relationships. For example, bar chart, picture chart, pie chart, or line
charts. The most effective graphics are those that emphasize critical details. Excessive detailing does not
increase learning. Excessive detail in the graphics does not increase the success for the user, it only causes
a waste of time. Graphics should be used to support the text, just like pictures.
The representation of the number of students in business, economics and banking departments can be
presented as in the figure. Schematic visuals show the relationship between various elements. Common
examples are charts, time lines, flow charts, and maps that make up the hierarchical structure of a
business. The schematic structure showing the management mechanism of the faculty is seen in the
image.
Materials that show the reality of the item to be taught are Realistic visuals. For example, if the car is to
be taught, the student can be shown a photo of the car. Reality can be increased by using the actual colors
of the item.


Visual Material Development Tools

Pictures.
There are many software tools available to prepare images and make them available on the web.
Examples of these are Adobe Photoshop, PhotoPaint, Gimp and PhotoImpact software.
Three-Dimensional (3D) visual materials.
3D visual materials are produced by modelling this environment or objects so that students can examine,
navigate and edit about the real environment or items.
Maya program, developed by Autodesk company, has become the industry standard with its threedimensional modelling, animation and effects features. It is a tool used in the film industry, television
industry, game producers, industrial sector and educational web environments.
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With the Maya program:
-

Three-dimensional

models

can

be

created,
-

-

Special effects can be applied and

-

Documents

Animations can be added to these

video,

animation,

etc.

formats can be converted.

models,
Graphical Materials (Graphs, Drawings and Diagrams)
Ms Excel program can be used to create graphs and tables to be prepared in order to display the data in
a meaningful way. With MS Excel program:
-

All kinds of data and can be stored in tables or lists,

-

Summaries and reports on data can be prepared,

-

Data query can be made,

-

Graphs related to data can be prepared.

Concept and Mind Maps.
Concept maps are concrete infographics that show concepts and relationships between concepts. The
use of concept and mind maps is of great importance in terms of giving a concrete quality to the
concepts, establishing a connection between newly learned concepts and previously learned ones,
determining the relationships between concepts and sub-concepts, and realizing more effective learning
by enabling the student to see the whole subject area.
Software such as Inspiration, Kidspiration, Concept Draw and SmartDraw can be used to prepare concept
and mind maps.
With these programs:
-

Diagram and sketch views can be

-

created,

Connections can be made between
symbols,

-

You can switch between views,

-

Notes can be added,

-

Different symbols can be added,

-

Sound can be added,
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-

Symbols can be replaced.

Sound and Music. The use of sound and music as learning material is very important in terms of
motivating the user. Supporting the text on the screen with sound means a powerful learning
environment for the user.
In the learning environment, it is very important for the student to hear the sound, to be able to listen
to the sound again and again, and to be able to control the sound and music himself.
Audacity, a free program, can be used when designing audio material for learning. Audacity is a free and
free digital audio editing and audio recording software that can run on many platforms such as Windows,
Mac OS X, Linux.
With the Audacity program:
-

Audio file can be created,

-

Compositions can be created by using

-

Interferences in audio and video files can
be cleaned,

different audio files,

-

Sounds can be edited and

-

Effects can be applied to sounds,

-

Sounds can be compiled

-

and converted into different formats.

Video
The purpose of using motion pictures or video in education is to present the material to the students that
the teachers could not bring to the classroom environment or that it is impossible to bring to the
classroom environment in real environments. Video usage purposes can be listed as follows:
-

Bringing experts or distant places to the classroom,

-

Learning a foreign language,

-

Seeing the details of objects,

-

Changing the time
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Programs such as Premiere, AfterEffect, VideoStudio, Windows Movie Maker and Camtasia can be used
to edit videos and give effects.
Animation
Animations are used in teaching for showing movement and direction, motivating and explanatory
purposes. Instructional animations should be consistent with instructional objectives and free from
distraction.
Programs such as Animaker, Pencil2D, Animation paper, PowToon, OpenToonz can be used while
preparing animation.
Simulation
Simulations help students try their knowledge and skills in this artificial environment and see the results
of their decisions without fear of making mistakes. Programs such as Director, Authorware, Toon Boom,
Anime Studio, AutoDesk 3DS Max, Maya can be used while preparing simulations.
Interactive Material/Content Development Tools
With the rapid development in technology, it has become easy to prepare interactive multimedia items.
While designing materials in the learning environment, Captivate, Director, Authorware programs and
Script languages can be used to develop interactive content.
With these software used to develop interactive multimedia items:
-

All movements on the screen can be recorded,

-

Descriptive text, picture, animation and sound can be added to the screen,

-

By enabling the student to enter data, feedback on these inputs can be given,

-

Promotional films can be prepared,

-

Visual user guides can be prepared,

-

Different types of tests (multiple choice, matching, true-false etc.) can be created.
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MODULE 4:
INTEGRATE

E-LEARNING

WITHIN

CLASS

PHYSICAL LESSONS, MOBILITY AND PERSONAL
STUDY
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INTRODUCE PARTICIPANTS TO PROCESSES OF SELF-ORGANIZATION IN E-LEARNING
Even the best concept of self-study does not help if the learner has not developed an individual concept
of learning.
This concerns the overall preparation for the learning process, the development of goals and
prerequisites for learning and the excellent motivation that guarantees the success of learning. In this
regard, it is good to be guided by the following tips and additional questions:
-

Don't expect to be motivated just like that from only yourself. In online training You are
responsible for your motivation to a greater extent than in attendance events.

-

Deal with the topic of motivation.

-

Find out what motivates you. Find out what your goals are and write them down. Greater
freedom also means greater responsibility.

-

You can easily afford a small reward for this success.

-

After each section you should review what you have learned and reward yourself with a small
prize.

-

A pleasant change or purposeful unloading - and you will now approach the new group taskwith
greater enthusiasm.
Questions:
-

How to determine my learning goals, connected with the learning process? What I want to
achieve, how I see my own learning outcome?

-

How to integrate my previous knowledge and experience in the current educational
process? What do I already know?

-

How to determine your need for qualifications, based on the task and your previous
experience? What would you like to learn?

-

How do I motivate myself to learn?

-

How to evaluate the result of my training?

-

What can I improve in my learning process, what should i keep?
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Processes of self-organization in e-learning. Conclusions from the theory of motivation and its
application in e-learning scenarios:
Hypothesis 1: Difficult and specific learning goals produce better learning outcomes than average and
non-specific learning goals.
In Bandura's theory of self-regulation and self-organization, learning goals play an important role. He
accepts that learning is mediated by cognition. People are motivated to learn by pre- determining in
theory (mentally adjusting to) the desired outcomes, the learning goal, and planning and controlling the
way to achieve the goals. In this case, cognitive control is based on the ability to regulate thoughts,
feelings, motivation and actions.
Prerequisites for effective self-regulation are self-reflection (self-observation) for learning outcomes,
scales for comparison and correction of errors. This means that the learner evaluates the achieved result
and compares it with the learning goal. If he finds a deviation, he tries to reduce the discrepancy through
self-control. He calls this mechanism of motivation at the beginning of learning "control of the presetting".
In their theory of defining and concretizing goals, Locke and Latham show that learning outcomes
depend on their learning goals: difficult, specific goals lead to better results than average or nonspecific
goals.
The complexity of the learning goal is the link between abilities and requirements. Locke speaks of a
difficult goal when only about 10 to 15% of those who try actually achieve the learning goal. This is
understandable, as difficult, specific goals directly determine the direction of the action and increase its
intensity and permanence. In addition, in complex cases, difficult goals would increase the demand for
problem-solving strategies.
The second sign of learning goals is specificity. Difficult goals lead above all to better learning outcomes
when they are specifically formulated. The more specific goals, the less opportunity there is to interpret
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what results can be expected - because it is precisely when difficulties arise that people tend to downplay
their goals.
Difficult, specific goals therefore improve the framework conditions for the self-organization process.
They unequivocally show what expectations are and optimize motivation within the control of the presetting in terms of readiness for effort, perseverance and development of solutions. At the same time,
lowering the requirements compared to the possibilities, unlike the average or non-specific goals, is
prevented.
Self-organization of the learning processes is based on three factors: the learning goals, the selfconfidence of the learner, the feedback on the learning outcome and the perceived degree of freedom
during the learning process. This is shown by American theories of motivation (see Locke
Hypothesis 2: With the help of e-learning the optimal degree of complexity of the learning objectives
can be found.
Until now, in the field of education, the most common premise was that the learning objectives should
be of medium complexity so as not to place too high demands on anyone. In addition, often the technical
capabilities and data provided are not sufficient to determine individual goals and levels of complexity
for learners. This common position for all learners often leads to lowering the requirements for learners
with high success.
With the help of e-learning, new paths can be taken. The optimal complexity of learning objectives can
be achieved by the highest possible individualization in setting goals: tests to determine the level at the
beginning of the learning process as part of the e-learning scenario facilitate the establishment of
individual complexity in learning processes. At the beginning of each learning process it is possible to
automatically, with accessibility for all those interested in learning and with transparency, to determine
the individual performance by means of a preliminary test and to compare it with the set learning
outcomes (stored in the Learning Management System, LMS ). Then, depending on the level of
knowledge, separate learning modules can be offered for the whole learning process. Each module sets
an individual, complex and specific learning goal, which optimizes the effects of goal setting: effort,
perseverance and learning strategy - the first, significant step to ensure the quality of learning processes.
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Hypothesis 3: Students' self-confidence is a crucial element of self-organization.
One of the arguments often put forward against setting difficult goals is the fear of excessive demands.
In most cases, this does not take into account the objective existence of excessively high requirements,
but the subjective assessment of the learner that any of the goals could be quite difficult to achieve.
Indeed, the learner assesses the complexity of the learning objective through his or her abilities, the
effort required, and the given framework conditions. In this assessment, the learner's faith in his own
strength plays an important role. Self-confidence, in turn, is based on a process of processing
information about past achievements, comparisons with the achievements of others and possible
examples from other people.
Bandura (1989) proves that people with little faith in their own strengths set less challenging learning
goals, lose difficulties in their abilities more quickly when difficulties or failures arise, and then often
refuse to pursue or reduce learning goals. Therefore, the motivation to learn in the first place is a
controversial process (the real versus the planned situation), in which self-confidence takes on the role
of mediator between learning goals and learning outcomes. For the process of self-organization, this
means that the learner chooses his personal goal, which in turn can then serve as an accurate indicator
of the learning outcome. As a result of Bandura's research, difficult, specific goals have a positive effect
on setting personal goals. This would mean that the expectations and position of others increase selfconfidence, as they believe that the learner is capable of achieving more difficult goals. In addition, a
basis for comparison and examples of other learners could show him that even difficult goals are
achievable. Greater self-confidence, in turn, generates higher personal learning goals and improves
outcomes, as effort and perseverance in pursuing goals usually stem from the complexity of the personal
goal (see Figure 1).
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Goal of
Variables

Easy goal

medium

A difficult goal

difficulty
Internal goal

6.48

7.12

8.98

Strength of self-

5.38

5.52

6.09

6.44

5.92

5.27

5.40

7.02

8.10

confidence
Satisfaction with the
result
Achievement

Fig.1: Influence on the complexity on goals ( source : Mento / Klein / Locke , p . 397)
People with little faith in their own strength set easy learning goals, lose faith in themselves faster when
they fail, and then often refuse to pursue the goal - achievement decreases.
Hypothesis 4: E-learning can improve the process of self-organization in learning, as the setting of
learning goals can have a targeted effect on the self-confidence of learners.
A major problem with traditional learning processes is the lack of convincing information that would be
needed to increase learner confidence. In the e-learning scenario, this information can be provided in
an easily accessible and understandable way with the help of the Learning Management System.
Previous results of the learner's progress, data from the comparison of groups of comparable learners
or also toplists (top rankings) of potential learners as role models are made transparent for the learner
and increase his self-confidence. This, on the other hand, creates appropriate preconditions for setting
personal goals. The likelihood of shrinking the target at a later stage in the event of difficulties becomes
lower. Thus, the e-learning scenario with a Learning Management System creates a basis for influencing
self-confidence and setting personal goals within the pre-setting control.
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Hypothesis 5: Feedback is a necessary condition for the effectiveness of learning processes.
An important aspect of the effectiveness of difficult, specific goals is the feedback on the achievement
of the goal. Without feedback, difficult specific goals cannot lead to better results. This is due to two
functions of feedback: information and motivation.
Information means that the results of the learning process are communicated back to the learner. This
feedback is needed to evaluate one's own achievements.
Motivation means that the knowledge of the results already achieved contributes significantly to the
continuation of training towards the goal.
A crucial role in achieving the learning goals is that in the event of difficulties, the personal goal is not
reduced at a later stage. Self-confidence also plays an important role here. Therefore, the
feedback should contribute to increasing self-confidence in achieving learning goals. Feedback on
the process is best suited for this purpose. In contrast to the feedback on the results, it provides
information not only on the deviation of the achievements from the goal, but also additional information
on the practical benefits of the necessary actions and progress in training. This is especially important
for complex learning tasks, for which diligence alone is not enough (see Fig. 2).
Increasing success in percentage

Goals and
feedback

Goals

Feedback

Control
group

Fig.2: The relationship between goals and feedback (source: Bandura/Servone, p. 1021
Hypothesis 6: With the help of e-learning, the feedback can be shaped in such a way that selfconfidence can be increased and the achievement of goals can be improved.
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Many companies are not aware of whether learners receive feedback and what its quality is. It is
precisely in larger study groups, even if only in terms of time, that the trainer is often overwhelmed with
giving feedback to the participants about the learning process. It is usually limited to notification of
results. This poses a risk of reducing learners' self-confidence and lowering their learning goals.
In the e-learning scenario, with the help of the Learning Management System, analytical tests for the
success of the learning can be conducted, which give the learners information about the process
necessary for self-organization. With its help, the learner can assess the development of their individual
learning, identify progress in complex learning problems and make decisions about the further course
of learning without lowering their goals.
At the same time, communication systems in e-learning with interactivity capabilities, e.g. when chatting
or using the virtual classroom, they also provide personal feedback from teachers. With the help of
automated analysis, trainers have more time to take care of students than before.
Hypothesis 7: Transparency and flexibility in learning increase the commitment to achieving certain
goals and improve the quality of learning.
Desi and Flaste (1995) assume that humans have a natural stimulus to learn. The reason for this was the
need to cope in their environment. Existing models of action are applied in new situations through
accommodation and assimilation (adaptation and simulation). This leads to the integration of new
content, knowledge and behaviors. This is happening on its own initiative, namely to strike a balance
between requirements and opportunities. This natural stimulus can be observed especially in children
who are constantly busy studying and exploring their surroundings. Desi and Ryan wonder why people
lose so often this natural and personally chosen interest in learning over time. They see the reason for
this mainly in the increasingly common foreign choice in the training of parents, teachers and employers.
According to them, this contradicts the need for autonomy (independence).
In many scientific studies, the authors show that, unlike learning by choice, self-study has a positive
effect on spiritual flexibility, conceptual understanding, creativity, self-confidence and satisfaction with
the result.
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Desi and Ryan came to the important conclusion that the motivation to learn should be formed by
providing freedom and choice, lack of pressure and the availability of feedback for maximum information
and minimum control.
Hypothesis 8: Through flexibility and transparency of learning opportunities, e-learning supports the
process of self-organization.
Employees in many companies are unaware of training and qualification opportunities (see Street 2000).
Therefore, employees from entire departments often go through the same training program without
any visible benefit to the trainees. In addition, training opportunities are usually events without flexibility
in terms of time and content. In some cases, even "for motivation", the learning outcome is
predetermined as positive or negative.
These or similar framework conditions run counter to the need for self-reliance and can have a negative
impact on the commitment to certain goals and learning outcomes. This problem can be solved through
an e-learning scenario: On the one hand, the Learning Management System helps to increase
transparency about learning opportunities, as all available courses and trainings can be reviewed. On
the other hand, the Training Management System provides advice on designing individual qualification
courses.
In addition, the e-learning scenario allows learners to flexibly design their learning. Thus, for example,
web-based trainings are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and can be broken down into the
smallest modules of 15-minute units. If he/she has time, the learner can also attend online classes
(virtual classrooms). They can be saved and later provided as videos on demand regardless of the time.
There are also no obstacles to learning in terms of space and location. Internet access makes learning
possible even at home. Transparency, individual counseling, flexibility and choices increase initial
interest in learning.
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Applying hypotheses in practice increases learning success.
Effective self-organization in learning is based on the benefits that are visible and understandable to the
learner, on difficult and specific goals, on a strong belief in one's own strengths, on feedback that
contains a lot of information and is process-oriented, and on flexible framework conditions with choices
in training. Research results show that, taking these findings into account, learning outcomes can be
increased by an average of 15 to 20% (see Ul 2000). For many companies, this is a largely untapped
potential, as traditional training is soon faced with problems in terms of time and resources in
implementing and ensuring quality.
E-learning integrated into an individually developed scenario can make a significant contribution to
quality assurance if applied correctly. To this end, it is worthwhile to adopt the conclusions of the
theories of learning motivation in one, and perhaps more places in the company, to put them into
practice through e-learning and to make them available to the whole company, its partners and
customers. The new quality standards will make the learning outcomes lasting, and the cost- benefit
ratio of investing in e-learning will get better with each new participant.
Brief summary
-

The processes of self-organization of the learners play a decisive role in the success of the
training.

-

Self-organization is based on four factors: learning goals, the self-confidence of the learner,
feedback on learning outcomes and the degree of freedom during learning.

-

Research shows that, taking into account the beliefs about the adequate formulation of
these four factors, the success of training increases by an average of 15 to 20%.

The online mentor also has a significant contribution to the formation of good motivation of the
participants in the training
Its role is especially important at the beginning of the training, when the initial contact with the learners
is established, trust is built, their attitudes and educational needs are checked. The following set of tips
is helpful in ensuring an effective learning process, good relationships and a pleasant learning
environment:
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-

Tip 1: Before the start of the course, send questionnaires asking for information about the
professional field of activity and the reasons for participating in the course.

-

Tip 2: Introduce yourself in a congratulatory e-mail or in a congratulatory post on a discussion
forum so that you not only present your profile of competencies, but also personal things such
as hobbies, preferences and interests, life situation. This creates confidence in the learners and
the feeling that an ordinary person is hiding behind the tutor who sent the e-mail or the post. In
this way, interpersonal relationships and social presence are improved.

-

Tip 3: Clarify your intentions and goals at the beginning. In doing so, signal that you are open to
learners' suggestions and accept their ideas and goals so that they feel respected.

-

Tip 4: Explain your mentoring style so that learners can navigate and avoid misunderstandings.
The mentoring style must also change during the learning process. Often in the beginning the
tutor is characterized by a very intense and active mentoring style, which weakens during the
course.

-

Tip 5: Establish rules for communicating with learners and group agreements that facilitate
communication and collaboration. Naturally, participants must follow these rules.

-

Tip 6 : Make participants interested in each other. This can be easily achieved through cognitive
games and discussions.

Motivation for learning and work
-

Tip 7: Arouse feelings and give participants impulses to engage them in a topic. These can be
quotes, poems, pictures, links to websites or the like.

-

Tip 8: Include topics that are relevant to the participants.

-

Tip 9: Enable participants to be creative during a task or group process.

-

Tip 10: Summarize once again the result achieved by the group in a discussion forum or chat and
testify to the individual participants your recognition.

-

Tip 11: "Give away" as a reward an interesting or fun link or attachment.

-

Tip 12: Give participants regular feedback, for example after solving tasks and achieving
intermediate goals. Discussions in forums and chats are suitable for this purpose. They can be
held in the whole group or during the work in partnership. Other feedback options are
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presentations, mindmapping or role-playing games.
Motivation through personal contacts
-

Tip 13: Offer participants unloading exercises from time to time or send them something for fun.

-

Tip 14: Approach the personal situation of the individual participant and motivate him
purposefully. For example, "Here I found an interesting link for you ....", "It's good that even
though you're sick, you take part in group work!", "We hope you will feel better soon ..." etc.

From the very beginning, with the help of the "I-know-I-can" chain, you should look at your online
training offer. Do your students even know about your offer? Do they want to participate, will it be useful
for them, is the offer understandable? And also, can the participants be involved or are there obstacles
of an organizational or technical nature?
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VIRTUAL GROUP DYNAMICS - TO MANAGE GABBLERS, SILENT PERSONS AND BRAWLERS
They are present not only in face-to-face training, but also in e-learning: participants who behave
unproductively. The virtual approach to gabblers, silent people and brawlers requires special virtuosity.
How online tutors solve typical problem situations in the most skillful way possible are told by trainers
Frank Bush and Thomas Meyer.
Wherever people meet, problems can arise. In other words: Interference can occur with any
communication. Virtual meetings are no exception - only that they are partly subject to other rules
concerning the occurrence and resolution of conflict situations. It requires a lot of efforts from the online
mentor, who during the virtual training has to raise his group in terms of content, manage it and keep it
cohesive.
In online mentoring, three major problem groups stand out: 1) in many cases, the passivity of the
participants creates problems. 2) in contrast, there are also cases in which participants shine with desired
or unwanted overactivity. Underneath this, for example, lies the desire to move forward of the multiexperts. Beyond the quantitative side of things, a problem can be created by the quality of postings or
processes, because the participants speak "through each other" in the discussion forum. There are no
patented recipes for the problems - but there are recommendations that online mentors should follow.
An online mentor is a trainer who works with modern electronic means of communication. He teaches
learning content in the virtual space, accompanies the participants and assists them with advice in the
application of the acquired learning material.
Of course, there are different cases that require different reactions. In general, with the help of technical
means (through the so-called log files), the online mentor should check whether the learners have entered
the virtual space, but for a long time have not published posts or whether they have entered the platform
at all.
Even if you have the impression that the group of participants is a lazy crowd that does not take part, the
question of the reasons is of particular importance.
Often the silent are simply embarrassed to write.
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In the first case we are talking about "Lurking " (in translation lurking, hiding). Passivity is usually nothing
more than a sign that a person's barriers are too high to post. Keep in mind that for most people, the
demands on their ability to express themselves increase immediately when they need to express
themselves in writing. This prevents a lot of people who are actually interested in taking part in the
discussion. Published posts, which, although unintentionally suggest a mentoring tone, have an additional
stressful effect. Approach with a good personal example and show with your posts that it is appropriate
to use a "conversational" style of writing. Ask additional questions of casual friendly style, even to the
most rigid authors, to provoke further reflections or formulations. A very important rule: Formulate an
address that applies to everyone to avoid forced conversations. A special case of observing but not
actually participating learners are the so-called "Me - too" participants. Their postings are limited to the
short statement "I agree" (from English me too), and the longer discussion is terrifying for them. If the
group does not intervene, you must do so.
Encouraging "Me too" - participants via e-mail.
Divide your initial statement into several parts and ask (forged!) to which part the participant's approval
refers. Or ask under what circumstances it would not be possible to express approval. If even with these
additional questions you cannot overcome the brevity of the answer, then you can use a direct inquiry, of
course by e-mail. Explain the importance of sound postings, which serve both to enrich the content of a
discussion and as a sign of respect for the original author.
With the help of (short) interventions of this kind, you as an online tutor will not go far in case some of
the participants fail to establish access to the training material at all, e.g. individual participants may not
enter the platform. It often happens, for example, that the trainer has failed to explain in advance what
to do in case of a forgotten password. Then the participants do not know how to enter the platform and
do not have the opportunity to call or their access by phone is too expensive
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Remedies against overactive online learners who post many posts:
Along with the reserved online learners, there are also people who are very active, until the pure quality
of their posts becomes a problem, because they just "run over" the other participants. When discussion
forums or chats are dominated by individuals, others can no longer access - or because they feel defeated
or because they are overwhelmed by the large amount of information.
One moderated way to beat people who post a lot of posts is to split them up into smaller thematic
sections and make it clear that all participants are expected to post before moving on to the next stage of
the discussion. You can also set longer deadlines for posting. This will give space to the less spontaneous
to take part as well. This approach is effective when dealing with people who do not have bad intentions,
but are just very intrigued by the content and have good computer skills, which makes it easier to include
them (this is the more common option).
It is really more problematic when we are dealing with omniscients who see only their own experience
and make it a priority. Of course, sharing personal experiences is very valuable, but you need to help group
members share their experiences in a constructive way. Ask participants to distinguish between facts and
opinions, to avoid summaries, and instead to find out under what circumstances individual opinions are
valid. In fact, right at the beginning of the training, there is a great danger that the online tutor himself
will introduce intrigue as a quality in the learning environment and thus interfere with his work ...
The brawlers in extreme cases must be separated from the group.
In extreme cases, a strong desire to defend one's own point of view can provoke a quarrel between the
participants. The way the group reacts to such a quarrel shows the online mentor the extent to which the
group's self-regulation is developed. However, you should not delay your own reaction for too long. You
have to do it right, assess the degree of escalation of the problem and take appropriate measures to
eliminate it:
Humor is often a good way to deal with stressful situations. Take the brawler seriously and contact
him/her in person (via e-mail or phone) only after you find that nothing can be achieved with just a few
remarks. If personal conversations do not help, then you have many options for stricter
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measures. Either you block the posts of the persons in question for a certain period of time by "shutting
up their mouths" in the chat and deleting the scandalous posts in the discussion forums, or you
permanently prohibit the access of the persons concerned to certain areas or exclude them completely.
Exchange of blows (stormy debate) in a separate forum
As an alternative to suppressing scandalous opinions, you can isolate the "exchange of blows" from what
is happening on the platform by providing a separate discussion forum for brawlers. In any case, you
should be careful not to take sides or even just create such an impression. Not only the low, but also the
very high and rude activity on the part of the participants turned out to be a problem - even if we leave
the desire to improve the quality of the postings, it has a disturbing effect on the further course of the
processes. An indication of the low content value is a separate discussion. Indeed, participants are happy
to cover a topic, because in general they have a problem with the fact that in the open organizational
form of constructive online learning there is no fixed end time.
For you as online mentor, this means: Be aware of the emergence or absence of new ideas and posts.
Summarize the keynote speeches so far before the exchange of thoughts dies down, reflect on this and
thus prepare the ground for a concluding discussion. It is important for the participants to evaluate their
achievements. They themselves are not always aware of their results and therefore expect feedback.
Process-oriented assistance: support for group decisions
You can find the exact opposite of the "attenuation" for tasks that require a solution from the participants.
It is possible for online learners to quickly develop unifying behaviors. For example, if participants need
to agree on a common course of action for a task, the best suggestion is often accepted: "Okay, we'll do
just that!"
Rarely, however, do participants want to "mine" their tasks in this way. More often than not, their
behavior is the result of group mediator - assisted group processes. No one is questioning the proposal
and there is a risk that a dispute will suddenly arise. Everyone is happy when someone else says what
needs to be done. The help you need is very simple. Play the role of "devil's
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advocate" by questioning the group's decision - but do so with a very delicate feeling. Give participants
the clear task of researching the existence of other opinions on the issue, such as making a list of links.
Another problem with online mentoring: online chat discussions are often more cluttered than live chats.
If the degree of opacity or over-speaking is too great, ask participants to name specifically which of the
previous statements they refer to by addressing the persons directly.
You can also intervene with technical support: Define different colors for each participant. This creates
clarity: The learner understands more quickly who is speaking and how often and in what detail individuals
are taking the floor. Also insist on the separation of the individual speeches (postings) by the online
mentor. In discussion forums, you should not worry about discovering new topics and structuring existing
posts. In case you have too many participants, you should create more forums with narrower topics,
instead of one forum with a wider thematic area. If you prepare a broader thematic area in advance,
which you can divide into parts according to your needs, you will be ready for most cases.
The best measure: Prevention
Many of the obstacles you can overcome in advance - especially if you agree on rules for virtual
communication and cooperation. Some of these rules can be adopted by analogy from attendance
seminars. Such is mutual trust and respect for other people's opinions. Other agreements are imposed by
the nature of the media - to wait in the chat until we are given the floor or to stick to the topic in the
discussion forums. Practice shows that such "rules of the game" make a great contribution to the
prevention of difficult situations.
The online mentor has to stick to the rules and set a good example.
E-feeling
Communication problems can occur in any conversation, as well as in virtual meetings. Naturally, the
network has special rules for the emergence and management of difficult situations. Often the e-trainer
has to deal with the passivity of the participants. Sometimes, however, he has to stop overactive people
of the "many- knowledge" type, as well as make sure that the group does not talk to each other. The
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palette of online mentor intervention options extends from the use of a kind, friendly writing style, setting
deadlines for speaking and structuring posts, and leading to the creation of separate forums for brawlers.
Glossary of useful concepts:
Lurking - translated from English means hide, be lazy. These individuals are passive members of e- mail
lists, forums, etc., they only accept the information without providing additional information themselves.
Emoticons - the word is composed of "emotion" (from English "feeling") and "icon" (from English
"symbol"). They are used for smiles with which the participant expresses his mood in virtual
-) wink "What I say, I don't mean seriously" (the

Acronyms: acronyms are placed in asterisks letter abbreviations (most often from English) denoting
actions. For example * LOL * "laugh out loud" , * g * for "smile", * G * for "big smile".
Virtual teamwork
Maintaining virtual contact
Teamwork does not only exist in the face-to-face variant. We have long had a range of technical tools,
from e-mail and web conferencing to virtual offices that make it possible to collaborate with each other
through cyberspace. At the same time, technology is the smallest problem.
Teamwork has long had nothing to do with literally standing still. Dedicated project teams work together
in different offices or even across borders. Communicate purely virtually - through electronic media such
as e-mail, instant messaging systems (Instant Messaging), SMS and web conferencing. Face-to-face
meetings are rare in the web economy - so rare that the net arsenal has a special expression for it ׃F 2 F
(from English "face to face"). Therefore, if an e-mail says "we need to discuss this", without the addition
of "face to face", this does not mean lunch together.
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Where does virtual teamwork begin?
The apparently high number of e-workers in group teams still needs to be interpreted more carefully.
Because only a small part of the management staff knows exactly what the virtual team is, in all probability
a small part of the respondents.
Are you a worker in a virtual team, if once a week you send an e-mail to your colleague from the french
branch? Is participating in a video conference in itself proof of virtual networking? Where it ends only
occasionally digital contact and where does serious teamwork begin? Economic psychologist Dorothea
Hermann draws a clear line "As far as cyberspace is used". Her company Senexa consult advises companies
that want to establish teams with spatially distant members. Herman's experience states: "Only the use
of so-called virtual spaces on the Internet or in-house networking makes teamwork really effective."
Behind the air concept of "virtual space" lies a simple concept. The reality of an office is projected on the
computer with the help of software or the so-called groupware. Companies that offer such software are
e.g. Groove Networks, Lotus or Microsoft. The principle is the same for all programs. For example,
Teamspace: a special page for the virtual team is created on the Intranet or the Internet. Through this
portal, members develop the overall group work. In addition to e-mail, a chat and discussion forum are
available as a communication platform. There is also a common storage space for documents. It must
ensure that all team members work on the same, up-to-date version of a document. A common calendar
and a list of addresses contribute to coordination.
Easy-to-use software simulates the virtual office
But virtual team space is much more than a page in a browser window. In the background is a program
that assists team members in performing routine tasks. For example, it sends an e-mail to all members of
the group when changes are made to a common document. "So you don't have to log in in the morning
to see if there's anything new," said Konstantin Krumpel, marketing director at 5 Point AG, manufacturer
of Teamspace. Consumers of course can choose individually the
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intervals at which the program sends such automatic instructions without much effort or prior knowledge.
"Who can work with Microsoft Office can handle Teamspace without any problems" Krumpel said, adding
that no special product-related training was needed.
Glossary of virtual teamwork
Groupware (Collaboration Software)
A program that enables the collaboration of working groups through the Intranet or the Internet. Along
with the exchange of data, the typical functions of the group software include the joint management of
documents and setting deadlines, as well as the sending of e-mails. A common representative of this type
of software is Lotus Notes. One hundred group software also contains chat, forum and storage of
documents.
Chat
The user publishes a message that can be immediately viewed on the website. The other participants can
answer him directly. In some of the chats, moderators are included from time to time, who filter the posts.
"The competence to express oneself precisely is especially important in electronic communication"
Dorothea Hermann, freelance consultant from Essen, www . dorothea - herrmann . de
Discussion forum
It works as a chat, but the posts of the participants are kept, published on the website. Thus, in the course
of time, threads of conversation arise on each topic, the so - called "threads". Discussion forums are often
moderated.
Instant Messaging (IM ) - systems for exchanging messages between users on the Internet. It is a kind of
internet telegram, which, unlike e-mail, arrives immediately at the recipient. Next advantage: the program
shows whether the person to whom the telegram was sent is currently online and can read the message.
Instant Programs Messaging are: AOL Messenger, Lotus Sametime et al.
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Joint data storage
Functions as an order on separate hard drive. Because the order is located on a server on the Internet all
members of the team have access from any place to the data stored there (text documents, graphics).
Whiteboard
Web writing board, most often an integral part of grouper systems. Here, team members can draw and
draw freely with the click of a mouse or through a special input field. All registered users see the result on
their screens at the same time.
Sharing (Application Sharing)
At “Application Sharing” synchronous use of a software application in the network database is obtained.
This allows team members to work together on a document. The application is launched on the computer
of one of the users, after which he can assign access rights to other users. P 2 P software (from English "
peer - to - peer ") Free file sharing on the Internet with equal access.A grouper that operates without a
central Internet server, such as the Groove program. Here users communicate with each other directly via
the Internet. Especially suitable for organizations without their own IT infrastructure.
Virtual team space
A site on the Intranet or the Internet that can only be accessed by members of a virtual team. The
functions of a joint office are simulated on the site: with a calendar, a data storage order, a pin board.
Chats and forums are replacing direct communication. Along with virtual spaces like Teamspace, there
are a myriad of additional tools that need to support electronic interaction - from video conferencing
systems, whiteboards (whiteboards) to program features that allow remote users to access the same
application (Application Sharing). It seems as if virtual teamwork is a paradise for fans of technology.
American magazine "Business 2.0 " titled some time ago one of his articles dedicated to all electronic
contributors "Burn your boarding passes. Finally, thanks to electronic communication, no one will be sent
on a business trip ... "
Here's how virtual collaboration works
1. Planning
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The goals and work activities must be precisely formulated together with the other members of
the team. Only when it is clear who, when and what should do, team members can manage
themselves.
2. Rules
How often should each employee visit the team space? During what period of time will online
meetings be held? What happens if part of the group does not follow the rules? These questions
must be clearly answered from the outset.
3. Communication
A plan should regulate who and by whom should be informed, and at what intervals.
4. Team building
Only associates with certain media competencies are suitable for virtual teams. For example,
collaborators who give accurate and concise are suitable feedback and can express your emotions
in writing.
5. Guide
The team leader must be inclined to lead directly rather than offline. More immediate rules and
guidelines for action are needed in virtual collaboration.
6. Face-to-face kick-off
At the very beginning of the team work, the participants should get to know each other in person.
7. Benefits
With virtual teamwork communication costs increase. Only when managers in the introductory
phase bring to the fore the benefits of virtual teamwork do employees begin to accept and use the
systems.
8. Technique
The necessary software should be easy to learn and intuitive to maintain. The main functions
include ׃data storage, calendar, automatic reminder and communication functions.
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The euphoria caused by technology often obscures the real problems
It is in the euphoria caused by technology that the problem lies. Many executives focus on the topic of
virtual teamwork solely on tools. They believe that one click of the mouse will eject their organization in
the future - this is a serious misconception. " It's like talking about setting up a fleet, even though no one
has a driver's license, " jokes Siemens Fassnacht, the minister. Because the key moment is hidden
somewhere else, not in the equipment, but in those who serve it. Whether the virtual teamwork works is
decided primarily by the human factor.
"Communication is the hardest part of things," said Theodor Pindil , trainer and author of the book
"Guidance and Mentoring of Virtual Networks" (Deutscher Wirtschaftsdienst 2002, ISBN 3-87156- 368-4,
24 ). His experience in pilot projects states: "Without thoughtful decisions, routine and targeted
mentoring by all involved, teamwork is in danger of becoming virtual only in the old sense - and even
illusory. Because interacting in cyberspace requires much more consideration of things than co-workers
suggest. "If, for example, the problems of the offline offices are that the radio in the corridor has stopped
or the coffee room is cold, then in the virtual office completely different laws apply. So far, the following
success factors have crystallized:
Offline meetings׃
It sounds paradoxically, but the main prerequisite for success when working together at a distance are
physical meetings. The best option is to hold an offline meeting at the beginning of the project to get to
know each other. This is covered by the experience of video conferencing. Once the team members have
met in person, they can cover longer digital distances. Team members should be encouraged to
communicate through animation.
Encourage communication
-

The casual conversation at the copier, the pat on the shoulder, one "Is everything all right" said in the
corridor - all this is missing in virtual communication. In order not to get cold in cyberspace, absolutely
all members of the team must fight. Above all, the leader of the group must make sure that the
communication between the collaborators is not interrupted. A proven trick: Distribute the work so
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that there are small overlaps between the tasks of the individual collaborators. This will force the team
members to communicate not only with the manager but also with their colleagues.
-

Organizing the work

The time of free management on the web is over. Electronic interaction requires precise planning and a
great deal of self-discipline. It is inadmissible to rush to the colleague in the office and to distribute the
tasks at the last minute. In virtual group work, the tasks must be precisely distributed: If for each thing it
is necessary to send an e-mail, then this must be well organized. Schedules and regular reviews of what
has been achieved are mandatory. Especially important here is the good time management, because "In
the virtual team, the time factor plays a crucial role", shares his experience Fasnacht from Siemens: In the
virtual team, everything takes much more time. However, if team members think using offline categories,
a shortage of time could quickly ensue.
"Technology alone does not make the virtual team" Christian Scholz, Head of the Department of Business
Economics, Organization, Personnel and Information Management at the University of Saarland ,
contacts: scholz @ orga . unisb . de
Professor Christian Scholz: I believe that a maximum of 10 percent of real virtual teams’ function. In the
beginning, businesses feel that virtualization is easy to implement: just a few e-mails here, a chat forum
there, and a video conference as a highlight. But that's definitely not the case. A little technology still
doesn't make the virtual team. This is noticed relatively soon, but often when it is too late. Members of a
failed virtual team can hardly be recruited.
What are the reasons why remote work most often fails?
In general, the importance of information technology is overestimated. And as soon as problems arise,
this is immediately transcribed and reflected on them. In reality, however, this does not fail the teams.
Psychological and organizational aspects are underestimated. The reasons why teams fail are most often
the lack of a basic understanding of what makes a team virtual, unclear role definitions and insufficient
"reserved" communication that creates emotional connections and context. In addition, clear rules of the
game are often lacking and participants pursue "hidden" goals. In other words: The functioning of virtual
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teams is only to a small extent a matter of informatics, and to a greater extent a matter of organization
and personal management.
What needs to be done to improve virtual teamwork?
Christian Scholz: In the process of strategic planning, it is necessary to clarify where the virtual teams are
really needed, and then to specify what exactly the team needs to do. This in turn leads to the choice of
participants. Finally - and this is, in fact, the crucial moment - a preparatory workshop should be held to
help prevent the problems described above.
From an interview conducted by Constantine Giles.


Creating media competencies

Here, media competencies do not mean the service of the program itself, the knowledge of their nature.
"For example, e-mails tend to be objectivist, and over time this can become mentoring," warns Herman,
a team trainer. This objectification can become irritating and at some point, emails may sound like
barracks orders. Managers must try to imitate reality. If someone enters a colleague's office, they first
ask, "Do you have some time?" Emails should also be started in a similar way, expert Herman advises,
citing sentences such as "Could you please ...?", "Can you give me some time ...?" In cyberspace, there
should also be room for humorous and free comments, of course within certain limits.
In cyberspace, conflicts escalate faster


Clarify conflicts offline

"The climate in cyberspace is much more fragile than in the real world," said Siemens manager Fassnacht.
This is also a consequence of the lack of non-verbal communication in cyberspace. An e-mail does not
show whether someone is in a sour mood. In addition, an offensive message can be sent with a quick,
thoughtless mouse click. The consequence is: "Conflicts are escalating rapidly," says Hermann, an
economic psychology specialist. In a room where there are no people, there is no social correction. It takes
courage to get up during a discussion and slam the door shut behind you. However, to get out of a virtual
space requires much less courage. That's why, in the event of conflicts in cyberspace, communications
teacher Herman advises "You'd better use the phone."
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Exercise in written language

Freer electronic communication places higher demands on the participant's wording skills. In virtual teams
received messages with incorrect spelling, semicolons are not the subject of discussion. "Competence to
express yourself precisely is much more important," says trainer Herman. That is, to talk about problems
without reproaches. This requires exercise and adherence to the precautionary principle. Especially at the
beginning of the e-collaboration, participants need to formulate their messages very carefully - especially
if they have not worked together so far.


Determining the rules of the game

A typical situation: Employee X has not appeared for weeks and the team leader is dissatisfied and
wonders if he should deepen the problem. Finally, he decides not to act as a supporter of control. Such
potential conflict situations can be prevented by clear rules: When will we meet in cyberspace? How long
will we change? How fast should a message be responded to? "In virtual teams, decisions on these issues
must come from all participants."


Team members need to train their cooperation skills

In view of these cases and problematic situations, it is not surprising that in the introduction of virtual
teams, companies emphasize the development of cooperation skills. In the Siemens management training
program, special emphasis is placed on the organization and communication in the virtual team.
Way of running: Top managers of the branches from all over the world are invited to three oneweek attendance seminars. Here, groups are formed to work together virtually during the six-month
breaks between attendance seminars. At the same time, normal business processes and projects are
simulated; it is allowed to contact only through electronic media. This training serves the five-member
groups in preparation for the real case: "Within a year, the teams must complete a real business project,"
said Konrad Fasnacht, who technically and methodically organizes the virtual teamwork.
Experts consider such learning by doing optimal. Fasnacht advises people involved in staff development
and those who want to implement virtual teamwork in their companies as follows: "Don't get too involved
in the discussion about tools!" Instead, you must first clarify strategic questions: What do we want to
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achieve with virtual teamwork? What kind of electronic interaction suits the structure of the enterprise
and the specific task? How should collaborators work together?
"The climate in cyberspace is much more fragile than in real life due to the lack of non-verbal
communication" Konrad Fasnacht, e-learning manager at Siemens AD, Munich, contacts: fassnacht @
siemens com
However, the topic should not be too maximized, as the experience of BMW shows. The carmaker already
has 250 virtual teams - although no official introduction has been made. The only marketing measure:
Participants in project management seminars are introduced to the possibilities of virtual collaboration.
Employees who show interest are trained in the program and are grouped into virtual teams. The example
shows: Virtual teamwork can be successful without a huge budget and training campaigns.
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STRESS MANAGEMENT
Sources of stress
Stress is one of the most common negative phenomena of the 21st century, the damage of which is
underestimated by many. It puts our psyche and our body to the test and can cause many diseases.
Unfortunately, we have not realized this for a long time. For most people, stress becomes a problem only
when they begin to feel that they are unable to cope with the lack of desire to work, apathy, exhaustion.
Psychosocial risks are the result of poor planning, organization and management of work, as well as poor
social conditions in the workplace; they can lead to negative psychological, physical and social
consequences, such as stress at work, exhaustion or depression. Here are some examples of working
conditions leading to psychosocial risks:
-

excessive workload;

-

conflicting requirements and unclear role;

-

lack of participation in decision-making that affects the employee and lack of influence on the way
work is done;

-

poorly managed organizational change, job insecurity;

-

ineffective communication, lack of support from management or colleagues;

-

psychological and social harassment, third party violence.

When discussing workplace requirements, it is important to distinguish psychosocial risks, such as
overwork, from conditions that, while stimulating and sometimes problematic, create a responsive
environment in which workers are well trained and motivated to work to the maximum of your
capabilities. A good psychosocial environment stimulates good production results and personal
development, as well as the mental and physical well-being of employees.
Workers experience stress when work places demands on them that are higher than they can handle. In
addition to mental health problems, workers experiencing prolonged stress may further develop serious
physical health problems, such as cardiovascular disease or musculoskeletal problems.
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At the organizational level, the negative impact includes unsatisfactory overall business results, high
absenteeism, presentism (employees and workers who go to work when they are ill and unable to perform
their duties effectively), as well as increased levels of accidents and injuries. Absences become longer than
those due to other reasons, and stress at work can contribute to increasing the rate of early retirement.
Estimates of costs for business and society are significant, amounting to billions of euros at national level.
The effects of stress today on a physical, psychological and social level are in many ways similar to the
symptoms of classic, "analog" stress. Many physical processes are still similar to those of cavemen in the
past and lead to similar reactions, even if they are reactions of hatespeech or email from the employer
today. However, there are also new socio-cultural aspects, as well as psychological and physical
symptoms, such as Handynacken or "mobile phone neck" and "digital disintegration".
Digital stress is everywhere today and is a problem for the whole society. From stress in the work
environment, for example to always be available for the boss and in the home office, through FOMO (fear
of missing out) on social networks, to internet video, which, watched just before bedtime, makes it
difficult to fall asleep.
New living conditions, which require constant or periodic, long-distance distance learning due to the
pandemic, are causing new preconditions for the development of stress. There are more and more data
on the disturbing tendency of a disturbed psyche among the learners.
A large-scale study on the subject was conducted by the American educational organization Challenge
Success together with the NBC television channel among 10 thousand students from 12 secondary schools
in the United States. It includes students who have been studying remotely since the beginning of the
pandemic and others who have had the opportunity to study in person at least once a week. The questions
to them mainly concerned their emotional and mental state, quality of sleep, academic load, success and
collaboration with teachers and classmates.
Researchers find that stress is higher among distance learners. Symptoms of nervous exhaustion,
headaches, sleep problems and other signs of stress were reported in 84% of students studying online.
This percentage is significantly lower among those attending school. What has stressed the students the
most in the form of distance learning is the lack of a teacher to turn for support and clarification on the
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learning material. They are much more worried about their success. Researchers have found that distance
learning increases the workload of learners, with one example being that they spend much more time
doing homework.
This is the study of the University of Bristol, which surveyed 1,000 students from 17 schools in England
about their levels of anxiety, stress and depression and found that the first lockdown had a positive effect
on their emotional state, which is mainly explained by eliminating the need to go to school every day. But
over time, in the following periods of lockdown, the results definitely go in the other direction. Students
become distracted, some lose their desire for social contact, and others experience sleep disturbances.
To overcome this stress, scientists are beginning to look for various tools and forms that lead to its
successful overcoming. A number of projects are being created with the aim of creating new methods for
overcoming stress in online learning and testing them in a real learning environment.
The achieved results give rise to a number of trainings for stress management and health care. They
enable participants to expand their knowledge of stress, its effects and possible measures to reduce it.
This knowledge makes it easier for trainees to help themselves and others cope effectively with stress and
thus improve their own health.
Time management techniques
We often have to balance between a large number of job responsibilities and personal commitments. The
flow of new tasks is continuous, and each is more and more urgent.
Such a daily life, filled with many and increasingly urgent tasks, can be a source of serious stress. In
addition, one can easily be left with the feeling that one is doing many things but achieving too little. A
tool, called The Eisenhower Matrix or The Covey Matrix, which explains in which tasks we should invest
most of our time in and which tasks we should avoid in order to manage our time more efficiently. Two
people, without working together, are the creators of the time management matrix. These are Dwight
Eisenhower and Stephen Covey. Dwight Eisenhower was the 34th President of the United States (19531961) and Commander-in- Chief of Allied Forces during World War II with the rank of Army General. In
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1954, in a speech to the Second Assembly of the World Council of Churches, quoting an unnamed former
president of Northwestern University, Eisenhower notes:
"I have two types of problems: urgent and important. The urgent ones are not important, and the
important ones are never urgent.” This statement about organizing the flow of tasks and setting priorities
became known as the Eisenhower Principle. It points to the idea that everything we do in life can be
determined by the indicators "Urgency" and "Importance":
-

Urgent tasks. They are usually clearly visible and demanding our attention. They emerge in front
of us and we need to finish them, if not, the consequences are immediate.

-

Important tasks. This is for results - related tasks. They contribute to achievement of our goals and
top priorities.

Depending on the combination of these two indicators - "Urgency" and "Importance", each task or activity
that requires our time or attention can be located in one of the quadrants of the following matrix

:
Here is the place to make an important clarification.
It is not known whether Eisenhower used the matrix above to organize his time. The fact is that, quoting
another person, Eisenhower has publicly emphasized the role of the two indicators "Urgency" and
"Importance". However, this is the end of his contribution to the development or popularity of this time
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management tool. It is not known whether Eisenhower used the visual model shown above or the
terminology and ideas we will discuss below.
At the same time, there is a man whose work has contributed greatly to the popularity of the matrix. It is
Stephen Covey , who in his seminal book "The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People" outlines the idea
of the matrix and how exactly to use it for effective time management.
Let's look at the four quadrants of the Eisenhower and Covey Time Management Matrix.
Quadrant I - Urgent and important tasks
Eisenhower and Covey Time Management Matrix includes activities and tasks that are urgent and
important. If you have such tasks, you should finish them right away.
These are things like:
-

Crisis situations;

-

Important projects with impending deadline;

-

Urgent problems.

A clear example of a quadrant I task / activity is getting a heart attack. And it's urgent, and it's important.
About life in Quadrant I, Stephen Covey notes the following:
"Quadrant I has the ability to increase continuously until it completely captures you, if your attention is
focused only on it."
Two types of urgent and important tasks are known.
The first type of urgent and important tasks is those that you postponed until the last minute. You can
reduce them or eliminate them altogether by planning them in advance and / or stopping postponing
them.
The second type of urgent and important tasks are those that come most unexpectedly. There are crisis
situations that simply cannot be foreseen. Therefore, it is good when planning to leave some time of day
or week so that you can adequately deal with this type of "fire". And if the situation is particularly urgent
and important, you should reorganize all the other tasks that will have to wait.
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It is normal to have many urgent and important tasks from Quadrant I in your program. However, keep in
mind that if your daily life is completely filled with such activities, sooner or later there will be side effects
- stress, constant crisis management and perpetual suppression of fires.
It is no coincidence that Quadrant I is also known as the "Stress Quadrant".
Quadrant II - Slow and important tasks
Eisenhower and Covey Time Management Matrix includes activities and tasks that are slow and
important. If you have such tasks, you need to plan your time to complete them.
These are things like:
-

Prevention;

-

Planning, preparation;

-

Building relationships;

-

Revaluation, improvements.

A clear example of a quadrant II task / activity is to give a flower to your wife for no reason. It's not urgent
(no reason!), but it's important to look at it.
The activities of Quadrant II are key and most strongly related to the success, development and
achievement of high efficiency in professional or personal life. But do you remember what Eisenhower
said? "Important things are never urgent." The problem with Quadrant II activities is
that because they are not urgent, we often tend to ignore, postpone, and not do them at all. For Quadrant
II, Stephen Covey notes the following:
“What is the thing you could do that, if you do it regularly, would make a huge positive difference in your
personal and professional life? Quadrant II activities are of this type. That's why our efficiency increases if
we do them. "
For Quadrant II tasks, it is necessary to plan in advance the time to complete them, and to complete them
in an environment without interruption. Otherwise, the tasks from the other quadrants will prevail.
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Or, the key to Quadrant II tasks lies in their specific planning. When planning such tasks, set aside time to
be able to adequately deal with unexpected obstacles that may arise. This will increase your chances of
completing the tasks according to plan, which will help you not to get into stressful situations with great
urgency.
In fact, when we talk about time management, we must keep in mind that it mostly makes sense to do
this for Quadrant II tasks. It is for these important but non-urgent activities that one needs the ability to
manage one's time effectively.
Quadrant III - Urgent and unimportant tasks
Eisenhower and Covey Time Management Matrix includes activities and tasks that are urgent and
unimportant. If you have such tasks, you should ideally reject or delegate them.
These are things like:
-

Interruptions;

-

Some telephone conversations, emails, meetings, reports;

-

Urgent questions;

-

Usual activities.

A clear example of a Quadrant III task / activity is having an important conversation with a certain person,
but having your phone ring and you pick it up. The phone call creates a sense of urgency, but most likely
your conversation with the person next to you is much more important.
For Quadrant III, Stephen Covey notes the following:
"There are people who spend most of their time in the urgent but insignificant Quadrant III, thinking that
they are in Quadrant I. They react mainly to urgent things, accepting them as important. But in reality,
their urgency is determined by other people's priorities and expectations.”
Quite often the source of Quadrant III tasks for us are other people. Colleagues enter our office and ask
for help. Some people ask something and expect us to give them information. Others call us on the phone.
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Others write us emails. We are constantly invited to meetings and operatives. All this creates a sense of
urgency, but let's not forget the Eisenhower Principle - "Urgent tasks are not important."
To deal with the flow of urgent and unimportant tasks, you need to say "No" to others - politely and
diplomatically, of course. If someone has a problem, they should try to solve it themselves, not expect
you to solve it.
If you hold a managerial position, you have a wonderful opportunity to handle some of the tasks of
Quadrant III. Learn how effective delegation works and empower your staff to perform a number of urgent
but unimportant activities.
Depending on the situation, it may be impossible to assign a Quadrant III task to someone else. In this
case, take explicit time for such tasks. For example, set aside time for meetings with people who are often
looking for or expect to be with them on meetings / operatives and announce it so that others know when
you are at their disposal. That way you will have more time for the things that are important to you.
It is normal to have urgent and unimportant Quadrant III tasks in your program. However, keep in mind
that if your day is completely filled with such activities, your focus on work will be too short, your
relationships with people important to you can become quite superficial and you will generally feel that
you are a victim who does not control over your own goals and priorities.
Quadrant IV - Slow and unimportant tasks
Eisenhower and Covey Time Management Matrix includes activities and tasks that are slow and
unimportant. If you have such tasks, stop them as soon as possible.
These are things like:
-

Minor tasks;

-

Some telephone conversations;

-

Talk to people who are wasting our time;

-

Pleasant activities.
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A clear example of Quadrant IV activity is checking Facebook news or chats in Messenger or Viber too
often. Such activities are unloading, but also have a tendency to distract and eat valuable time, without
contributing anything to your success or results in any field.
For Quadrant IV, as well as Quadrant III, Stephen Covey says the following:
"People who spend most of their time in Quadrants III and IV lead a life without responsibility."
Quadrant IV activities are just fun or distracting things, so you would better try to avoid it if possible. Show
will and break with some bad habit. If there is a person who often "drains" your most valuable resource your time, say politely but firmly "No" and explain why.
It is normal sometimes in your day to have time for non-urgent and unimportant tasks such as a little time
for social networks, rest and casual conversation with a colleague over a cup of coffee, surfing the Internet
or some other game on a mobile phone. However, keep in mind that if your daily life is completely filled
with such activities, it will be a manifestation of absolute irresponsibility and can lead to a catastrophe in
professional or personal terms.
In summary
Eisenhower and Covey Time Management Matrix helps us identify activities to focus on and activities to
avoid. This matrix is the basis of any time management training.
The great lesson from the Matrix is that we need to make a clear distinction between urgent and
important activities. It is no coincidence that the real management of time lies in the work with the
activities of Quadrant II. There are tasks that are not usually urgent, but are really important.
If we want more success, results and high efficiency in our lives, important (not urgent) tasks will help us
achieve this.
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Stress management techniques
Healthy Team Game
Being safe online can be difficult and stressful for all ages. The game "Healthy team" (Spiel Health Team”)
is a game developed in Denmark that aims to prevent and reduce stress by simulating business training
game) with case studies through practical training and discussion. It is designed for all people who want
to learn to recognize different stressful situations and react to them. Participants, by learning about
different situations and possible consequences of decisions, can prepare for stressful situations.
The aim of the game (business training simulation) is to understand how stress arises and how it can be
prevented. At the same time, networking and work organization are practiced in order to effectively avoid
stress at work and build a culture and structure that can prevent stress at work.
The game is based on the latest knowledge and practical experience in the field of stress and its
prevention.
When playing, participants must first and foremost reflect on their way of thinking and deal with the
consequences of their decisions. Here's how the game helps:
-

The game takes place in a simulated environment in which participants test what they
cando and where their critical points are.

-

The game stimulates the process of knowledge transfer and exchange of experience
between colleagues.

-

Serious content is treated in a pleasant atmosphere.

Situations that create stress can be studied by creating a fictional but close to reality world
-

It has been proven that we learn much better when we experience content, not just hear
or see it. Therefore, the game is an effective training tool for teamwork.

The game is obvious and does not require longer player training. It lasts about 2 hours and includes
analysis. It is played in groups of 3 to 6 people and can be performed in parallel by several groups. First of
all, it should help to find answers to the following questions:
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-

How can the workload of the team be balanced?

-

What are the signs of team overload and what can be done about it?

-

How can a culture and structure for stress prevention be created?

To deal with stress, it is good for the participant to face stress-triggering factors in a protected
environment. This makes it easier to deal with stress without being as involved as in a real situation. In
this way, rational solutions can be sought and concrete and structured approaches found.
Website: http://teambuildinglab.si/zdrava-ekipa-simulacija-preprecevanje-stresa/
ANIMA mobile application
ANIMA is the first mobile application of its kind, in Bulgarian, for mental exercises in the form of audio
recordings.
The application offers mental techniques that can be applied in different situations and emotional states.
They are prepared by a psychologist, based on proven and working approaches to dealing with insomnia,
panic attacks, emotional pain, anxiety, obsessive thoughts and other conditions that interfere with the
comfort of life.
ANIMA teaches self-help to calm the mind, deal with stress and achieve better results in work and
everyday life. It contains unique mental training for athletes to improve athletic performance, motivating
techniques to improve personality qualities, achieving balance, resilience and mental health, mental
exercises to better organization of the day, motivation, concentration and relaxation.
Link to

the

application:

https://animabulgaria.com/%D0%BE%D0%B1%D1%89%D0%B8-

%D1%83%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B2% D0% B8% D1% 8F/
ANIMA is an easy to use application that does not require prior preparation. Registration is quick and easy.
Each session lasts a few minutes and can be listened to as many times as needed per day.
The application offers functionality for self-assessment of the emotional state and allows you to track how
the user's emotions change with each passing day. In order to be effective, it is necessary to persevere
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with these exercises and include them in everyday life. The user can select favorite sessions and topics
and have quick and easy access to selected recordings anytime and anywhere.
The exercises in the appendix are divided into the following categories:
-

CALMNESS

Exercises to calm the mind, relax the body, harmonious breathing and experience consciously every
moment here and now. The mind will be able to relax, focus and cope with stress.
-

MOTIVATION

Exercises help to organize the day, motivate and program actions to achieve success and personal
satisfaction.
-

CORRECTION

Exercises to deal with emotional sadness, pain, stress, addictions, fears, phobias, restless sleep, bad
habits, anxiety, obsessive thoughts and more.
-

SPORT

The category is designed specifically for athletes and offers mental training for motivation, concentration,
visualization and recovery. Focusing on specific goals improves. Athletes are motivated to succeed and
win while relaxing and relaxing their body and mind.
-

RELATIONSHIPS

Mental exercises to get rid of destructive feelings such as jealousy, resentment, frustration, loss, hatred,
envy, etc. Exercises at ANIMA are not a substitute for expert professional help, but they can effectively
complement clinical therapy when the need for it is diagnosed. ANIMA calms the mind and body and has
a positive effect on quality of life.
Attended seminars
Another successful approach is to hold face-to-face seminars in the training organization. There, learners
and trainers look at the opportunities and risks of the digital world. Experienced lecturers impart
knowledge and develop practical content together with the participants. For example, YouTube stars and
influencers introduce participants to techniques for using the Internet properly. Because: If you know the
mistakes you make, you can better pay attention to a balanced level of consumption and disclosure - and
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take advantage of yourself. Key areas such as YouTube, Instagram, blogs, digital journalism and more are
covered. Learners also offer their own contributions, such as YouTube videos, Instagram photos, blogs
and other formats.
The main topics of the seminars are discussed:
-

How do they work with platforms such as Snapchat, Instagram and the like?

-

How do I optimize my Online Profile?

-

How do I know if someone is addicted to social media?

-

What can I do about digital stress?

-

How do I become a YouTube star or blogger?

-

How do I edit videos and photos?

Educators receive valuable impetus for digital health, media prevention and modern teaching. In a
combination of lectures by specialized lecturers and interactive seminars with lecturers from media
practice, all issues related to tomorrow's lessons are discussed. Topics such as digital stress prevention,
cyberbullying, data protection and security (DSGVO), as well as digital teaching and learning are covered.
From a preventive and health-promoting point of view, the aim is, among other things, to achieve an
understanding of a healthy lifestyle in harmony with the influences that the digital world brings with it,
and to pass this on to learners.
On five didactically prepared maps, teachers will find different ideas and suggestions for their lessons. The
topics are:
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-

Using a smartphone

-

Social media as a detonator for stress

-

Exercise against stress

-

Proper nutrition for better concentration

Impact and results
The content aims to provide participants with a balanced and healthy lifestyle in relation to the use of
digital media. Participants should set an example in the areas of media literacy and the promotion of
stress management skills.
Stress Mentor Mobile Application
Stress-Mentor is an application developed by a team of university researchers, which in the form of a
game should help to cope with stress more consciously, to relax regularly and to practice a healthy
lifestyle. The aim is for the participants to learn to be careful and relax. For the application to be effective,
it must be used for at least three months, 5-45 minutes a day. Gamification improves the usability and
loyalty of the application player. Typical elements of the game (eg points, competition with others, rules
of the game) are applied in other areas of activity, usually as an online marketing technique.
The stress mentor should communicate stress management strategies through the following content:
-

self-monitoring: sleep, sports, nutrition, etc. can be recorded in a diary and viewed in the long run

-

relaxation techniques

-

knowledge and time management

-

knowledge transfer

-

quiz questions, to consolidate what has been learned

Manifestations of physical and emotional stress indicators are recorded each week as part of a stress
checklist. Based on this, the order of stress management strategies is selected from the application. By
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bringing players closer together in gamification, the aim should be to exercise more regularly and prepare
them to use the exercises on their own after the application period.
The result is the promotion of a conscious lifestyle through a stress diary, acquaintance with various
relaxation exercises, promoting regular relaxation through mediation in the form of play. Unlike many
other health applications, this application takes into account the EU's data protection directives and does
not transmit any health data to the outside world. The data is stored only internally on your own
smartphone.
Website: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.wearhealth.mentor&hl=de
Connected Generations Platform
Connecting Generations/Generazioni Connesse consists of a platform with easy-to-understand and
attractively designed educational material. The site deals with topics such as:
-

Let's learn to identify and resist online temptations

-

Cyberbraking

-

Online addiction: learning to recognize and deal with addictive online conditions

-

"Not to hate speech", also online to learn to treat with respect

-

Online child pornography, the legal framework and how to intervene

-

"Privacy", data protection, the new European regulation on data protection

-

Online connections: when virtual connections replace real relationships

-

Sexting: what we need to know about this

-

Conscious use of the Internet: learning to use it safely and consciously. Website:
https://www.generazioniconnesse.it/site/it/home-page/

The platform has a section aimed at all target groups: Fakenews (fake news).
A web series is presented to help users think about the relationship between them and the world, about
the emotions, feelings and experiences that can occur every day. In addition, in-depth
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studies on online hazards (e.g. on the topic of cyberbullying) and online "etiquette" are provided. It is
offered to get acquainted with the possibilities of the online world and the "enemies" that can be hidden
in the network. The metaphor of over-understanding is interesting: 7 figures that help learners to better
understand and recognize the dangers of the Internet and through daily adversity teach them how to
prevent these dangers, using consciously and competently Internet resources.
In addition, the platform offers a hotline service for collecting and processing anonymously forwarded
reports of illegal / harmful content that is distributed through the network. Telephone hotline and chat
"Telefono Azzurro" (Blue Phone) advises teenagers and adults who have experienced unpleasant
situations online. The Helpline is free and secure and is designed for people who would like to chat, send
emails or call qualified professionals about any doubts, questions or issues related to the use of new digital
technologies and online security.
The platform encourages learners to "look beyond their mobile phones" and use their "real" circle of
friends. To this end, videos and educational materials are also included, which also help adults get closer
to the unfamiliar world of young people.
The goal of stress management is to give Internet users the opportunity to be self-determined, vigilant
and responsible for their own habits in working with digital media and to develop appropriate selfdiscipline.
In relation to digital media, learners should:
-

Learn to use them wisely.

-

Recognize opportunities and learn to use them positively.

-

To know the risks and dangers, especially regarding their own (mental) health.

-

To find and accept the balance between healthy eating, measures to deal with digital stress and
regular exercise.

Trainers must:
-

To raise awareness about a healthy lifestyle - dealing with (digital) stress, nutrition, exercise - in a
digital world.
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-

To receive incentives for the integration of digital media in the educational process in a way
suitable for health.

-

Among other things, to be able to act as multipliers to prevent digital stress - e.g. in terms of
improving health in dealing with stress.

As the examples show, there are many types of stress management. However, all of these methods deal
with digital stress only to a limited extent or indirectly. The phenomenon is definitely so new and little
studied that there are still almost no clear opinions to help deal with this specific stress group. Therefore,
it is even more important to develop new content as soon as possible to help users cope with digital stress.
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BLENDED LEARNING
Introduction
In recent years, blended learning has become more widespread in the field of education worldwide. The
idea seems attractive because it allows to preserve the traditional forms of education obtained as a result
of centuries of pedagogical experience, and at the same time the rich educational functions of new
technologies can be used.
Blended learning is a learning and teaching system that combines traditional classroom teaching and the
flexibility of e-learning (also called online or distance learning) to create courses that are accessible and
motivating for modern learners.
In a more general sense, blended learning is characterized by upgrading, interweaving, integrating a
variety of information and communication technologies in a traditional educational context. In terms of
content and organization, this integration can be very diverse with different ratios of traditional and
electronic educational technologies. Technology can be used to support both teaching and learning, and
pedagogical communication.
Blended learning implies a normal present learning process and support for self-preparation at home
through e-learning tools, consistent with the level of training, interests and capabilities of individual
learners. On the one hand, traditional learning is carried out face to face, and on the other hand, the
opportunities of online learning are used.
The most common definition of blended learning (Blended learning or hybrid learning) is: a learning
method that combines traditional face-to-face methods with computer-mediated activities (e-learning).
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Main components and correlations

Pedagogical
component

Learning
environment

Media

Characteristics of blended learning:
-

ensures independence of time and place;

-

provides more than one media to use;

-

supports different learning styles;

-

develops social competence;

-

provides its own pace of learning;

-

individualization of the learning process;

-

gradual change of training;

-

change in the roles of the teacher;

-

purposeful, intensive and controlled self-study work;

-

organization of joint learning activities;

-

flexible learning approach.
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In his role of mentor, the teacher must:
-

offers support and demonstrates empathy;

-

supports the building of links between learners by encouraging them to share personal and
professional experiences;

-

encourages reflection in participants.

The organization of the training includes:
-

variety of methods and tools used;

-

structure and content of the training course;

-

new ways of teaching;

-

time distribution of learning activities;

-

teaching and learning styles, etc.

New ways of teaching
Inverted classroom model - a new, promising approach, a form of blended learning in which knowledge
transfer time and exercise time are reversed.

Types of inverted classroom
-

Traditional inverted classroom - the model with which most teachers who have never "reversed"
learning begin.
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-

Master Classroom - an evolved version of the traditional inverted classroom, in which all
participants work individually with their own pace of learning.

-

Partner training in the inverted classroom.

-

Based on problem learning in the inverted classroom.

Pedagogical potential of the method:
The integration of the inverted classroom into the learning process leads to an increase in the motivation
and interest of the learners in learning. The method has a positive effect on the self-discipline and selfcontrol of learners, due to the fact that they take responsibility for their own learning.
Virtual classroom
An online learning environment that involves a learner-centered approach. Just like in the real classroom
and in the virtual one, the learner participates in synchronous communication, which means that the
teacher and the learners enter the virtual learning environment at the same time.
Virtual classroom application
The increased influence of social media (such as Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, LinkedIn) leads to:
-

significant changes in the dissemination of information;

-

new ways of learning.
Relationship between the traditional learning environment and the asynchronous learning
environment.

Quality of the virtual environment
In recent years, it has been argued that technology can be a catalyst for better or enhanced learning, not
a cause. According to a group of Australian scientists, in the coming years, multimedia collaboration
technologies will become so inconspicuous that learners and trainers interacting from different
geographical locations will feel as if they are in the same room.
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Degree of readiness of trainees and trainers for work in a virtual environment.
A survey was conducted, in which the free answers to the surveys found that the preference is for
communication to be remote (synchronous and asynchronous), due to the inability to travel and visit on
site and is fully satisfied with the opportunity to work collaboratively in an online community.
As a result of the research, there is a desire and willingness to work with the learning content in the form
of electronic resources, and the present classes should include learning activities in which theoretical
knowledge is applied in practice.
Smart Classroom - a platform for blended learning
One of the tools for conducting blended learning is Smart Classroom - a free online blended learning
platform), which offers:
-

Wall for fast and efficient communication between students and trainers

-

Resource development module

-

Augmented reality resource creation module

-

Portfolio of trainers and trainees

-

Cloud for shared educational resources

Here the trainers:
-

develop lessons and author courses

-

organize their lessons and resources

-

use online lessons for teaching, exercises and tests, as well as for homework and project
assignments

-

evaluate the set tasks and send feedback to the learners

-

complement and illustrate learning content with a variety of online resources

-

work together with others trainers within the platform
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-

share public lessons and courses with trainers and learners in the platform

Here the learners:
-

have quick and easy access to the taught material and additional resources provided by the trainer

-

write homework online and get feedback

-

work online in groups on projects

-

do interactive exercises and tests online

-

create their own portfolio of completed tasks

-

participate in online courses on topics that interest them

-

they catch up easily if they are absent.

Achieved results from the implementation of the platform:
-

Students acquire knowledge and skills in subjects

-

Trainees practice more actively acquired knowledge in the form of video games.

-

The students form computer and communication skills.

-

At the center of the learning process is the learner, he actively participates in situations and
empathizes.
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-

The trainer receives feedback from each student and pays individual attention to each student.

Innovative methods of teaching and applying blended learning. "Jump into the deep" method.
Method description:
The learners are divided into two groups, but work on the same task. One group has criteria for completing
the task, and the other group "jumps deep" because it has to find a way to complete the task and describe
the steps to complete.
Method results:
This method compares the results and allows space for creativity. Trainer is only a consultant in the
performance of the task, the trainee is active during class.
The learner acquires new knowledge by searching and comparing information, acquires skills for dealing
with a specific situation, for overcoming difficulties, for teamwork and a number of other qualities
important for realization on the labor market.
"Money distribution"
The students work on a case related to budget allocation and decision making. They are divided into
groups of 4-5 participants. Each group presents its business idea. Each team must distribute a certain
amount among all groups, motivating their choice.
Each team presents its project on the set case and the most interesting decisions are awarded. Method
results:
-

Learners create and work in a team, and express opinions;

-

They are the active party in resolving the case;

-

Students show creativity and creative thinking in presenting the decision on the case;

-

The case has a practical and life focus.

The challenges in the implementation of innovative methods and blended learning are the following:
-

Combining e-learning components with classroom teaching encourages the learner155

-

centered learning process.

-

The use of information and communication technologies can increase communication between
learners and trainers outside the classroom.

-

The means and technologies for online communication enable the trainers to spend time with
each trainee individually and to react in time if necessary.

-

Blended learning requires an appropriate infrastructure, including hardware, software, and
network / internet connection.

-

All participants develop computer and communication skills.

In innovative methods, learning is focused and realized through the experiences in which the learners are
involved. It is learning in a situation where something is experienced, there are actions, different types of
activity, there is doing things.
The mixed approach provides independence of time and place, use of different media, individualization
of the learning process, opportunity for different learning styles, organization of joint learning activities.
Along with the organization of training and the quality of the virtual environment, the human factor is
also essential for its successful implementation, namely the presence of a teacher who skillfully combines
different types of learning environments to activate their students to perform various activities and thus
develop your potential and talents for the future.
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EVALUATION OF THE ACQUIRED KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS OF THE PARTICIPANTS
Assessment can be defined as "a method by which the current knowledge of the learner is learned". As
the learner's knowledge is constantly changing, checks on the learner's achievements must be made at
regular intervals.
Classical evaluation methods
Oral quality assessment. This assessment is most often used in schools. When checking homework, in
frontal assessment, in exercises, observations, comprehension and summarization of the study material,
in a number of individual works the oral qualitative assessment comes to the fore. In this case, the teacher
uses oral assessments, such as good, good, I'm happy with the answer, I'm not happy and others.
Score with a note. The teacher forms his impressions about the quality of the training of the students with
the help of global quantitative assessment. The so-called point systems are used. Scoring systems vary
from country to country. Through the quantitative scoring system, in fact, students are ranked by success,
each of them occupies a certain place in the hierarchy of quantitatively expressed success in learning the
material.
The study material must meet the following requirements:
Objectivity of the assessment. The assessment must correspond to the actual achievements of the
learner, without replacing the direct object to be assessed. It is not appropriate to resort to the socalled incentive assessment. It deceives the learner. Deliberately reduced assessment for educational
purposes is also inappropriate, because the opposite results are most often achieved.
Differentiated nature of the assessment. The different aspects of the training of trainees must be
evaluated accordingly. This is especially important for the learner to better understanding the specifics
of their training.
Clarity of assessment. The learner must know exactly why he received such an assessment. This is
achieved with the help of some evaluative judgments of the teacher, which highlight the shortcomings
of the learner. In this way the stimulating function of the evaluation is strengthened.
Trends in the field of the evaluation system. Criticism of global quantitative assessment has
intensified in recent years. Numerical assessment creates a number of undesirable phenomena that
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do not help to improve the quality of training of students.
Many experts point out a number of advantages of quality assessment and recommend it as a way out of
notebook, which is gaining momentum. It is believed that the global quantitative assessment does not
give us an idea of the quality of training of the learner, but only shows us the place he occupies in the
hierarchy of success. The numerical grade is most often the arithmetic mean of the sum of the other
numerical grades. Such an assessment does not take into account the peculiarities of the quality of
training but the learners.
It is proposed to counteract this major shortcoming of global quantitative assessment by using analytical
assessment, which assesses a limited number of aspects of a learner's preparation in a given subject. In
this way, the assessment will not be global, will not be arithmetic mean and will reflect strictly defined
features of the learner's training. However, this implies too many assessments, which is practically too
inconvenient.
Another type of quantitative assessment is specific. It assesses only one element of the training of
students. They know in advance what will be evaluated and prepare for this element. But this assessment,
as well as the analytical one, is practically inconvenient, because you have to deal with a lot of
assessments.
Most educators use a variety of tools, formal or informal, to determine how much and how well their
learners acquire knowledge. For example, to formally assess the level of learners, most trainers give tests,
short exams, assignments and homework. This formal assessment enables the teacher to determine the
students' achievements and their current level.
Informal assessment also uses a variety of techniques. For example, questions are asked, students'
questions and comments are heard, body language and reactions are observed. Informal indirect
assessment helps the teacher to make some clarifications, to delay or repeat the material in response to
questions and misunderstandings, or to speed up the pace.
Because e-learning is taught at a distance, educators face different problems than traditional learning. For
example, the following elements are missing:
-

traditional classroom
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-

relatively homogeneous group of students

-

face-to-face immediate feedback

-

control over the receipt of the study material

For these reasons, trainers should not only formally assess learners through tests and homework, but also
use informalapproaches to gather information and to determine:
-

how satisfied the learners are with the e-learning method

-

the performance of tasks

-

the clarity of the study material

-

the effectiveness of the teacher himself

-

could the way of teaching be improved

Types of assessment in e-learning
Different methods of assessing learners in e-learning also require the availability of different technologies.
There are three main models of student assessment: continuous, periodic and through certification.
Continuous evaluation
In this model, trainers continuously perform assessment and have continuous feedback with learners
during the learning process. This requires software and tools for synchronous (simultaneous)
communication. The effectiveness of continuous evaluation depends to a large extent on the availability
of such means of simultaneous interaction.
Periodic evaluation
Periodic evaluation can be asynchronous or synchronous, depending on what is being evaluated. The
typical method of asynchronous assessment involves selecting an answer from multiple data, filling in a
field, short answer, short essay and solving an individual task for a certain time. Asynchronous assessment
can be done easily with e-learning tools. Periodic synchronous evaluation includes oral defence of
individual or group projects. Few e-learning technologies, such as video conferencing, can do the job of
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synchronous assessment. Video conferencing is not suitable for some more specific cases, but it is
effective enough to present and defend a topic.
Assessment through certification
In this model, an exam is taken after the completion of the entire training (for a given course or program).
Learners must demonstrate during the exam their achievements in the subject they have studied.
Modern methods for assessing learners
An integral part of e-learning is the inclusion in training courses with assessment tests. The development
of computer technology has provided new opportunities for assessing learners by solving a test. These
technologies allowed objective testing) to become more efficient than before, as today tests can be
designed more easily and have a variety of designs. The simplest example of a computerized
assessment test is one in which the test is displayed on a monitor instead of on paper. The advantage of
this type of design is the ease of evaluating and displaying the results.
A little more complicated is the method in which the test questions are arranged in a database. All
questions have some common characteristics, such as difficulty, correct answer points, etc. Thus, the test
can be generated by the computer depending on the desired difficulty, content and volume. The
advantage of this method is that a variety of tests can be generated according to the respective needs of
the trainer. In addition, the students have the opportunity to solve the same difficulty, but different in
content tests. All this increases the security and flexibility of the test.
In the third method (called tailored testing) after each answer the program calculates the knowledge of
the tests, based on all the answers given so far. The program then selects the next question that
corresponds to the level of test knowledge calculated so far. This process is repeated until a limit is
reached, such as points or number of questions. This is one of the most effective methods for objectively
solving a test and usually requires only 20% of the number of questions needed in a traditional solution
with a paper and pen test.
It can also be said that multimedia is also widely used in computerized evaluation. Modern multimedia
test design programs can be administered in multiple languages, including images, videos, animations,
sounds, and music. The questions can be "one choice", " true / false " choice, filling in a text box or a short
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answer. In such cases, the students have to perform certain actions in order to solve a given task or to
choose the correct answer from the multitude of given ones.
Solve a test using a computer
When solving a test using a computer (Computer-Assisted Testing) questions are stored on a central
server. When necessary, different equivalent versions of the test can be generated by random choice of
questions or by choice based on the difficulty of the questions. This method of assessment does not differ
much from the ordinary test on paper. The questions are located on the screen instead of on a sheet of
paper and the respondents answer them by selecting certain fields on the screen with the mouse.
The disadvantages of this method are almost the same as for ordinary paper tests. The test is not an
appropriate means of assessment, for example in cases where there is no control over the learners during
the test. In addition, this method requires each learner to have access to a computer connected to the
master server. There is also a need for a wide range of different exam questions and a program to generate
tests of varying difficulty, size, etc. The trainer must be familiar with this program and be able to work
well with it.
Some of the difficulties in maintaining the efficiency and reliability of ordinary paper tests are also found
in e-learning when solving a test using a computer. The difficulty of maintaining high reliability can be
reduced, however, by using a computer to solve tests, because the possibility of technical errors is
significantly reduced. The problem with the security of the test is alleviated by the fact that students are
given equivalent but not identical tests. Therefore, it is not possible for everyone to get a copy of the test,
because in fact there is not a single test, but many different questions from which the test is generated.
Despite these advantages, there is sometimes no guarantee as to who exactly meets the test and what
materials are used to solve it. However, solving tests using a computer has some advantages over
traditional solving tests. Learners can take tests many times and self-assess before being tested by the
teacher. In addition, each new test is equivalent but different from the previous ones, which allows
learners to constantly practice and test their knowledge.
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When test evaluation is effective
Effective assessment can be said when an accurate and impartial assessment of learners' knowledge and
skills is given. In this way, teachers learn about the level of mastery of the material taught and this helps
them in making appropriate decisions. Through tests, the necessary summaries of the skills and
knowledge of the participants in the training can be made. The results of a test briefly present how the
learner copes with a specific task or questions on a given topic. The results of a test are directly related to
the purposes for which it is intended. A test may be appropriate for assessment on a given issue, but it
does not work at all on other topics.
One of the important things to consider when designing a test is its security. This means that there should
be no errors in the test and opportunities for possible fraud on the part of the subjects. Therefore, it is
good to develop the tests in some preserved format, which can be handled only by the relevant software.
It is good practice to distribute the questions immediately before the start of the test. The fact that if the
test is freely available on the Internet, everyone will have access to it must also be taken into account. In
such cases, it is necessary to use passwords to control who enters the test and how many times.
Another important feature for effective evaluation by solving a test is consistency, or even reliability. This
means whether the results of the assessment will be the same if tested at different times, in different
circumstances and by different teachers. In this sense, the reliability of assessment means that
independent teachers evaluate the learner's response in the same way.
There are some other requirements that need to be taken into account when designing tests in order to
achieve an adequate assessment:
-

the content of the test (knowledge and skills to be assessed) must correspond to the

-

educational goals set by the teacher;

-

the test should address all the main issues on the topic;

-

there should be no vague and ambiguous questions in the test that would make testing
unnecessarily difficult.

Alternative assessment methods
In e-learning, in addition to solving a test, learners can be assessed when developing a web product - such
as a website. They could participate in the development of so-called web questionnaires, which include
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certain guiding questions and tasks that make the user search for some information on the web and thus
supplement and expand his knowledge.
There are many specialized assessment programs, but most of them are commercial and not freely
available to educators who want to use them (sample assessment software can be found at
http://www.questionmark.com/).
According to the way of their implementation, the evaluation methods can be conditionally called the
client method and the server method.
The client method uses the Java Script language. This is a standard scripting language that is widely
popular today as it works on all browsers using a graphical interface. Therefore, it can be useful for most
educators who want to implement assessment tests on their websites.
The second method uses the server to calculate the results and then the results are displayed in HTML
format to the user. This method uses the means of CGI (Common Gateway Interface) so that it can
perform server-side evaluation. The CGI scripts first collect information from the respondents' answers,
organize it in a database according to certain criteria, and finally each student receives a grade. This whole
process can be fully automated.
Video conferencing evaluation
Video conferencing is one of the most specific tools for communication in e-learning.
In video conferencing we have three main parties: a group of learners, teachers and an external source).
The term "external source" refers to people who may have nothing to do with a particular school, such as
employees of from another school. By changing the roles of the participants, video conferencing can be a
powerful and flexible tool for training and assessment of learners.
Each video conference consists of three separate parts - the planning period, the conference itself and
after the conference phase.
First, the video conference begins with a planning phase. This is the period in which the teacher
determines the program and hours for the conference and distributes the roles of the participants. The
teacher must determine whether the conference will focus on the assessment of learners, on their
training or a combination of both. He must also determine the role of the participants - whether they will
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be passive listeners, whether they will present something of their own, whether they will evaluate, etc.
choosing the right software is also important to achieve the goal of the conference.
During the conference itself, the teacher first connects with the external source and makes an
introduction to the topic. Then the first student in the group makes a short presentation. The external
source asks a question from a pre-prepared list. The learner also answers the external source or asks a
question related to the first or moves on to the next question on the list. The "ideal" conference is an
interactive discussion of the questions asked and an exchange of ideas. During the conference, the teacher
can take notes or fill in a pre-prepared test evaluation table. This whole process is then repeated for the
next learner.
In the post-conference phase, the teacher, together with the external source, moves on to assessing the
learners. The external source expresses its impressions concerning the level of knowledge of the learner
and the teacher evaluates it based on his opinion and the opinion of the external source. The teacher
takes into account all the specific knowledge and skills (good or bad) to discuss with him later. This
assessment process is then repeated for all other learners.
Contextual task is another modern method of evaluation.
A contextual task is a task in which the known or the data are a description of a specific life situation
related to the knowledge and experience that the learners have. In technology, for example, this method
can be applied to topics such as shoulder product design. You can start by showing a collection of
fashionable shoulder products that have already been modeled, and it is also advisable to invite learners
to develop some of their options. The main thing in this task is to point out that in order to create all the
styles suggested by the learners, they will need the knowledge they already have to design based on the
shoulder product.
Portfolio - an innovative form of testing and evaluation
The portfolio is a set of learning materials that are collected through interaction between learners and
teachers and are an indicator of the development of learners. The learner's portfolio is a representative
or selected collection of learning products that documents the learner's work both during class and
outside of school time.
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The portfolio is a purposeful collection of learning assignments that shows the efforts of students, their
progress and achievements. It should include the learner's participation in the selection of the content of
the portfolio, evaluation criteria and evidence of the learner's impact.
Given these definitions, it can be summarized that the portfolio is a systematic and organized collection
of learning materials, subject to a specific purpose, which are an indicator of the student's work in the
classroom and at home and provide information about his achievements and progress in the process of
training.
The portfolio can contain drawings, photos, video and audio cassettes, written works, tests, data for selfanalysis and self-reflection of the trainees. The folder with materials serves as a proof of learning
development. It is subject to a strictly defined goal, a collection of data, selected by criteria adequate to
that goal. The collection includes participation of the learner in a selected content field, criteria for
selection of materials, evaluation criteria, data on self- reflection of the learner.
With the use of the portfolio, evaluation plays a much different role. Much of the learners' work is
assessed through self-assessment rather than assessment by the trainer. Assessment, therefore, is
becoming more and more formative in the process of learning, using a portfolio.
To many of the teachers, when they first got acquainted with the portfolio, it was presented as a new,
better assessment technique and for many this is its biggest advantage. The portfolio makes
it possible to evaluate the results of the learning activity in a more reliable way. The use of the portfolio
can overcome the main shortcomings of traditional evaluation methods and forms.
When using a portfolio, on the other hand, the development of the individual learner is in the center of
attention. If learners choose materials for their own portfolio, these collections include objects that are
important to them and represent something like a learning self-portrait.
In addition, the portfolio expands the trainer 's ability to perceive the learner as a person. Through their
comments on their work, many participants will give the teacher the opportunity to look at them as
"people" with hopes and dreams, worries and fears. It would be more difficult for the trainer to think of
the trainee only in an academic aspect if he is aware of their views and interests.
It can be assumed that such an assessment system makes learners active participants in the educational
process, able to consciously build their educational activities from goal setting to self- reflection and to
perform productive and creative activities.
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In order for the assessment to be authentic, it must be designed to meet the expected results of the
professional field - i.e. to assess the real skills of the trainees for suitability in the work environment. Only
authentic, task-based assessment can give an idea of mastering complex skills. To be effective, it must be
learner-oriented, flexible, functional and with a solid academic foundation. Authentic assessment should
involve learners in a variety of activities, encourage them to apply interdisciplinary knowledge and
completely replace the attitude towards theoretical memorization and reproduction of "test knowledge".
Authentic assessment is based on direct observation of the learner's performance in performing valuable
intellectual tasks.
Evaluation algorithm
In order to apply the authentic assessment in the teaching of a given discipline successfully, it is
recommended to develop an assessment system based on the following approaches: qualification - to
ensure maximum realization of the qualification characteristics of the studied specialty; competence - to
assist in the formation of competencies and competencies adequate to the educational field and
necessary for the trainees for their successful professional realization; personal - to allow the formation
of personal qualities necessary for the future professional activity of students.
The trainees are acquainted in advance with the assessment system and the criteria (reflecting exactly
the competencies and the respective competencies, the formation and development of which is the goal
of the training), according to them the assessment will be performed. Criteria assessment is a process
based on comparing learning achievements with well-defined, collectively developed and timely known
to all learners’ criteria that correspond to the objectives, expected results and content of training, and
contribute to the formation of their cognitive competencies. Such an approach equips the learner with a
clear algorithm of the grounds for forming his assessment, by which he can determine the level of success
of his education and outline his own individual educational trajectory. In the criterion assessment the
students are not compared to each other, but their work is compared with the criterion (the standard,
the model of its excellent performance) or with their previous educational achievements - so you can
track the progress.
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Challenges in the application of authentic assessment
In addition to its undeniable advantages, the successful integration of authentic assessment into
competence-based learning poses a number of challenges. The problems with this type of assessment are
mainly related to reliability. For assessment to be reliable, it must generate the same results each time it
is conducted or the different measures give the same picture of learners' performance. "Because
integrated assessment involves complex tasks with many variables, judging the overall quality of
performance is open to interpretation rather than assessment with a simpler task." Hence a number of
real methodological and practical difficulties in developing sufficiently objective, reliable and valid tools
for assessing the wide range of key competencies and competencies that learners are expected to acquire
or develop as a result of competency-based training.
The interdisciplinary, multidimensional, complex nature of the basic competencies turns the attempts for
their conceptualization and operationalization into a serious test. Competence is a complex personality
formation, an integral characteristic of personal qualities, the ability to act effectively in dealing with a
task or problem. In this sense, it is difficult to operationalize and therefore its evaluation should be done
only in a certain context, on the basis of actually achieved effective performance of the task or activity,
and not as achieving a pre-set educational standard. This sometimes proves to be extremely difficult
within the defined hours and within a discipline.
Authentic assessment implies the development of an assessment system and criteria for the assessment
of relevant skills and competencies and only then the selection of appropriate training materials to
support the formation of these skills and competencies. Optimal implementation of a model for authentic
assessment would be based on collaboration between teachers not only in the same subject, but also in
similar disciplines, in order to be able to create tools for comprehensive, harmonious assessment and
formation of a skill or competence in their completeness. However, such an approach would encounter
administrative and logistical difficulties and is currently difficult to implement.
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Design evaluation method
One of the most productive pedagogical technologies not only for assessment but also for training is the
method on project. Kuzminov said that “adaptation of training to reality can be carried out only on the
base on new pedagogical technologies", including "growing reading on regardless search on information".
The teacher must act as organizer of projects as well as consultant at their performance.
By definition, a project is a set of certain actions, documents, preliminary texts; idea for creating a real
object and subject to create a different kind of theoretical product. This is always a creative activity.
What are the possibilities of the "project method" in the educational process? It provides an opportunity
to develop the creative thinking of students. Removes the dominant role of the teacher in the process of
acquiring knowledge and experience.
The modern project is a didactic tool for activating cognitive activity, for developing creativity and at the
same time for forming certain personal qualities.
The method of projects is pedagogical technology, which is aimed not at integrating factual knowledge,
but at their use and acquisition of new ones. The active involvement of the learner in the creation of one
or another project gives him the opportunity to master new ways of human activity in the socio-cultural
environment.
Everything that learners do, they have to do alone (alone, in a group, with a teacher, with other people):
to plan, implement, evaluate, and of course, understand why they do it:
-

to discover the essence of the study material;

-

to carry out purposeful activity;

-

to learn by mixing the constant change of life and its elevation to higher levels.

Participants in the training must learn to combine their activities with those of others, to find, acquire
knowledge necessary for the implementation of the project, and thus, solving their life tasks, building
relationships with each other, they receive the necessary knowledge, doing so alone or together with
others in the group, concentrating on matter.
The competencies that are acquired by the project method are: enthusiasm in work, interest, connection
with real life, revealing leading positions, scientific curiosity, ability to work in a team, self-control, better
consolidation of knowledge, self-discipline.
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The basis of the method is the development of cognitive and creative habits, skills to build on their own
knowledge, skills for orientation in the information space, development of critical thinking.
The project method is always focused on independent activity. It can be individual, in pairs, in groups,
which students perform over a period of time. This approach is naturally combined with the group
approach to learning (cooperative learning).
The project method always involves solving a problem that involves the use of different methods, on the
one hand, and on the other hand integrating knowledge, skills from different fields of science, technology,
creative areas. Working on the project method implies not only the presence and awareness of a problem,
but also the process of its detection, resolution, which includes clear action planning, the presence of a
plan or hypothesis to solve this problem, a clear distribution of roles (if any) in view of group work, i.e.
tasks for each participant subject to close interaction. All the results of the implemented projects must
be, as they say, "tangible", objective, ie. if this is a theoretical problem, its concrete solution is expected,
if it is practical, a concrete practical result that is ready for implementation.
"Everything I learn, I know what I need and where, and how I will be able to use this knowledge" - this is
the main thesis of the modern understanding of the project method.
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